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ABSTRACT 
The development of terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide dating has led to applications as varied as 
the dating of glacial moraines, establishing slip-rates on faults, measuring the erosion rates of 
basins, and measuring rates of soil formation.  Studies in many of these fields could greatly 
benefit from analysis of far more samples than can be easily dated using 10Be, 26Al, and 36Cl.  
The rapid preparation and analysis of samples for cosmogenic 3He often allows a greater 
number of samples to be analyzed, but has so far been applied primarily to olivine and 
pyroxene in mafic rocks.  Because 3He is produced in all mineral phases, it can potentially be 
applied in almost any lithology.  The goals of this thesis is to expand the range of target 
lithologies suitable for cosmogenic 3He dating by calibrating production rates of cosmogenic 
3He in accessory mineral phases such as apatite, zircon, and garnet.  Results are presented from 
three calibration studies: glacial moraine boulders in the Nepal Himalaya, young rhyolite 
surfaces from California’s Coso volcanic field, and rhyolite surfaces scoured by the Bonneville 
flood near Twin Falls, Idaho.  Both the Nepal and Coso studies compare 3He in zircon, 
apatite, and garnet against 10Be in quartz, finding that higher than expected 3He concentrations 
are likely due to anamolous elevation scaling in the Himalaya, and to production of 3He via 
neutron capture on 6Li at Coso.  The Idaho calibration study is unique in that it is calibrated 
against the age of the Bonneville outburst flood (known by 14C dating), and uses a shielded 
sample to definitively document Li-produced 3He components in the deep sub surface.  
Collectively, these studies highlight several challenges associated with cosmogenic 3He dating 
of accessory phases: the difficulty in measuring small amounts of cosmogenic 3He in the 
presence of large amounts of radiogenic 4He, the importance of production of 3He via neutron 
capture on 6Li, and the redistribution of energetic 3He and 3H between adjacent mineral 
phases.  Despite these challenges, adopting a 10Be production rate of 4.51 at g-1 a-1 in quartz 
(Balco et al., 2008), brings three independent 3He production rate estimates into good 
agreement with grand means of 103 ± 3, 133 ± 6, and about 134 ± 13 at g-1 a-1 in zircon, 
apatite, and spessartine garnet respectively.   Such agreement suggests that these phases are 
suitable for cosmogenic dating.   3He in accessory phases may enable a range of unique 
applications including the study of ancient sediments, paleo-altimetry, and rates of chemical 
weathering in soils. 
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Chapter 1 
THE UTILITY OF COSMOGENIC 3HE DATING 
1 .1  Why Cosmogenic 3He and 21Ne Are Useful 
Cosmogenic dating is a widely used tool for establishing the exposure age or erosion rate of 
terrestrial surfaces.  Cosmogenic dating involves collecting rock samples that have been exposed 
on the surface of the Earth and measuring the concentration of rare isotopes (e.g. 3He, 10Be, 21Ne, 
26Al, and 36Cl) that are produced when high-energy atmospheric nucleons interact with target 
nuclei inside the rock. If the production rate of these isotopes is known, their concentration can be 
used to infer the amount of time the rock has been exposed to cosmic rays, or its “surface 
exposure age.”  Alternatively, because high-energy neutrons penetrate an average of several 
meters into rock, the surface concentration of a cosmogenic nuclide can also be modeled as a 
time-integrated erosion rate (Bierman, 1994; Lal, 1991).    
The ability to quantify the exposure history of surfaces in the landscape has led to major 
advancements in a wide range of disciplines.  For example, cosmogenic dating  of glacial moraine 
boulders has contributed to a quantitative chronology of terrestrial climate change and largely 
replaced the relative dating criteria previously used by glaciologists (Brown et al., 1991; IvyOchs 
et al., 1996; Zreda and Phillips, 1995).   Cosmogenic dating of offset and deformed geomorphic 
surfaces has provided a widely applicable dating method which has greatly improved our 
understanding of geologic slip rates on faults in a variety of tectonic settings (Bierman et al., 
1995; Hetzel et al., 2002; Klinger et al., 2000; Matmon et al., 2005; Siame et al., 1997).  Perhaps 
most importantly, cosmogenic dating has allowed geomorphologists to directly measure rates of 
physical and chemical weathering for the first time.   For example, analysis of cosmogenic 
nuclides on river sands provides an integrated erosion rate over entire drainage basins, allowing 
comparison of such rates across a range of climatic and tectonic regimes (Bierman and Steig, 
1996; Granger et al., 1996; Kirchner et al., 2001; Schaller et al., 2001).  Likewise, it has been 
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shown that measurement of cosmogenic nuclides in soil profiles can yield rates of soil formation 
and chemical weathering, addressing some of the longest standing questions in soil 
geomorphology (Heimsath et al., 1997; 1999; Riebe et al., 2001b). 
Although cosmogenic dating has proven to be an invaluable technique, many important  
questions remain unanswered due to the high costs associated with analyzing 10Be, 26Al, and 36Cl, 
which often limit the number of samples analyzed in a given study.  Thus, the relatively high 
analytical precision on a given sample is often dwarfed by the geomorphic uncertainties 
associated with the study site.   For example, older glacial moraines typically contain boulders 
that yield a large spread of exposure ages – some appear younger than the true moraine age due to 
prior burial whereas other boulders appear older due to prior exposure in other parts of the 
landscape (Brown et al., 2005; Chevalier et al., 2005a; b).  A reliable estimate of the true moraine 
age is best obtained by dating a large number of boulders and analyzing the statistical distribution 
of ages (Putkonen and Swanson, 2003).  In other cases, the only way to reliably test the 
relationship between two geomorphic variables- such as hill slope angle and erosion rate is to 
analyze a large number of samples, from which the random geomorphic variability of the 
landscape can be filtered (Burke et al., 2009; Carretier et al., 2009; Dixon et al., 2009).  
Cosmogenic 3He dating shows great promise for achieving rapid sample throughput because it 
does not require chemical extraction processes and 3He is measured on noble gas mass 
spectrometers which are less expensive to maintain and operate than the accelerator mass 
spectrometer required for the analysis of 10Be, 26Al, and 36Cl. 
In addition to offering the potential for high sample throughput, cosmogenic 3He occupies a 
unique niche in the family of cosmogenic isotopes for several reasons.  Because it is stable, 3He is 
potentially useful for estimating erosion rates on extremely old surfaces, such as those found in 
various hyper-arid landscapes of Australia, Africa, and Antractica (Bierman and Caffee, 2002; 
Bruno et al., 1997b; Cockburn et al., 1999; Schafer et al., 1999).  It also provides an ideal nuclide 
to be paired with 10Be (T1/2 = 1.3 Ma) for burial dating, a technique that uses the ratio of two 
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isotopes with different decay constants to solve for the length of time that a sample has been 
shielded from cosmic rays (Balco and Shuster, 2009; Balco et al., 2005a).  Cosmogenic 3He can 
also be used to determine exposure ages of buried paleo-surfaces and for estimating basin-scale 
erosion rates from ancient sediments (Balco et al., 2005b; Schaller et al., 2004).  Most 
importantly, 3He is produced at a high production rate from most common rock forming elements 
and can be applied to many different mineral phases (Farley et al., 2006; Leya et al., 1998b).  A 
large fraction of cosmogenic 3He originates as 3H, which decays to 3He with a half life of ~12.3 
years (Andrews and Kay, 1982).  This stands in contrast to 10Be, 26Al and 36Cl which are only 
produced in measurable quantities from parent elements within several AMU of their own mass.  
Recognizing the potential benefits of cosmogenic 3He dating in diverse mineral phases, the goal 
of this thesis is to calibrate the production rate of 3He in common accessory mineral phases.   
 
1.2   Production of Cosmogenic Isotopes on Earth 
On Earth, the production of cosmogenic isotopes is driven primarily by high energy 
neutrons which are part of the nuclear cascade of atmospheric secondaries (Cocconi, 1947; 
Cocconi et al., 1950).  This cascade is initiated by high energy galactic particles (~92% protons, 
~8% He nuclei) which enter Earth’s atmosphere, collide with atoms of N and O and induce a 
downward-directed shower of secondary particles.  Due to their longer stopping range, neutrons 
dominate the atmospheric cascade at Earth’s surface with typical neutron fluxes ~4-7 times 
higher than protons (Brunstein, 1964).  As nucleons lose energy by electronic slowing and 
nuclear collisions, the energy spectrum of the nuclear cascade becomes somewhat less energetic 
at lower depths in the atmosphere (Sato and Niita, 2006).  Because Earth’s surface occupies only 
the very lowest parts of the atmosphere, the energy spectrum of the neutron flux changes only 
slightly as a function of elevation.   
Cosmogenic nuclides in rock are produced by the same type of reactions that sustain the 
nuclear cascade in air.  At energies above ~50 MeV direct reactions, often described as spallation 
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reactions, are the most important (Dahanayake et al., 1955; Nir et al., 1966; Yasin, 1964).  One 
type of direct reaction, a knock-on reaction, occurs when a high energy nucleon enters the 
nucleus of a target element and directly collides with one or more nucleons, directly ejecting them 
from the nucleus (Friedlander et al., 1981).  At energies between ~10-50 MeV indirect reactions 
such as compound-nucleus and pick-up reactions become more important.  In a compound 
nucleus reaction, the incident nucleon enters a nucleus and disseminates its energy to other 
nucleons creating an excited “compound nucleus.”  De-excitation occurs when one or more 
nucleons are “evaporated” from the nuclei.  Pick-up reactions occur when a passing nucleon 
strips away one or more nucleons from the nucleus they are passing, often creating deuterium, 
trititum, or helium (Ahmad et al., 1979; Zatzick and Maxson, 1963).  A third type of reaction is 
neutron capture in which very low energy neutrons (<~ 1 keV) are captured  and become part of 
the target nuclei, with their excess binding energy often leading to nuclear instability and 
subsequent decay of the target nucleus (Andrews and Kay, 1982; Friedlander et al., 1981). 
 The variety of nuclear reactions described above lead to a critical difference between 3He 
and its higher-mass cosmogenic counterparts such as 10Be, 21Ne, 26Al and 36Cl.  Whereas larger 
nuclei are most commonly formed as the residual of some nuclear reaction (i.e. 36Cl produced 
from 39K), 3H and 3He are often formed as the ion that is actually spalled, stripped, or evaporated 
from the residual nuclei.  As a result 3He is produced from virtually all parent elements and is 
produced at higher rates via low energy reactions than heavier isotopes (Leya et al., 2004; Leya et 
al., 2000a).   Because of these differences the production rate of 3He may change in a different 
manner than larger isotopes as a function of the nucleon energy spectrum at different locations on 
Earth’s surface (Gayer et al., 2004).  Another important difference between 3He and heavier 
cosmogenic isotopes is that the small charge of newly produced 3H or 3He ions (+1 or +2), allows 
them to travel longer distances before being slowed and stopped by electronic interactions 
(Ziegler, 2003).     
 Traditionally, the production rate of cosmogenic isotopes has been assumed to  
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scale directly with the flux of high energy neutrons at Earth’s surface (Lal and Peters, 1967; 
Simpson and Uretz, 1953).   To the first order, the neutron flux at Earth’s surface scales 
exponentially with elevation with a mean free path of ~140-160 g/cm2 (Carmichael et al., 1968; 
Simpson, 1951).  A second order control on production rate comes from the Earth’s magnetic 
field, which deflects charged galactic particles and prevents them from entering the atmosphere.  
The effect of the Earth’s magnetic field is described by the rigidity cutoff, or the minimum energy 
required for a vertically incident galactic proton to penetrate Earth’s magnetic field (Lal and 
Peters, 1967).  Changes in the strength and orientation of Earth’s magnetic field have occurred 
throughout geologic time in response to changes in Earth’s dynamo as well as changes in the 
intensity of the solar wind (Lifton et al., 2005; Lifton et al., 2008; Simpson et al., 1953).  These 
changes are one of the largest sources of uncertainty in extrapolating production rates backwards 
through time, although it is often argued that variations in the magnetic field average out for time 
scales >~ 20 ka (Gosse and Phillips, 2001).   
Because changes in production rate through time and space are significant and are still 
the topic of active research, the convention in the cosmogenic isotope community is to state 
production rates at sea level high-latitude ‘SLHL’ locations (>60° latitude).  Importantly, these 
sites are not susceptible to the effects of Earth’s magnetic field, because the rigidity cutoff is zero.    
To extrapolate SLHL production rates to sites elsewhere on Earth, scaling models are used that 
consider changes in elevation, air pressure, and changes in the rigidity cutoff at that site through 
time.   As more calibration studies have been completed in recent years, several authors have 
suggested that existing scaling models do not accurately predict regional production rates, thereby 
limiting the accuracy of cosmogenic dating (Balco et al., 2009; Putnam et al., 2010).  A detailed 
review and comparison of five different scaling models has recently been published by Balco et 
al. (2008).     
Despite the inherent uncertainty in scaling models, most production rates have been 
determined by measuring cosmogenic isotopes in uneroded surfaces of a known age and 
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extrapolating these rates to sea level high latitude.  These field based production rate calibrations 
are useful because of the huge uncertainties associated with estimating production rates from 
nuclear properties alone (Masarik and Reedy, 1995).  Such “first principles” predictions require 
knowledge of the excitation functions (the production cross section as a function of incident 
neutron energy) for a huge range of target elements.  Because it is difficult and expensive to 
generate high energy neutron beams (>50 MeV) in the lab, well documented neutron excitation 
functions have traditionally been scarce, but are slowly becoming more widely available 
(Chadwick et al., 2006; Nakagawa et al., 2002).  Such data are important, because the shape of 
the excitation functions for different nuclides (e.g. 3He and 10Be) can differ significantly.  
Furthermore, accurate calculations require knowledge of the neutron energy spectrum just below 
the rock surface at different points on Earth’s surface.  Measuring the complete neutron energy 
distribution at Earth’s surface as a function of elevation has proven difficult (Armstrong et al., 
1973; Goldhagen et al., 2002; Hendrick and Edge, 1966; Powell et al., 1959; Yamashita et al., 
1966).  However, several coupled production-transport numerical codes have been recently 
developed and employed to predict the nucleon flux and energy spectra throughout Earth’s 
atmosphere and near Earth’s surface (Lei et al., 2004; Masarik, 2008; Masarik and Beer, 2009; 
Sato and Niita, 2006; Webber et al., 2007).   
 
1.3   Previous Production Rate Estimates for 3He and 21Ne 
As explained above, most SLHL production rates have been calculated experimentally by 
measuring cosmogenic isotopes in surfaces of known age.  Many previous studies using 3He have 
targeted olivine and pyroxene phenocrysts in volcanic rocks, providing a strong foundation for 
the study of new mineral phases.  For example, numerous production rate determinations for 
olivine and pyroxene  have been made on basalt flows of known age, yielding SLHL production 
rates between ~115  and 136 at g-1 yr-1 (Ackert et al., 2003; Blard et al., 2006; Cerling and Craig, 
1994; Dunai and Wijbrans, 2000; Kurz et al., 1990; Licciardi et al., 1999; Licciardi et al., 2006).  
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Because these studies have been performed at a range of elevations and latitudes, their mean 
production rate is dependent upon the scaling scheme that is used to convert local measurements 
to SLHL production rates.   Although different scaling models give different mean SLHL 
production rates, the production rate studies for olivine and pyroxene agree to ~7-12% when any 
particular scaling model is applied to all of them (Balco et al., 2008; Goehring et al., 2010). 
Although the He retentivity of many mineral phases is well established (Dunai and 
Roselieb, 1996; Farley, 2000; Reiners and Farley, 1999; Reiners et al., 2002; Shuster and 
Farley, 2005), only a handful of previous studies have explored the production rate of 
cosmogenic 3He in new mineral phases.  Production rates of 3He in apatite, zircon, titanite 
and Fe-Ti oxides were determined by cross calibration against cosmogenic 21Ne in Andean 
tuffs (Farley et al., 2006; Kober et al., 2005).  The production rate in garnet was calibrated 
against 10Be in glacial moraine boulders from the Nepal Himalaya (Gayer et al., 2004).   In 
addition, Kober et al. (2005) provide estimates of element-specific 3He production rates based 
on a combination of field calibration and neutron bombardment experiments.   These 
estimates are useful for predicting production rates in minerals that have not been directly 
calibrated.  
 
1.4     New Problems Addressed in This Thesis 
The goal of this thesis is to calibration the production rate of cosmogenic 3He in a 
variety of mineral phases in an effort to broaden the range of suitable target lithologies.  
Collectively, the three calibration studies presented here (chapters 2-5) highlight the potential 
benefits and several complications to cosmogenic 3He dating.  The most significant 
complication discussed in chapters 2-4 is 3He production via low-energy neutron capture on 
6Li in the reaction: 6Li(n,) 3H  3He (Andrews and Kay, 1982; Dunai et al., 2007; Lal, 
1987; Mamyrin and Tolstikhin, 1984).  The low energy neutrons that drive 3He production 
from 6Li are derived from three primary sources: 1) radiogenic neutrons produced by decay 
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of U and Th whose alpha particles are involved in (,n) reactions on light elements (Andrews 
and Kay, 1982; Chmiel et al., 2003), 2) low energy cosmogenic neutrons produced by 
excitation of target nuclei in rock by high-energy atmospheric neutrons (Dunai et al., 2007; 
Phillips et al., 2001), and 3) muogenic neutrons produced by slowing and stopping of muons 
by target nuclei in rock (Heisinger et al., 2002a; Heisinger et al., 2002b).   
A common theme in the Coso (chapter 3) and Idaho (chapter 4) calibration studies is 
that large fractions of the measured 3He can be attributed to Li-produced 3He due to the high 
Li contents that are apparently typical of intra-continental rhyolites.  Detailed analyses of 
different grain sizes from both studies confirm that newly created 3H nuclei experience 
redistribution into adjacent mineral phases due to their small size and high energy (Farley et 
al., 2006).  Cosmic-ray shielded samples from the Idaho site demonstrate that Li-produced 
components can be accurately calculated and directly subtracted from exposure samples 
without greatly increasing the uncertainty.  A major conclusion of this thesis is that 3He 
dating of accessory phases in continental igneous rocks requires grain size sieving and Li 
measurements in both exposed and shielded samples.   
Another question addressed in this thesis is whether the production rate of 3He should 
scale in the same manner as other cosmogenic isotopes.  For example, the Nepal calibration 
study in chapter 2 discusses whether anomalously high production rates can be attributed to a 
lower threshold energy for production of 3He relative to heavier isotopes such as 10Be and 
21Ne (Gayer et al., 2004).  This implies that changes in the energy distribution of the incident 
neutron flux, either through space, through time, or with depth in rock, could change the ratio 
of the 3He production rate relative to other isotopes.  This is of particular relevance to the 
Nepal study because Nepal sits at high elevation near the peak in rigidity cutoff, implying 
that the neutron flux is slightly more energetic than most other places on Earth.  Although 
such a scenario would present a challenge to existing scaling models, it could also potentially 
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be exploited as a new form of paleo-altimetry or be used in conjunction with depth profiles to 
gain more detailed information about erosion rates over time. 
Other new problems addressed by this thesis are the analytical challenges associated 
with precisely measuring small amounts of cosmogenic 3He in U or Th rich accessory phases.  
Data drawn from all three calibration studies are synthesized in chapter 5 to explore the effect 
of high 4He pressures on the analytical characteristics of the MAP 215-50 noble gas mass 
spectrometer.  Due to a number of factors, samples with 3He/4He ratios less than ~2x10-10 
cannot be measured reliably under typical operating conditions.  This implies that 3He dating 
in zircon and apatite can be subject to large errors when applied to samples from young 
surfaces (<10 ka), surfaces that are very near sea level (<500 m), rocks with old (U-Th)/He 
closure ages (>50 Ma), or some combination thereof.  
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Chapter 2 
ANOMALOUS COSMOGENIC 3HE PRODUCTION AND 
ELEVATION SCALING IN THE HIGH HIMALAYA 
 
2.1  Introduction 
Due to its role in determining ages and erosion rates of surfaces in the landscape, cosmogenic 
dating has grown rapidly in the last several decades (Bierman, 1994; Gosse and Phillips, 2001; 
Lal and Peters, 1967).   Although cosmogenic dating using 3He is not as widely applied as that 
using 10Be or 26Al,   3He occupies a unique niche in the family of cosmogenic isotopes for several 
reasons.  It has a higher production rate relative to its detection limit than other cosmogenic 
isotopes, and can thus be used to date very small samples or young surfaces.  It is produced by 
spallation from nearly all target elements, so can potentially be applied to many different mineral 
phases. Because it is stable, 3He is potentially useful for estimating erosion rates on extremely old 
surfaces, for determining exposure ages of paleo-surfaces, and for estimating catchment-scale 
erosion rates from ancient sediments.  In addition, cosmogenic 3He dating potentially provides a 
faster and simpler alternative to cosmogenic radionuclide dating because it does not involve 
intensive preparation chemistry and measurement on an accelerator mass spectrometer.  
Most previous studies using 3He have targeted olivine and pyroxene phenocrysts in 
volcanic rocks because these phases retain helium under Earth surface conditions and usually 
have acceptably small non-cosmogenic 3He concentrations.  Numerous production rate 
determinations for olivine have been made on basalt flows of known age, yielding sea-level high 
latitude (SLHL) rates between ~100 and 150 at g-1 yr-1 (Ackert et al., 2003; Cerling and Craig, 
1994; Dunai and Wijbrans, 2000; Kurz et al., 1990; Licciardi et al., 1999; Licciardi et al., 2006). 
Recent efforts have explored extending 3He dating by establishing production rates and the non-
cosmogenic background in additional mineral phases found in more diverse lithologies. For 
example, production rates of 3He in apatite, zircon, titanite and Fe-Ti oxides were determined by 
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cross calibration against cosmogenic 21Ne in Andean tuffs (Farley et al., 2006; Kober et al., 
2005).  Similarly, the production rate in garnet was calibrated against 10Be in glacial moraine 
boulders from the Nepalese Himalaya (Gayer et al., 2004).   In addition, Kober et al. (2005)  
provide estimates of element-specific 3He production rates based on a combination of field 
calibration and neutron bombardment experiments.   These estimates are useful for predicting 
production rates in minerals that have not been directly calibrated. However, due to complicating 
variables such as Li content, grain size, elevation, and lithology, further calibration studies are 
needed before robust and widely applicable production rates are established.   
Here we calibrate the production rate of spallogenic 3He in zircon, apatite, kyanite, and 
garnet against 10Be in quartz in a suite of glacial moraine boulders spanning a range of elevations, 
exposure ages, and lithologies in the Nepalese Himalaya.  Our approach and sampling locality are 
similar to the study of cosmogenic 3He in garnet performed by Gayer et al. (2004).  Our sample 
suite also allows us to assess Gayer et al's (2004) observations of anomalous production rates and 
altitude scaling of cosmogenic 3He in Himalayan garnets, and a recently proposed explanation 
that these anomalies arise from nuclear reactions on lithium (Dunai et al., 2007). 
Natural samples have multiple sources of 3He in addition to the sought-after cosmogenic 
spallation component. With knowledge of the Li concentration of the analyzed phases, the 
composition of the whole rock, and appropriate models, we can isolate the spallation 3He from 
these other components.  After correcting for non-spallogenic 3He, SLHL production rates are 
estimated by multiplying the corrected 3He/10Be ratio by the known SLHL 10Be production rate.  
This approach eliminates the need to assume negligible surface erosion or burial, but requires that 
cosmogenic isotope production rates scale identically with elevation and latitude. Unless 
otherwise stated, 3He production in this paper refers to both direct production, and production via 
3H, which decays to 3He with a half life of ~12.3 yrs (Lal, 1987).    
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2. 2 Geologic Setting and Samples 
The geology of central Nepal can be simplified as three major tectonic packages separated by 
two major shear zones (Fig. 1).  The Main Central Thrust is a diffuse shear zone defining the 
boundary between the upper amphibolite grade Greater Himalayan Series gneisses to the north, 
and the meta-sedimentary rocks of the Lesser Himalayan Series to the south (Colchen et al., 
1986).  The South Tibetan Detachment (STD) is a dominantly normal sense shear zone separating 
the gneisses below it from the meta-sedimentary rocks of the Tibetan Sedimentary Series above it 
(Colchen et al., 1986).  Intruding the gneisses, but commonly truncated by the STD is the 18-25 
My old Manaslu granite (Deniel et al., 1987).    
 
 
 
 
 
Field sampling and 10Be analysis of glacial moraine boulders was performed by Pratt-Sitaula 
(2004).  She sampled three types of glacial moraine boulders: quartzite, gneiss, and granite.  
Quartzitic moraine boulders were sampled entirely above 4000 m and are thought to be derived 
Figure 1.1 
Map of field area showing sample sites (white circles), towns (black squares), and major summits 
(black triangles).   Major structural features are shown following (Searle and Godin, 2003), and 
delineate the Tethyan Sedimentary Series (north of the South Tibetan Detachment), from the Greater 
Himalayan Series (south of the Deurali-Chame detachment).  The shaded relief map is derived from 
SRTM 90 m data. 
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primarily from the Thini-Chu group, which is a Carboniferous aged section of the Tethyan 
Sedimentary Series (Garzanti et al., 1994b).  They contain low but variable concentrations of 
illite, sericite, and other clay minerals, as well as trace amounts of rutile, pyrite, and zircon.  The 
gneissic moraine boulders were sampled from between 3215 and 3960 meters, and are derived 
from Formation I of the Greater Himalayan Series (Fig. 1).  These gneisses typically contain 
varying amounts of quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase (albite to labradorite), muscovite and biotite.  
The Manaslu granite is a generally medium grained leucocratic granite, which typically  contains  
~32% quartz, ~37% plagioclase (An 2-21), ~21% K-feldspar, ~7% muscovite, and ~3% biotite 
(Deniel et al., 1987).   
Useable quantities of zircon were recovered only from the quartzitic and gneissic boulders 
after they were processed for quartz.  Zircons from the quartzites are typically well rounded, dark 
pink in color, and are often frosted, whereas zircons from the gneisses are typically euhedral, 
transluscent, and colorless to pink.   There is no systematic variation in grain size between 
lithologies, with average dimensions of analyzed zircon aliquots ranging from 76-190 m in 
length and 52-140 m in prism cross-section (Table 2.1).   Apatites were recovered from all 
lithologies, ranging in mean grain size from 114-300 m in length, and 84-225 m in cross 
section (Table 2.2).  These are assumed to be primarily metamorphic apatites because it is 
unlikely that such pristine apatite crystals would survive the detrital cycle.   Kyanites and garnet 
occurred only in a subset of the gneisses, and were hand-picked from the 250< 500 m size 
fraction (Table 2.3).  Garnets show a narrow compositional range, averaging about 70% 
almandine, and 18% pyrope (Table 2.4).   Although the retentivity of 3He in kyanite has never 
been demonstrated, it is a member of the nesosilicate family and is structurally similar to other 
retentive nesosilicates such as olivine, zircon and garnet.   
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Table 2.1:  Zircon data 
Table 2.2:  Apatite data 
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Beryllium concentrations in quartz range from 0.32 to 1.3 Mat/g, interpreted as moraine ages 
from 5.2 to 16.3 ky (Pratt-Sitaula, 2004).  The wide range of 10Be concentrations, moraine ages, 
and elevations makes this an ideal sample suite with which to assess factors controlling the 
cosmogenic 3He production rate.  Interestingly, some moraines from similar elevations in nearly 
adjacent valleys yielded very different 10Be ages, allowing separation of age from elevation 
effects. Our approach for calibration of 3He production rates assumes that these 10Be 
concentrations are accurate, purely cosmogenic in origin, and that the proportion of muogenic 
production is the same for both isotopes.  We have no independent way to assess the validity of 
the 10Be ages other than to note that they can be rationalized (Pratt-Sitaula, 2004) and other 
studies in central Nepal and elsewhere in the Himalaya report moraine boulders with comparable 
ages (Gayer et al., 2006; Owen et al., 2005).  
 
Table 2.3:  Kyanite and garnet data
Table 2.4:  Garnet compositional data
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2.3      Methods 
Apatite and zircon were extracted from the <250 m sieve fraction produced during original 
preparation for 10Be analysis (Pratt-Sitaula, 2004).   Standard heavy liquid and magnetic 
separation procedures were used, followed by negative picking of contaminant mineral phases.   
Zircon separates were purified by dissolution of remaining phases in a room temperature solution 
of 2:1 HF to HNO3.   Purity of apatite was verified by recovery of the sample following helium 
extraction, and dissolution in 10% HNO3.  After dissolution only quartz remained, and never 
exceeded 1% of the analyzed mass.   Typically, 3-30 mg of apatite or zircon was analyzed to 
generate a measurable amount of 3He (usually 10-4 to 10-3 fmol), which typically corresponded to 
~4 to 250 pmol of 4He.  Samples were degassed using either a Nd-YAG laser (House et al., 2000) 
or a double-walled resistance furnace, purified by diffusion through a liquid nitrogen-chilled 
charcoal trap and hot and cold SAES getters, then cryogenically focused and analyzed on a MAP 
215-50 noble gas mass spectrometer.   
The most challenging aspect of measuring cosmogenic 3He in zircon and apatite is the 
measurement of small amounts of 3He in the presence of large quantities of radiogenic 4He.  
Issues such as variable ionization efficiency, pressure broadening of the 4He and HD peaks, and 
scrubbing of 3He off the walls of the vacuum line and mass spectrometer are all potential 
concerns.  Although the mass spectrometer is continually calibrated using external gas standards, 
in-run sensitivity is determined using a “spike” of 3He gas introduced mid-way through each 
sample analysis.  To test for tailing and other effects of high helium pressure, we did experiments 
using a virtually pure 4He gas derived from a sample of cosmic-ray shielded thorianite.   A full 
description of these experiments and the analytical technique can be found in chapter 6. 
Lithium measurements were made on a Thermo-Finnegan Element 1 single-collector ICPMS, 
using isotope dilution with a 6Li spike calibrated with a commercial Li normal solution.  
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Measurements were made on ~1 mg of handpicked zircon or apatite, but not the same aliquots 
used for 3He analysis.  Apatites were directly dissolved in nitric acid, whereas zircons, kyanites, 
and garnets were dissolved first in HF in a Parr bomb at 220 C, then dried down and redissolved 
in 6N HCl at 180, then dried down again before final dissolution in concentrated HNO3.  
Reproducibility of Li measurements was established by performing at least two replicate 
measurements on all samples.  External precision was determined by analyzing replicates of ~15 
Durango apatite samples (Young et al., 1969), which were found to have a mean Li concentration 
of 1.31 +/- 0.15 ppm.    Lithium blanks typically totaled less than 0.1% of measured lithium, with 
a maximum of ~5%.   
A critical aspect of this method is ensuring that Li contamination from heavy liquids can be 
removed from the samples prior to analysis.  This was verified by taking samples of Durango 
apatite which had never been exposed to heavy liquids, and immersing them for 30 minutes in 
either lithium metatungstate, methylene iodide, or acetylene tetrabromide.  The samples were 
subsequently washed with acetone, then washed in distilled water in an ultrasonic bath for three 
15 minute cycles with the water decanted and refilled between each cycle.  Samples of Durango 
apatite exposed to heavy liquids were found to yield Li concentrations within error of the 
unimmersed samples.   We used this cleaning procedure prior to all Li measurements. 
Knowledge of the (U-Th)/He age of the phases we are working with is useful for 
assessing the duration over which nucleogenic ingrowth has occurred (Farley et al., 2006).  
Therefore (U-Th)/He ages were measured  on hand-picked, inclusion free single apatite and 
zircon crystals following the method of House et al. (House et al., 2000).  Most of the quartzites 
have zircon helium ages from ~13-20 Ma, whereas zircons from the gneisses have ages from 1.5 
to 2 Ma (Table 2.1).   Apatite (U-Th)/He ages range from 6 to 8 Ma in the granitic samples, and 
from 0.8 to 1.5 Ma in the gneisses (Table 2.2).  The correlation of age with lithology arises from 
the fact that lithology varies with structural position and elevation. 
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2.4    Results 
2.4. 1  3He Concentrations 
  Helium concentrations are summarized in Tables 2.1-2.3 and Figures 2.2-2.4.  
Concentrations of 3He measured in apatite and zircon range from ~10 to 50 Mat/g, whereas 3He 
concentrations in kyanite and garnet range from ~19 to 25 Mat/g.  4He concentrations range from 
2-40 x1015 atoms/g in zircon, 0.2-6 x1015 in apatite, and 11-166 x1012 in kyanite and garnet.  
These values yield 3He/4He ratios ranging from 0.8-2 x10-8 in zircon, 0.7-1 x10-8 in apatite, and 
0.69-2.5 x10-6 in kyanite and garnet.  The external precision of the measurements was determined 
by replicate analyses of 10 different aliquots of zircon from sample 259 (Table 2.1), as well as 10 
replicate analyses of a gas standard which gave a 3He signal comparable to a typical sample (2-3 
counts per second).  The standard deviation was ~8% in both cases, a value that we take as the 
uncertainty on a single analysis.  The standard error of the sample mean for each sample is then 
determined by dividing this uncertainty by the square root of the number of replicate analyses for 
that sample.  Full process blanks were measured before most analyses, resulting in blank 
corrections from 1 to 5%. 
As shown in Figures 2.2a and 2.3a, 3He concentrations in the apatites and zircons are 
strongly correlated with 10Be, providing unequivocal evidence that at least a large fraction of the 
3He in these samples is cosmogenic in origin. There is insufficient variability in the 10Be 
measurements to make the same statement for the garnet and kyanite samples, but 3He/4He ratios 
near or in excess of the atmospheric ratio leave little doubt that cosmogenic He is present in these 
minerals as well. 
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Figure 2.2 
A) Plot of total 3He in zircon against measured 
10Be in quartz, with the best-fit line through the 
data, and the relationship predicted by (Farley et 
al., 2006; Kober et al., 2005) (dotted line).  B) 
Plot of spallation 3He in zircon obtained by 
subtraction of the estimated amount of 3He 
produced by thermal neutron capture by 6Li (i.e. 
the 3Hecn and 3Henuc components).  The slope of 
45.4 coupled with the known 10Be production 
rate gives an apparent SLHL 3He production rate 
of 226 at/g*yr in zircon.   C) Corrected 3He/10Be 
ratios for zircon plotted against elevation, 
showing an increase with elevation. 
Figure 2.3 
A) Plot of uncorrected 3He in apatite against 
measured 10Be in quartz, with the best-fit line 
through the data, and the relationships predicted 
by (Farley et al., 2006; Kober et al., 2005) (dotted 
lines).  B) Plot of  spallation 3He in apatite 
obtained by subtraction of the estimated amount 
of 3He produced by thermal neutron capture by 
6Li (i.e. the 3Hecn and 3Henuc components).   The 
slope of 51 gives an apparent SLHL production 
rate of 254 at/g*yr in apatite.  C) A plot of the 
corrected 3He/10Be ratios for apatite against 
elevation, showing an increase with elevation. 
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2.4.2  Lithium Contents 
Li contents in zircon and apatite correlate strongly with host lithology.   Zircons from the 
gneisses have Li contents of 0.17-0.30 ppm, whereas zircons from the quartzites range from ~1.6-
9 ppm.  The reason for this difference is unknown.  Apatites from the gneisses have ~0.8-4 ppm 
of Li, whereas apatites from the Manaslu granite range from 4-33 ppm.  In general, these are 
extremely high Li contents for apatite, based on analyses of unrelated apatite samples from 8 
other locations, which showed concentrations of 0.5 to 1.5 ppm (Amidon and Farley, unpublished 
data).   In contrast, kyanites have extremely low Li concentrations, ranging from 0.03 to 0.18 
ppm.  Lithium concentrations in garnet range from ~25 to 62 ppm.   
 
2.5     Discussion 
Figure 2.4 
A) Bar graph showing 3He 
concentration before and after 
subtraction of the estimated amount of 
6Li produced 3He in garnet with 1-
sigma error bars.  B) Bar graph 
showing measured 3He concentrations 
in kyanite with 1-sigma error bars.  No 
correction was made to kyanite, 
because of its large grain size and 
extremely low Li content.    
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2.5.1  Sources of 3He in Minerals 
As shown in equation (1), the 3He we measured (3Hetot) is derived from several different 
sources: 
ܪ݁ ଷ ௧௢௧ ൌ  ܪ݁ ଷ ௖ ൅  ܪ݁ ଷ ௖௡ ൅  ܪ݁ ଷ ௡௨௖ ൅  ܪ݁ ଷ ௜௡                              (2.1) 
We are interested in determining the production rate of spallogenic 3He (3Hec), which 
also includes a small component of direct muogenic production.  Production can also occur via 
capture of cosmogenically derived low-energy neutrons (3Hecn), which includes thermalized 
atmospheric neutrons, evaporation neutrons, and neutrons produced by stopping of slow and fast 
muons (Dunai et al., 2007).  A third term is nucleogenic (3Henuc) production, which refers to 3He 
produced by capture of radiogenic neutrons and by 238U fission.  Finally, some minerals may 
contain inherited 3He (3Hein) in inclusions or from prior exposure.  In this section, we will 
estimate 3Hecn , 3Henuc , and 3Hein and subtract them from the measured 3Hetot to determine 3Hec in 
our samples. 
The 3Hecn component is derived from capture of cosmogenically derived low-energy (<1 
KeV) neutrons (CNs):  6Li(n,) 3H  3He (Lal, 1987; Mamyrin and Tolstikhin, 1984).  
Estimating the 3Hecn component requires the Li content in the mineral, and the CN stopping rate 
in the rock.  To calculate the CN stopping rate, we used the equations of Phillips et al. (Phillips et 
al., 2001).  Both the absolute CN stopping rate and its profile with depth in rock depend heavily 
on the composition of the rock, particularly on highly neutron-absorbing elements such as B, Li, 
Cl, Mn, Sr, Cd, and rare Earth elements.   Hydrogen is also important because it is a good neutron 
moderator (Friedlander et al., 1981; Phillips et al., 2001).   The neutron flux near the rock surface 
is particularly sensitive to composition because neutrons diffuse out of the rock surface into the 
air, creating a peak in flux at about 50 g/cm2 below the surface, as discussed in section 2.7.  
Typical neutron fluxes and other calculated parameters for rocks in this study are included in 
Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5:  Selected outputs from neutron flux calculations
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We used the composition of the IGGE sandstone GSR-4 (Potts et al., 1992) as the bulk 
rock composition of quartzite, and used published compositions measured from nearby locations 
in the Himalaya for granite and gneiss (Barbey et al., 1996; Brouand et al., 1990; Colchen et al., 
1986; Guillot and Le Fort, 1995; Le Fort, 1981).  Bulk compositions used in our calculations are 
given in table 2.6.  Li contents of 11 ppm for quartzite (measured in quartz), 20 ppm for gneiss 
Table 2.6:  Selected outputs from neutron flux calculations
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(Brouand et al., 1990), and 60 ppm for granite (Barbey et al., 1996) were adopted.   The 
concentration of Li in the mineral of interest was measured (Tables 2.1-2.3). To calculate 3Hecn 
we convert the total neutron stopping rate (Rcn) into a neutron stopping rate on Li (Andrews and 
Kay, 1982) by multiplying by the fractional absorption cross section of Li in the rock (F.  This 
quantity is then multiplied by the ratio of the Li concentration in the mineral to that in the bulk 
rock to yield the production rate from Li in the mineral (Pcn).   
    ௖ܲ௡ ൌ ܴ௖௡ כ ܨఙ כ ቀ஼೘೔೙஼ೝ೚೎ೖቁ   (2.2) 
After an identical calculation is made to determine the production rate in the whole rock, the 
effect of implantation and export of 3H produced in-situ and in the neighboring minerals is 
considered.  This is done by calculating the apparent production rate in the mineral, following 
Farley et al. (2006): 
௔ܲ ൌ ௜ܲ ൤1 െ 0.75 ቀௌோቁ ൅ 0.0625 ቀ
ௌ
ோቁ
ଷ൨ ൅ ௛ܲ ൤0.75 ቀௌோቁ െ 0.0625 ቀ
ௌ
ோቁ
ଷ൨
 
     (2.3) 
This equation assumes a spherical geometry to calculate the apparent production rate of 
nucleogenic 3He in the crystal (Pa), by considering the in-situ production rate in the crystal of 
interest (Pi), the in-situ production rate in the adjacent neighbors (Ph), the stopping distance of the 
particle (S), and the radius of the crystal (R) (Dunai and Wijbrans, 2000; Farley et al., 2006).  
The stopping distance of tritium emitted by 6Li is ~30 um in common minerals (Farley et al., 
2006; Ziegler, 2003).  We assume that the neighbors have, on average, the Li concentration of the 
whole rock.  The apparent 3He production rate (Pa) is then multiplied by the exposure age of the 
surface (from 10Be) to determine 3Hecn.  
Calculating the nucleogenic 3He production (3Henuc) follows an identical process, except 
that estimates of the radiogenic neutron (RN) flux and the (U-Th)/He closure age are used (Farley 
et al., 2006).  Radiogenic neutrons come primarily from (,n) reactions on light elements such as 
Al and Mg. The RN flux was calculated following (Andrews and Kay, 1982; Chmiel et al., 2003) 
and is likely an overestimate due to the assumption of compositional homogeneity, when in 
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reality, much of the  flux from U and Th rich minerals is stopped before it enters minerals rich 
in light elements (Farley et al., 2006).  Based on published values (Barbey et al., 1996; Brouand 
et al., 1990; Potts et al., 1992), U contents of 2.1, 2.5, and 10 ppm were used for the quartzites, 
gneisses and granites respectively, and Th contents of 7, 10, and 5 ppm respectively.  
Nucleogenic 3He can also be produced by ternary fission of 238U, but this is negligible (Farley et 
al., 2006). 
We assume that the inherited 3He component (3Hein) is negligible for several reasons.  
First, inheritance from “recent” prior exposure (e.g. reworked moraine material) is unlikely, and 
should be irrelevant due to the long half life of 10Be relative to the rapid rate of landscape change 
in the High Himalaya (Burbank et al., 2003).  Inheritance from “ancient” prior exposure (e.g. 
prior to deposition of the now meta-sedimentary rock) is unlikely because apatite, kyanite and 
garnet are not detrital in origin, and the gneisses and quartzites have been heated to temperatures 
sufficient for complete diffusive loss of helium from zircon.   Peak metamorphic temperatures of 
340-400 C for the quartzites are well known from a combination of index minerals, illite 
crystallinity, and vitrinite reflectance, as well as from carbonate-solvus thermometry (Garzanti et 
al., 1994a; Schneider and Masch, 1993).  Complete diffusive helium loss is also confirmed by the 
young (U-Th)/He ages of zircons in this study, relative to their Paleozoic and Proterozoic U-Pb 
ages (Gehrels et al., 2003).  Excess 3He in fluid inclusions is unlikely because the minerals used 
in this study are not rich in fluid inclusions and are not derived from a mantle source rich in 3He.  
 
2.5.2  Calculating Cosmogenic 3He Production Rates 
Results of the above calculations are summarized in figure 2.5.  We estimate that CN 
production from 6Li ranges from 0.15 to 2.4 Mat/g of 3He in apatite, 0.23 to 1.2 Mat/g in zircon, 
0.75 to 4.6 Mat/g in garnet, and 0.13 to 0.16 Mat/g in kyanite.  Likewise, we estimate that 3He 
production from RNs ranges between 0.03 and 6.1 Mat/g in apatite, 0.12 to 1.5 Mat/g in zircon, 
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0.35 to 0.80 Mat/g in garnet, and ~0.026 Mat/g in kyanite.  3Hecn and 3Henuc combined typically 
represent only about 2 to 7% of total 3He in zircon, 1 to 25% in apatite, 10 to 21% in garnet, and 
~0.6% in kyanite (Fig. 5).   Production of 3He from muon derived neutrons was calculated 
following (Heisinger et al., 2002b; Lal, 1987) and found to be negligible. 
 
 As an initial attempt to calculate the production rate of cosmogenic 3He, we subtracted 
the 3Hecn and 3Henuc components from the measured 3Hetot, and then performed an error-weighted 
total least-squares regression of 10Be vs. 3Hec, taking the slope of the resulting line as the average 
3Hec/10Be ratio for all samples (Figures 2.2 and 2.3).  This ratio is then multiplied by a time-
averaged 10Be SLHL production rate of 4.98 ± 0.34 at g-1 yr-1 (Balco et al., 2008) to get the SLHL 
3Hec production rate. Importantly, this implicitly assumes that 3Hec and 10Be are produced by 
spallation in a constant ratio through time and over a range of elevations, as in most scaling 
models (Lal, 1991; Pigati and Lifton, 2004). As we discuss below, this assumption is not met, so 
Figure 2.5 
Bar graph showing the estimated 
concentrations of 3He in zircon (A) 
and apatite (B) from capture of low-
energy cosmogenic neutrons (3Hecn) 
and radiogenic neutrons (3Henuc) 
overlain on the excess cosmogenic 
3He (relative to Farley et al. 2006) 
and the total observed 3He.  Note 
that the measured 3He, excess 
cosmogenic 3He, and 3Hecn bars are 
plotted from zero, whereas the 
3Henuc bar is stacked on top of the 
3Hecn bar because they are both 
produced from Li.  Detailed 
discussion of these calculations can 
be found in section 5.1. 
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these initial production rate estimates must be treated with skepticism.  The 2-sigma errors on the 
3Hec production rates reported below are taken only from the error on the slope of the linear fit, 
propagated in quadrature with the uncertainty on the SLHL 10Be production rate.  As discussed by 
Farley et al. (2006) long stopping distances can lead to net import of spallation 3He into phases 
with small grain sizes.  Following that work, the approach used here leads to “apparent” 
production rates (i.e., including both in-situ produced and net injected 3He). 
A linear fit to the zircon data (Fig. 2b) yields a slope of ~45.4 ± 7.8 with an intercept of -
5.8 ± 4.1 corresponding to a SLHL 3He production rate of ~226 ± 39 at g-1 yr-1.  This production 
rate is ~3 times higher than the 76 at g-1 yr-1 estimate of Farley et al. (2006), and ~2 times higher 
than the 112 at g-1 yr-1 predicted by the element specific production rates of Kober et al. (2005).  
For apatite (Fig. 3b), the corrected data give a slope of ~51.0 and an intercept of -5.0 ± 5.2, which 
corresponds to a SLHL 3Hec production rate of ~254 ± 60 at g-1 yr-1 (Fig 3c).  This production rate 
is ~2.3 times higher than the 112 at g-1 yr-1 observed by Farley et al. (2006), and ~1.7 times higher 
than the 148 at g-1 yr-1 predicted from Kober et al. (2005).   
Because the range of 10Be concentrations for garnet and kyanite is limited, we use the 
error weighted mean 3Hec/10Be ratios rather than fitting a line to the points.  Due to the large grain 
size and low Li content in kyanite, no correction for non-cosmogenic 3He is made, giving a SLHL 
production rate of 177 ± 24 at g-1 yr-1.   Correction for the non-cosmogenic 3He component in 
garnet gives a 3Hec/10Be ratio of ~30.8 ± 7.2, corresponding to a production rate of 153 ± 35 at g-1 
yr-1. This number is within error of the 154 at g-1 yr-1 that we recalculate from the data of Gayer et 
al. (2004)  in section 2.6.2. 
 
2.5.3  Limited Importance of Non-Cosmogenic 3He 
Because production rates in this study are higher than previously observed (Farley et al., 
2006), we must consider whether we have somehow underestimated non-spallogenic sources of 
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3He.  The strong linear relationship between uncorrected 3Hetot in zircon and apatite and 10Be in 
quartz, and the near-zero intercepts of the fitted lines demonstrate that 3He in these samples is 
primarily produced by spallation (Figures 2.2b and 2.3b).   This conclusion is supported by the 
absence of a correlation between Li content and uncorrected 3Hetot/10Be ratio, either within 
mineral groups or between them.  Likewise, no correlation was discovered when a step-wise 
multiple linear regression model was constructed in which Li content, exposure age, (U-Th)/He 
closure age, lithology, and grain size were sequentially added as predictor variables and regressed 
against 3Hetot/10Be ratio.  The lack of correlation between Li content and uncorrected 3Hetot/10Be 
ratio is particularly important for garnet, because its large grain size and high Li content make its 
corrected 3He concentration insensitive to the assumed Li concentration of the host mineral.  
Likewise, the lack of correlation between Li content and 3Hetot/10Be ratio for zircons in quartzite 
is important because the homogenous quartzitic lithology leads to roughly constant implanted 
3Hecn and 3Henuc components among our samples (Figure 2.5).   
Another piece of evidence supporting a limited contribution of non-cosmogenic 3He is 
the relatively similar uncorrected 3Hetot/10Be ratios of kyanite and garnet, despite the fact that 
garnet has three orders of magnitude higher Li contents.  Because grain size and composition are 
similar between the two mineral phases, and they are cohosted in three different moraine 
boulders, their spallogenic 3Hec production rates should be similar.  Because the non-spallation 
3He component in kyanite is negligible due its low Li content, the production rate in kyanite can 
also be used to validate the corrected production rate calculated in garnet.  For example, the 
element-specific production rates of both Masarik (2002) and Kober et al. (2005)  predict that the 
production rate in the Fe-rich garnets used in this study should be ~14% lower than in kyanite.  
Using this value and the observed production rate in kyanite, we expect a production rate in our 
garnet of ~152 at g-1 yr-1.  This agrees well with our corrected production rate of 153 at g-1 yr-1, 
which reflects the average 14% correction calculated for Li produced 3He.  Taken together, these 
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observations suggest that our estimates of Li produced 3He are correct and strongly support the 
conclusion that the 3He production rates we infer are in fact cosmogenic. 
A puzzling observation of our study is that production rates in kyanite and garnet are 
significantly lower than in apatite and zircon, despite predictions based on element-specific 
production rates that suggest they should be higher.  The difference between kyanite and zircon is 
particularly compelling, because both minerals have very small non-cosmogenic components.  
We can use our observed production rate in kyanite to calculate element-specific production rates 
for Al, Si, and O if it is assumed that the ratio of production rates between these elements matches 
those predicted by Kober et al. (2005)  and Masarik (2002).  This is an appropriate assumption 
because the two models agree well, predicting that 14-16% of production derives from Si, 29-
31% from Al, and 55% from O.   Using these values, we predict 153, 159, and 197 at g-1 yr-1 for 
Si, Al, and O.  
 If estimates for Si and O are combined with the observed production rate in zircon, an 
element-specific production rate of ~270 at g-1 yr-1 is calculated for Zr. The production rate from 
this element has not been established, but our value is far higher than other elements which have 
been tabulated (Kober et al., 2005; Masarik, 2002) and seems implausible. One possible 
explanation is implantation of spallation produced 3He from adjacent minerals, which would 
affect smaller grain sizes (e.g. apatite and zircon) more severely.  However, this explanation is 
unlikely for three reasons.  First, grain-size experiments run on samples 259 and 431 show no 
grain-size dependence, except for very small grains.  No significant difference in 3Hetot 
concentration was detected between samples with average grain sizes of ~65 and 168 m for 
sample 431, and only a ~15% difference was observed between average grain sizes of ~36 and 98 
m for sample 259 (Figure 2.6).  Second, Farley et al. (2006) did not see elevated 3He production 
in apatite or zircon of only slightly larger size than used in this experiment, and observed only 
~10% increase in 3He concentration over a two-fold range in grain size.   Most importantly, even 
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if all of the 3He in our zircon and apatite samples were implanted by spallation in adjacent 
crystals, the observed production rate is still much higher than the ~177 at g-1 yr-1 we would 
expect for quartz using our estimates for Si and O given above.  Production rates in other rock-
forming minerals would not be expected to differ from quartz by more than ~5% (Farley et al., 
2006).  As discussed below, the higher production rate in zircon than in garnet is most likely a 
result of an unexpected correlation of 3Hec/10Be ratio with elevation coupled with the fact that on 
average the garnets were sampled at a lower elevation than the zircons.  
 
 
2.5.4  Increasing 3He Production Rate With Elevation 
Because both 3He and 10Be are produced primarily by neutron-induced spallation, both 
production rates are commonly assumed to scale with the atmospheric neutron flux, and the 
3Hec/10Be should be invariant with elevation (Gayer et al., 2004).  However, our results show that 
the corrected 3Hec/10Be increases with elevation in both zircon and apatite (Figures 2.2c and 2.3c).  
This trend is particularly striking because it agrees very well with similar observations by Gayer 
et al. (2004) on Himalayan garnets.   Likewise, although out garnet samples span a limited 
elevation, their 3Hetot/10Be ratios plot exactly on the predicted relationship between 3He/10Be and 
elevation shown in figure 8 of Gayer et al. (2004).  The average 3Hetot/10Be ratio of ~36.9, and the 
average elevation of ~3800 m for our five garnet samples matches the ratio of 37.4 predicted at 
3800 m when using an SLHL production rate of 112 at g-1 yr-1 and an attenuation length of 121 
Figure 2.6 
Results of 3He measurements made on 
different grain size aliquots of zircon from 
sample numbers 259 and 431.  Error bars 
show the 2-sigma external error discussed in 
the text.  No relationship is observed 
between 3He concentration and grain size 
for sample 431, and only the smallest grain 
size aliquot for sample 259 (~36 m width) 
shows a moderately higher concentration.     
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g/cm2 as done by Gayer et al. (2004).   If this elevation trend reflects variations in cosmogenic 
production, it would require that 3He production rate scales differently with elevation than 10Be, a 
hypothesis discussed in Section 6.   While both we and Gayer have suggested that 3He production 
scales anomalously with elevation, it is also possible that production of 10Be increases more 
slowly with elevation than expected (i.e. a longer effective attenuation length). 
Regardless of the origin of the elevation correlation, its existence has implications for 
estimation of SLHL production rates. Because samples from higher elevations often have higher 
10Be concentrations, the correlation tends to rotate the 3Hec vs 10Be correlation line 
counterclockwise. This may account for the negative y-intercepts in figures 2.2b and 2.3b. More 
importantly it calls into question our approach to estimating 3He production rates, and may 
account at least partially for the anomalously high SLHL 3He production rates. 
 We can accommodate this effect in determining SLHL production rates by performing a 
least-squares regression that allows the 3Hec/10Be ratio to vary with elevation:  
Heୡ/ ଷ Be ଵ଴ ൌ R୭ כ exp ሺ ୸୸כሻ      (2.4) 
where Z is sample elevation (km), Z* is the characteristic lengthscale (km) of the difference in 
production rate of the two nuclides, and Ro is the 3Hec/10Be production ratio at sea level.  The 
justification for this formulation is that cosmogenic production rates scale exponentially with 
elevation (Lal and Peters, 1967); if two isotopes scale differently with elevation, then their ratio is 
also likely to scale exponentially.  Note that if Z* is infinite, the two isotopes scale identically 
with elevation and equation (4) reduces to the simple approach for determining production rates 
described in section 5.2.   
For zircon, fitting of the data in figures 2.2b and 2.3b to equation 2.4 are shown in results 
in Ro=13.0 at 3He/at 10Be at sea level, and Z*=4.2 km. For apatite, Ro= 16.6 at 3He/at 10Be and 
Z*=4.2 km. As shown in figure 2.7, the resulting correlations between 3Hec measured and 
modeled are excellent for both phases, providing further justification for the form of equation 2.4. 
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The fact that two mineral phases yield almost identical values for Z* suggests the elevation 
correlation is not an artifact of inadequate correction for non-cosmogenic 3He. Using these values 
for Ro, we obtain SLHL production rates of 65 at g-1 yr-1 for zircon and 83 at g-1 yr-1for apatite. If 
kyanite and garnet follow the same elevation dependence, then their SLHL production rates are 
73 and 72 at g-1 yr-1respectively. These SLHL production rates are far lower than obtained 
without attempting to accommodate the elevation correlation. In addition, this approach at least 
partially explains the observation that the production rate in zircon exceeded that in garnet when 
ignoring the elevation correlation: because on average the zircons come from higher elevations 
than the garnets, the elevation effect was greater on the zircons than on the garnets. These SLHL 
production rates and Z*=4.2 km provide an approach for estimating 3He production rates at any 
elevation. Gayer et al. (Gayer et al., 2006) provided a similar approach based on their more 
limited garnet data.  
Equation 2.4 can be rearranged to estimate elevations based solely on measured 3Hec/10Be 
ratios. Figure 2.8 shows a strong linear correlation (R2=0.68) between the elevation implied by 
the 3Hec/10Be ratio and the known elevation of each sample in the combined apatite and zircon 
data set. The standard error of the elevation estimate is ~0.4 km. If the robustness of this 
relationship, especially its validity through time and space, can be established, it may provide a 
new method for reasonably precise paleoelevation estimates. 
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2.6   Possible Causes of Anomalous Production Rates 
2.6.1  Altitudinal Variations in the Neutron Energy Spectrum  
One hypothesis to explain elevated 3He production at high elevations is that the neutron 
energy spectrum becomes increasingly energetic with altitude, somehow favoring increased 
Figure 2.7 
Plot of the corrected 3He 
concentrations against 
3He concentrations 
predicted by the 
exponential fitted model 
described in the text. 
Figure 2.8 
Plot of actual sample 
elevation against the 
elevation predicted by 
rearranging Eq. 5.4 and 
solving for elevation 
using the measured 
3Hec/10Be ratio. 
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production of 3He over 10Be (Gayer et al., 2004).  This could happen because 10Be and 3He have 
different excitation functions, causing their production rates to respond differently to changes in 
the neutron energy spectrum.  It is important to note that this hypothesis does not require changes 
in scaling of the overall neutron flux, only that the flux of high-energy neutrons increases with 
elevation relative to flux in other parts of the energy spectrum.   Although atmospheric energy 
spectra do show an increasing high-energy “tail” between 100 and 104 MeV, where flux increases 
2-3 times more rapidly with elevation than other parts of the spectrum (Goldhagen et al., 2002), 
earlier studies do not report greatly increased 3He production at high elevation.  For example, 3He 
studies have been done at several high elevation locations worldwide (~4000 m), including 
Bolivia (Farley et al., 2006), and Hawaii (Blard et al., 2006), and have shown no evidence of 
elevated  3He production rates.   However the study of Kober et al. (Kober et al., 2005) (>4000 m) 
observes production rates in Fe-Ti oxides that are higher than expected relative to the accepted 
values for olivine and pyroxene. 
Another way to test this hypothesis is to estimate 3He and 10Be production rates at 
different elevations using the neutron energy spectrum and excitation functions for production of 
3He and 10Be.  In general, excitation functions for neutron-induced reactions are poorly known for 
3He, necessitating the use of excitation functions for proton interactions.  However, the lack of 
cross section data for proton-induced 3He production from oxygen is a critical limitation in 
making mineral-specific calculations (Leya et al., 2000b).  Additionally, although it is often 
assumed that neutron and proton excitation functions are similar for a given reaction, this is not 
necessarily the case (Leya et al., 2000a).   
As an alternative to mineral-specific calculations, we estimate 3He and 10Be production 
rates for pure magnesium, aluminum, and silicon as a function of elevation to see if the 3He/10Be 
production ratio in these common rock-forming elements increases with elevation.  The proton 
excitation functions for these reactions are compiled from (Bodemann et al., 1993; Leya et al., 
1998a; Leya et al., 2000a; Leya et al., 2000b; Michel et al., 1995; Schiekel et al., 1996), and are 
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shown in figure 2.9b.   To predict the neutron flux and energy spectrum at each elevation, we use 
the analytical equations of Sato et al. (Sato and Niita, 2006), calculated with a rigidity cutoff of 
14 GeV, zero water content, and a moderate solar modulation of 1000 MV (Fig. 2.9a).  We use 
linear interpolation of the experimentally observed cross sections to create a discretized excitation 
function between 10 and 2600 MeV.   Next, the discretized excitation function is multiplied by 
the discretized energy spectrum for each elevation, and the resulting functions are numerically 
integrated to obtain elemental production rates at various elevations.  We did not include the 
portion of the neutron flux above 2600 MeV in our calculation due to unknown cross-sections in 
this region.  However, because such a small portion of the total neutron flux occurs above 2600 
MeV, calculations using a linear extrapolation to approximate the excitation function between 
2600 and 104 MeV do not yield significantly different results.  Our calculations show that the  
3He/10Be production ratio actually decreases with elevation in all three elements because the 
shape of the 10Be excitation function dictates that relatively more of the 10Be production occurs in 
the high-energy part of the spectrum than for 3He (Fig. 2.9c).  If this relationship holds true for 
other elements, most importantly for oxygen, it would suggest that an increase in the high-energy 
neutron component with elevation would actually lead to lower 3He/10Be ratios.  Indeed if the 
energy spectrum varies in time or space, it is hard to imagine that the 3He/10Be ratio will remain 
constant. 
An alternative hypothesis presented by Gayer et al. (Gayer et al., 2004) suggests that 
increased 3He production with elevation could occur if high-energy neutrons induce an initial 
spallation event in the rock, from which the resultant tertiary neutrons retain enough energy to 
induce additional spallation of 3He, but not of 10Be (Gayer et al., 2004).   Because the 
experimental cross sections used in this calculation are measured in foils, and not in real rock, our 
calculation does not explicitly test this hypothesis, although it seems reasonable given that 3He 
production cross sections in the 10-100 MeV range are significantly larger than for 10Be (Fig. 
2.9b). 
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2.6.2  The Effect of Snow Cover 
An alternate hypothesis for elevated 3He production rates is an elevated low-energy neutron 
flux at the rock surface due to snow cover.   This occurs because covering the surface reduces the 
diffusive loss of thermal neutrons from the rock into the air, a process that normally reduces the 
Figure 2.9 
Results of calculations performed to test 
the hypothesis that an increase in the 
high-energy neutron flux relative to other 
parts of the energy spectrum could cause 
the cosmogenic 3He/10Be ratio to vary 
with elevation.  A) Neutron energy 
spectra at different elevations (see 
section 6.1) normalized to the sea level 
spectrum, as predicted by the equations 
of Sato and Niita, 2006.  B) Excitation 
functions for production of 3He by proton 
interactions with Mg, Al and Si 
(Bodemann et al., 1993; Heimsath et al., 
2002; Heimsath et al., 1997; Leya et al., 
1998a; Leya et al., 2000b; Michel et al., 
1997; Schiekel et al., 1996).  Dots 
represent actual measurements taken 
from the literature, lines are the 
interpolations used in our calculations.  
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low-energy neutron flux in the upper ~20 cm of unshielded rock. This hypothesis is attractive 
because it could explain why production rates are higher in our study area than at calibration sites 
where snow cover is less significant.  Increasing mean annual snow cover with elevation might 
also explain the observed increase in 3He/10Be ratios with elevation.   However, because increased 
low-energy neutron flux can only drive 3He production by thermal neutron capture on 6Li, this 
hypothesis would also predict that 3He production in rocks with similar exposure histories should 
correlate with Li content in the minerals, which it does not.  Similarly, in most of our kyanite and 
zircon samples, the concentration of Li is too low for an increased thermal neutron flux to be 
important.     
However, snow cover is part of the reasoning used by Dunai et al. (2007) to recalculate 
the 3He production rate observed in Himalayan garnet by Gayer et al. (2004): they attribute a 
substantial amount of 3He production to neutron capture on 6Li and thereby reduce the high 
spallation production rate. We suspect the calculations of Dunai et al. (2007) overestimate the 
magnitude of the effect, and for this reason, along with the absence of a correlation between 
3He/10Be and Li in our samples, we suggest it does not account for our high production rates and 
lower atmospheric attenuation length. 
  Neither the commonly used CHLOE model (Phillips and Plummer, 1996), nor the 
model of Phillips et al. (2001) can accurately predict the effect of overlying snow or ice on the 
low-energy neutron flux, so Dunai et al. (2007) estimate the effect by converting snow cover to 
an equivalent thickness of rock and assuming that the snow has the same composition as the rock.  
The result of this assumption is that the dated surface occurs at a deeper effective depth closer to 
the peak in neutron flux, thereby driving increased production from capture on 6Li.  This 
simplification ignores the fact that snow is rich in nitrogen, giving it a much larger macroscopic 
absorption cross section than rock, potentially reducing the low-energy neutron flux at the surface 
of the rock.  
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Another reason the low-energy neutron flux estimated by Dunai et al. (2007) is probably too 
high is the assumption of 3% water by mass (3300 ppm H) in the gneisses.  This value is high 
compared with published values for Himalayan gneisses (400  to 1400 ppm), and increases the 
maximum low-energy neutron flux by 30-40% in a gneissic sample at an elevation of 4000 m 
(Brouand et al., 1990; Phillips et al., 2001).  Thus, although it is important to correct the results of 
Gayer et al. (2004) for the production of 3He by low-energy cosmogenic neutrons, if the 3Hecn 
component is computed following Dunai et al. (2007), but using the surface neutron flux and 
assuming a more appropriate ~650 ppm of H in the rock, the average corrected 3Hec/10Be ratio is 
~31.3 giving a SLHL production rate of about 156 at g-1 yr-1 for garnet.  This result agrees well 
with our estimate of 153 at g-1 yr-1 in garnet.   
 
 
2.7    Conclusions 
  This study further demonstrates the feasibility of using apatite, zircon, and kyanite for 
cosmogenic 3He dating.   In particular, we have shown that small amounts of cosmogenic 3He can 
be reliably measured in the presence of large amounts of radiogenic 4He.  Use of these mineral 
phases, as well as garnet (Gayer et al., 2004), and Fe-Ti oxides (Kober et al., 2005), can expand 
the variety of target lithologies suitable for cosmogenic 3He dating. 
 Based on 3He/10Be systematics in Himalayan moraine boulders from 3-5 km elevation, 
we obtained apparent production rates of 226 at g-1 yr-1 in zircon, 254 at g-1 yr-1 in apatite, 177 at 
g-1 yr-1 in kyanite, and 153 at g-1 yr-1 in garnet.  These results are surprising because they are 
significantly higher than production rates estimated by Farley et al. (2006) for apatite and zircon 
from comparable elevation in Bolivia.  The production rates determined for kyanite and garnet 
are significantly lower than in apatite and zircon, but are still much higher than would be 
expected based on extrapolation from observed production rates in olivine elsewhere in the world.   
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However, apparent production rates in kyanite and garnet match the production rate observed in 
Himalayan garnet by Gayer et al. (2004), and are consistent with the recently published element-
specific production rates of Kober et al. (2005). 
The elevated production rates in our study area are not the result of cosmogenic thermal 
neutron capture as suggested by Dunai et al. (2007) for Himalayan garnets. Instead it seems that 
something unique to the geographic location of the study area may be causing elevated 
production rates of 3He.  The unusually high production rate is also associated with increasing 
production rate with elevation. Both observations can be explained by an exponential increase in 
the 3He/10Be ratio with elevation, with a characteristic length scale of 4.2 km. Our observations 
thus call into question the currently employed latitude-altitude scaling laws, at least for 
cosmogenic 3He production. If our key result and that of Gayer et al. (2004) that different 
cosmogenic isotopes scale differently with altitude are general, then this may provide a new 
approach to paleoaltimetry. Further work is required to establish whether the same effect is seen 
outside the Himalayan region and over longer exposure intervals. Samples from a single ~100 kyr 
surface at 4 km in Bolivia (Farley et al., 2006) do not show the same effect, suggesting a 
geographically or temporally complex behavior. It will also be important to compare 3He 
production rates with those of cosmogenic isotopes other than 10Be.  
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Chapter 3 
COSMOGENIC 3HE AND 21NE PRODUCTION RATES CALIBRATED 
AGAINST 10BE MINERALS FROM THE COSO VOLCANIC FIELD 
 
3. 1  Introduction 
Dating of geologic surfaces using cosmogenic 3He or 21Ne offers a fast and relatively simple 
alternative to cosmogenic dating using radioisotopes such as 10Be and 26Al (Gosse and Phillips, 
2001).  Although cosmogenic dating using 3He has most often been performed on olivine and 
pyroxene, all major elements produce spallogenic 3He as well as 3H, which quickly decays to 3He 
(t1/2=12.3 a).  Therefore, cosmogenic 3He dating can be applied to any mineral phase that is 
retentive to helium and for which the production rate of cosmogenic 3He is known. The He 
retentivity of many mineral phases is well established  (Copeland et al., 2007; Dunai and 
Roselieb, 1996; Farley, 2002; Shuster and Farley, 2005), but 3He production rates remain 
uncertain. 
Previous studies provide several 3He production rate estimates for olivine and pyroxene 
(Ackert et al., 2003; Blard et al., 2006; Cerling and Craig, 1994; Dunai and Wijbrans, 2000; Kurz 
et al., 1990; Licciardi et al., 1999; Licciardi et al., 2006), a few estimates in garnet, zircon, 
apatite, titanite and kyanite  (Amidon et al., 2008a; Farley et al., 2006; Gayer et al., 2006; Gayer 
et al., 2004) and some results on Fe-Ti oxides and calcite (Amidon et al., 2008b; Bryce and 
Farley, 2002; Kober et al., 2005).  3He production rates in pyroxene and olivine range from ~100 
to ~150 at g-1 a-1 at sea level and high latitude (SLHL), a wider range than for comparable 
calibration studies of 10Be or 26Al and outside of the stated analytical uncertainties.  This large 
scatter may arise from incomplete or inaccurate consideration of one or more of the following 
factors: 1) significant amounts of 3He can be produced by capture of radiogenic or cosmogenic 
slow neutrons by 6Li (Andrews and Kay, 1982; Dunai et al., 2007), 2) newly created 3He (and 3H) 
nuclei experience redistribution into adjacent mineral phases due to their small size and high 
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energy (Farley et al., 2006); 3) cosmogenic 3He must be deconvolved from mantle-derived 3He in 
common mafic phases (Blard and Pik, 2008; Kurz, 1986b); 4) 3He spallation production rates 
may not follow accepted elevation scaling laws (Gayer et al. 2004; Farley et al. 2006; Gayer et al. 
2006; Amidon et al. 2008a). 
Here we attempt to eliminate some of these sources of uncertainty and expand the utility 
of cosmogenic 3He dating by cross-calibrating its production rate in pyroxene, olivine, garnet, 
zircon, and apatite against the known production rate of 10Be in co-existing quartz.   The rhyolite 
domes of the Coso volcanic field were chosen for this study because they are well studied 
petrographically and geochemically, and the Devil's Kitchen dome contains abundant coarse-
grained crystals of all of the above mineral phases in a single rock (Manley and Bacon, 2000).  In 
addition, the high U, Th and Li of this rock presents an opportunity to develop and validate an 
approach to quantifying Li-produced 3He in these phases.  
 
3.2        Geologic Overview  
The Coso volcanic field is located in the southern Owens Valley, east of the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains.  The focus of this study, the Devil’s Kitchen rhyolite dome, has an 40Ar/39Ar 
isochron age of 0.613 ± 0.003 Ma (Simon et al., 2008).  It contains an unusual assemblage of 0.1-
1 mm sized phenocrysts including quartz, sanidine, plagioclase, magnetite, ilmenite, pyroxene, 
hornblende, biotite, olivine, and trace amounts of zircon and apatite (Bacon et al., 1981; Manley 
and Bacon, 2000).  The rock typically exhibits a fine-grained (< 10 m) quartz-feldspar matrix.  
Of particular importance to this study is that the rhyolite is unusually rich in U, Th and Li, with 
concentrations of 14, 42, and 156 ppm respectively (Bacon et al., 1981).  Zircons contain up to 
2.5 weight percent of U, and up to 1.5 weight percent of Th (Miller and Wooden, 2004).  The 
Devil’s Kitchen rhyolite also contains dm-sized inclusions of a porphyritic andesite (Bacon and 
Metz, 1984).  The andesitic inclusions contain 0.5 to 4 mm phenocrysts of plagioclase, as well as 
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smaller (< few mm) phenocrysts of quartz, clinopyroxene, olivine, and Fe-Ti oxides.  In addition 
to andesitic inclusions, one of our rhyolite samples (co-5) also contains small plagioclase-garnet 
xenoliths. 
  
3.3  Methods 
3.3.1     Sampling 
Two closely-spaced localities were sampled on a low ridge on Dome 28, at ~1333 m 
elevation (Bacon et al., 1980).  Locality co-5 (N 36.03014, W 117.79654) was a flat bedrock 
surface about 40 cm above the alluvial surface of the ridge.  A sample of the rhyolite (denoted co-
5) was collected from the surface, along with an andesitic inclusion (sample co-5x). The inclusion 
measured approximately 10 x 8 x 5 cm and was sampled from an average depth of 8 cm directly 
below co-5.  Locality co-6  (N 36.0299, W 117.79658), about 25 meters away from co-5, was a 
bedrock knob rising about 80 cm above the surface of the ridge on the west side and about 2 m 
above the steeply sloping edge of the ridge on the east side.  Again a rhyolite sample (co-6) was 
collected from the surface and an andesitic inclusion (sample co-6x, from an average depth of 5 
cm) directly below this surface. The inclusion measured approximately 12 x 7 x 7 cm in 
dimension.   
We thus have four rock samples for analysis: one rhyolite and one andesitic inclusion 
from each of two localities. The two lithologies from each location will have the same cosmic ray 
exposure history after correction for the sub-surface depth at which the inclusion was located. 
Similarly, we assume that the chemical composition of each lithology is the same at the two 
localities (Table 3.9).  As we show below, the two localities have very different exposure 
histories, providing us the opportunity to see how 3He concentrations vary with the total cosmic 
ray exposure derived from 10Be. 
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No topographic shielding corrections are necessary at either locality, nor do we attempt to 
correct for shielding by snow or ice.  Ignoring these corrections is further justified by the fact that 
we are comparing 3He and 21Ne directly to 10Be, so shielding effects should cancel when 
production rates are calculated.   
Mineral separations were done following standard heavy liquid procedures followed by 
HF leaching of quartz for 10Be and 21Ne analysis.  All samples were handpicked of contaminant 
phases prior to analysis. 
 
3.3.2 10Be Analyses and 10Be Production Rate 
Analysis of 10Be concentrations in quartz was performed at Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory (LLNL).  Quartz samples were purified by HF leaching following Kohl and 
Nishiizumi (1992), and Be was extracted and analyzed following standard LLNL procedures.  
Measured 10Be/9Be ratios are normalized to the 07KNSTD3110 with a 10Be/9Be ratio of 2.85x10-
12, based on a 10Be half life of 1.36 million years (Niishizumi et al., 2007).   To calculate 3He and 
21Ne production rates we adopt a SLHL 10Be production rate of 4.87 at g-1 a-1.  This is based on 
the average production rate published in Balco et al. (2008) scaled following Lifton et al. (2005), 
and reduced by a factor of 0.904 to reflect the newly adopted 10Be half life mentioned above.  
This ignores muogenic production of 10Be, which should be ~2-3% of spallogenic production 
(Heisinger et al., 2002a; Heisinger et al., 2002b). 
 
3.3.3 Helium Analyses 
Samples were analyzed for 3He either directly as obtained from mineral separation or 
after crushing, either in vacuum or in air.  Crushing is required in some mineral phases to release 
and/or measure magmatic helium contained in inclusions.  Samples crushed under vacuum were 
crushed for 3 minutes in a steel tube following published procedures (Patterson et al., 1997).  
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After crushing either on-line or in air sample material was wet-sieved through a 24 m sieve and 
recrushed as necessary until all material was smaller than 24 m.  Three samples were re-crushed 
for a second 3 minute cycle and analyzed to verify that all 3He is removed during the initial 
crushing phase.  None of the zircon or apatite samples were crushed prior to analysis, under the 
assumption that the magmatic 3He component is negligible in these very fine grained phases.   
Only grains from the >150 m size fraction were used during analysis of pyroxene, 
olivine and garnet, making the effect of implanted 3He from adjacent mineral phases negligible.  
To document the effect of implanted 3He on fine-grained phases, zircons were sieved into grain 
size fractions if enough sample material was available.  The average dimensions of mineral grains 
are expressed in terms of the equivalent radius of a sphere with the same surface area to volume 
ratio (Farley et al., 1996). 
Extraction of matrix-sited 3He was performed by diffusing helium gas out of the sample 
either by heating to ~1300 C in a double-walled resistance furnace, or to similar temperatures by 
heating with a Nd-YAG laser in a Pt capsule.  Complete helium extraction from each sample was 
verified by re-extracts under identical heating conditions.  In both cases, helium was purified by 
exposure to hot and cold SAES getters, and was cryogenically focused on charcoal at 12 K 
before release of He at 32 K into a MAP 215-50 mass spectrometer.  Sensitivity of the mass 
spectrometer was determined by analysis of gas standards at similar helium pressures and 
3He/4He ratios to the samples being analyzed.  The precision of our measurements can be 
estimated from five replicate analyses of sample co-5x (pyroxene), which gave a 1 standard 
deviation of ~5.5% for 3He counting rates of 5-10 cps.  Zircon and apatite were typically 
measured at lower counting rates of 1-3 cps, a range in which replicate standards yield a 1 
standard deviation of ~8% on 3He.   
 
3.3.4  21Ne Analyses 
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 Uncrushed quartz samples were either heated in a single step to 1300° C or step-heated at 
250, 800, and 1300° C to preferentially release matrix-sited neon from adsorbed or inclusion-held 
neon (Niedermann, 2002).  None of the 250 or 1300° C steps contained excess 21Ne, although the 
1300° step contained large air components.  Pyroxene was either heated in a single temperature 
step at ~1500 C, or fused by rastering a Nd-YAG laser over bare grains.   Neon was purified 
over hot and cold SAES getters and then cryogenically focused at 32 K on charcoal before release 
at 75 K into a GV Helix-SFT split tube mass spectrometer operating in peak-jumping mode on 
the electron multiplier spur.  Because the 40Ar++ peak is resolved from the 20Ne+ peak, no 
correction for the 40Ar isobar was applied.  Corrections for the 44CO2 isobar were <2% and were 
made by determining a 44CO2++/44CO2+ ratio of  0.0153 ± 0.0003 for CO2 signals which were 
constant to ±10% for all samples, standards and blanks.  Mass fractionation corrections of 1.1% 
per AMU based on air standards were applied.  The precision on Ne concentrations is estimated 
to be ~ 7% ( standard deviation) based on five replicate analyses of sample co-6 (quartz). 
 
3.3.5 Li Analysis 
Lithium measurements were made on a Thermo-Finnagan Element 1 single-collector ICPMS, 
using isotope dilution with a 6Li spike calibrated with a commercial Li normal solution.  
Measurements were made on ~1 mg of handpicked material, but not the same aliquots used for 
3He analysis.  Most samples were dissolved on a hot plate in a 2:1 HF:HNO3 cocktail except for 
zircons, which were Parr bombed in HF, redissolved in HCl, and finally in HNO3.  
Reproducibility of Li measurements was established by performing at least two replicate 
measurements on separately picked aliquots of each sample.  If agreement within 15% was not 
achieved, additional aliquots were analyzed.  Lithium blanks typically total less than 0.1% of 
measured lithium, with a maximum of ~2%.  The sample cleaning procedure, and a 2 external 
precision of ~12% are established and discussed by Amidon et al. (2008a). 
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3.3.6   Determining Average Host Mineral Li Contents 
The capture of low energy neutrons on 6Li produces 3He via the reaction 
6Li(n,)3H()3He (Andrews and Kay, 1982).  These tritium nuclei have an average energy of 
~2.7 MeV and a stopping range of ~30 m in apatite and zircon (Farley et al., 2006; Ziegler, 
2003).  Although apatite and zircon are low in Li, their small grain size makes them vulnerable to 
implantation of Li-produced 3He from adjacent Li-rich phases, e.g., biotite.  As a result, 
calculation of the total Li-derived 3He in apatite and zircon requires knowledge of the average Li 
content of the immediately adjacent minerals.  To establish this quantity, individual zircon and 
apatite crystals were identified in polished sections of rock and their minimum and maximum 
dimensions as well as the relative proportion of their surface area in contact with each adjacent 
mineral were documented.  One dataset was generated for the andesitic inclusions (co 5x/6x) and 
another for the host rhyolite samples (co-5/6) for grains of minimum dimension of 20 m.  
Multiplying the fractional contact area of each adjacent mineral phase by its measured Li content 
and summing over all mineral phases gives the average Li content surrounding the mineral of 
interest. 
 
3.4     Results 
3.4.1  10Be Results 
The quartz in sample co-5 has a 10Be concentration of 0.637 ± 0.015 Mat/g, compared to 
1.202 ± 0.019 Mat/g for sample co-6 (Table 3.1).  These quite different concentrations are factors 
of ~11.6 and ~6.1 lower than expected for a 0.613 Ma uneroded/unburied surface and give a 
10Beco5/10Beco6 ratio of 0.53.   As discussed below, the simplest interpretations of these 10Be 
concentrations are either as apparent exposure ages of ~49 and 93 ka, or as steady-state erosion 
rates of ~0.070 and 0.036 mm/yr respectively (Bierman, 1994).     
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3.4.2   Helium results 
Results of helium extracted by crushing are presented in Table 3.2.  Pyroxenes and 
olivines from the andesitic inclusions (samples co-5x/6x) give much higher concentrations of 3He 
during crushing than those from the host rhyolite, with pyroxene giving about an order of 
magnitude more 3He than olivine in both cases.  The pyroxenes from co-5x/6x yield 3He/4He 
ratios near 8 Ra, suggesting they contain a significant mantle-derived component, whereas most 
other mineral phases give intermediate to radiogenic 3He/4He ratios (0.01-4 Ra).  Results of 
degassing of matrix sited helium in pyroxene, olivine, and garnet are presented in Table 3.3 and 
Figure 3.1.   Samples co-5/5x and co-6/6x are found to have ~23 and ~41 Mat/g of 3He 
respectively, for a 3Heco5/5x/3Heco6/6x ratio of about 0.56, quite similar to the ratio of 0.53 observed 
in the 10Be data.  Results of 3He released by laser heating of uncrushed zircon and apatite are 
presented in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.2.  A strong correlation is observed between grain size 
(equivalent radii 33-78 m) and total measured 3He concentration in zircon.  This grain size range 
is correlated with a range of 3He concentrations between 23 and 37 Mat/g in co-5/5x and ~39 to 
62 Mat/g in co-6/6x.  Analyses of apatite aliquots with equivalent radii of ~100 m from samples 
co-5x and co-6x yield 23.8 and 44.6 Mat/g respectively, giving a 3Heco5x/3Heco6x ratio of 0.53.   
 
Table 3.1: 10Be analyses 
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Table 3.2: 3He crushing analyses 
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Table 3.3: 3He fusion data 
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Table 3.4:  Data summary and production rates 
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Figure 3.1 
Spallogenic 3He (3Hesp) vs. 
crush-corrected 3He (3Hecc) in 
pyroxene, olivine, and garnet. 
Samples plot to the left of the 
1:1 line owing to the presence 
of Li-produced 3He.  Each of 
the four data points for 
pyroxene and olivine 
represents the mean for a 
given sample (i.e. co5, co6, 
co5x and co6x).  Garnet was 
only found in sample co5. 
Figure 3.2 
Relationship between 
grain-size and 
measured 3He (3Hem) 
in zircon (upper 
panel), and the same 
relationship after 
correction for Li-
produced 3He (3Hesp, 
lower panel).  The 
grain-size 
relationship is due to 
the implantation of 
Li-produced and 
spallation produced 
3He from neighboring 
mineral phases. 
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3.4.3 Neon Results 
Results of neon analyses are presented in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.3.  Measured 21Ne/20Ne 
and 22Ne/20Ne ratios in hand-picked quartz samples plot within error of the air-cosmogenic 
mixing line for quartz on a three-isotope diagram (Niedermann et al., 1993).  In addition, two 
analyses were made of inclusion bearing quartz extracted from the samples; these plot well away 
from the air-cosmogenic mixing line.  Four samples of pyroxene degassed at 1500°C also plot 
within error of the air-cosmogenic mixing line for quartz, and are statistically indistinguishable 
from the mixing line of lower slope proposed for pyroxene (Schafer et al., 1999).  Two additional 
pyroxene samples degassed by complete fusion of the grains using a laser give 21Ne/20Ne and 
22Ne/20Ne ratios that plot away from the mixing line, and closer to the MORB line (Staudacher 
and Allegre, 1993).   
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Table 3.5: 21Ne analyses 
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3.4.4  Li Concentrations 
Results of Li analyses are summarized in Table 3.6. Concentrations of Li are high in most 
minerals, ranging from a minimum of ~1.4 ppm in some zircons to >5000 ppm in biotite.  Zircon 
and apatite cluster from 1-15 ppm, olivine and pyroxene from 25-50 ppm, quartz and garnet near 
100 ppm, and feldspars around 150 ppm.   
The distributions of minerals adjacent to apatite and zircon (section 3.6) and their 
associated Li content are presented in online Table 3.4. These differ significantly between the 
rhyolite (co-5/6) and the andesitic inclusions (co-5x/6x).  Zircons in the rhyolite are primarily in 
contact with matrix material, which in combination with a small amount of high-Li biotite gives 
an average Li content of 430-668 ppm.  In the andesitic inclusions, zircons and apatites are in 
contact primarily with feldspar and matrix material, with average Li contents of 360-400 ppm.  In 
both cases, average Li contents of adjacent mineral assemblages are extremely high, and are most 
sensitive to small amounts of contact area with biotite, a high Li phase.   
 
Figure 3.3 
Neon three-isotope diagram 
showing that most Coso samples 
plot along an air-spallation mixing 
line.   Grey symbols represent data 
used to calculate the 21Ne 
production rate.  Black symbols 
show analyses of inclusion bearing 
quartz (triangles) and pyroxene 
fused with laser (circles), which 
contain significant non-cosmogenic 
neon components and thus plot 
away from the air-spallation mixing 
line for quartz, with slope of 1.12 
(Niedermann, 2002).  
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3.4.5 Compositional Analysis 
Mineral compositions were determined using the JEOL JXA-8200 electron microprobe at 
Caltech, and are summarized in online Table 3.1.  Pyroxenes have an augitic composition 
averaging (Ca0.83,Na0.02)(Mg0.76,Fe0.23,Al0.28)(Si1.8,Al0.28)O6.  Olivines average Fo76, with very little 
compositional variation.  Garnets have a spessartine/almandine composition averaging 
(Mn1.57,Ca0.17,Mg0.12,Fe1.33)Al1.8Si3O12.   
 
 
  
3.5      Data Interpretation 
3.5.1 Interpretation of Measured 3He 
Table 3.6: Host mineral Li calculations
Table 3.7: Mineral compositions determined by electron microprobe analysis
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Several lines of evidence suggest that the 3He in all five minerals is dominantly 
cosmogenic.   First, measured 3Heco5/5x/3Heco6/6x ratios for each phase range between 0.48 and 
0.59, similar to the value of 0.53 obtained for 10Be in quartz.  If a large non-cosmogenic 
component were present in subequal concentrations in the two different samples, it would skew 
the observed 3Heco-5/5x/3Heco-6/6x ratio.  Likewise, the concentrations of 3He in different phases 
within each sample are roughly equal, implying that the different phases do not contain a large 
non-cosmogenic component of variable concentration.   
Nevertheless the Li contents in each of the mineral phases and in their host phases are 
high enough that a correction for Li-produced 3He is required before estimating a production rate.  
In addition, we observe a strong correlation between measured 3He and grain size in zircon 
(Figure 3.2), implying that there is a significant implanted 3He component, either Li or spallation-
produced, that needs to be accounted for.    
The amount of spallation-produced 3He in each sample can be expressed as: 
mucnnucinmsp HeHeHeHeHeHe
333333      (3.1) 
where 3Hesp is the 3He produced via cosmic ray spallation, 3Hem is the total 3He measured in the 
sample, 3Hein is inherited from inclusions or prior exposure, 3Henuc is the nucleogenic component 
produced by capture of neutrons produced from (,n) reactions on light elements, 3Hecn is the 3He 
produced by capture of slow neutrons derived from interactions with “secondary” cosmogenic 
neutrons, and 3Hemu is produced directly from stopping of slow muons and from capture of slow 
neutrons derived from muon interactions. 
 
3.5.2  The Magmatic He Component 
Assuming our samples did not experience prior exposure, the inherited 3He component 
(3Hein) is only magmatic.  For uncrushed mineral phases (other than apatite and zircon), the 
magmatic component is taken as the concentration of 3He released during crushing of other 
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aliquots of the same mineral separate, and is subtracted from the measured 3He (3Hem) in 
uncrushed samples to give the crush-corrected (3Hecc) value (Table 3.3).  For samples that were 
crushed prior to fusion, it is assumed that the entire magmatic component was released during 
crushing, and no correction is made.  This differs from the typical approach used to calculate the 
magmatic component, which is to calculate 3Hein=  4Hefusion * (3He/4He)crush  implicitly  assuming 
that all 4He in the fused sample is magmatic (Blard and Farley, 2008; Blard and Pik, 2008; Kurz, 
1986b).  This approach is not appropriate here because the measured 4He concentrations in our 
pyroxene and olivine samples are high and variable, leading to erroneous corrections.   Variability 
in 4He concentration may be attributed to the presence of mineral inclusions or to implanted 4He 
from high U and/or Th phases that were intergrown with pyroxene and olivine.   The approach 
used in this study is a reasonable alternative based on the fact that replicate crushings of 
pyroxenes from sample co-5x and co-6x released comparable amounts of 3He, and because 
correction of uncrushed samples by this approach brings the resultant 3He concentrations into 
good agreement with crushed samples (Table 3.3).  For apatite and zircon, the 3Hein component is 
assumed to be negligible because the grain size is too small for significant fluid inclusion 
retention. 
 
 3.5.3 Quantifying Li-Produced 3He Components 
To calculate each Li-produced component, we follow the procedure described in Amidon 
et al. (2008a), which is described and applied in the online appendix to this paper.  These 
calculations reveal that the total Li-produced 3He (3Hecn, 3Hemu, and 3Henuc) for pyroxene and 
olivine varies, but is ~4 and ~ 6.5 Mat/g for co-5/5x and co-6/6x respectively (Table 3.3), or 
about 12-20% of the matrix-sited 3He (3Hecc).  For garnet, this number is ~7.2 Mat/g, or ~27% of 
the measured 3He.  The difference between samples co-5/5x and co-6/6x is due to the different 
3Hecn components which result from using the different steady-state erosion rates inferred from 
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the 10Be results.  Because the Coso samples have a young eruptive age and a long exposure 
duration, the 3Henuc component is about 1/3 the size of the 3Hecn component.  Neutrons produced 
from fast muon stopping and direct production of 3He from fast muons are found to be negligible, 
whereas neutrons derived from stopping of slow muons account for ~20% of the total Li-derived 
3He.     
 In zircon the total Li-produced 3He concentrations are grain size dependent, and reach 
maxima of ~19 and ~35 Mat/g for samples co-5/5x and co-6/6x respectively (Table 3.4).  For 
apatite, values of 6.4 and 10.5 Mat/g are estimated for co-5x and co-6x respectively.  Because the 
magnitude of the Li-produced 3He component is grain size dependent, subtraction of this 
component reduces the slope of the correlation between grain size and 3He for zircon (Figure 
3.2).   This grain size effect is not important for larger grain sizes (i.e., olivine, pyroxene and 
garnet), and is not observable in apatite because only one grain size fraction was analyzed. 
Uncertainties on the Li-produced 3He estimates were calculated using a Monte Carlo 
simulation in which 11 variables were allowed to vary with a 1 standard deviation of 15% over 
1000 trials.   These variables include internal Li content of the mineral, average Li content of 
adjacent minerals, bulk rock concentrations of the trace elements that strongly modulate neutron 
production or absorption (H, Li, B, Gd, Sm, U and Th), grain radius, and erosion rate.  Although 
the major elements Si, K, Na and Al account for ~50% of neutron absorption, their published 
concentrations in the Devil’s Kitchen rhyolite are unlikely to be wrong by more than a few 
relative percent and they are not included in the error analysis.    For the coarser mineral phases 
(pyroxene, olivine, and garnet), a 15% standard deviation for each of the 11 input variables 
translates through the Monte Carlo model to a ~21% standard deviation in total Li-produced 3He.  
Zircon and apatite are more sensitive to uncertainties in grain size and host Li content, and thus 
have ~25% standard deviations on the total Li-produced 3He. 
An additional source of uncertainty arises from our interpretation of the 10Be 
concentrations as steady-state erosion rates.  This interpretation affects calculated spallation 3He 
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production rates in two ways: 1) the size of the 3Hecn component, and 2) the possibility of 10Be 
decay over time.  To explore the sensitivity of our 3He production rates to our interpreted 
erosional history, we consider two end-member alternatives.  In the “uneroded surface” case, the 
surfaces were instantaneously exhumed from > 3 m depth at the time of their apparent 10Be 
exposure age and remained uneroded.  In this case, the 3Hecn component is 25-40% higher than in 
the steady-state erosion case, and 10Be decay remains insignificant.   In the “uneroded and buried 
surface” case, surfaces were exposed immediately after eruption for the duration of their 10Be 
exposure ages and then buried abruptly until being instantly exhumed in the very recent past.  In 
this case, the 3Hecn components would again be 25-40% higher, and ~25% of the 10Be would have 
decayed during burial.  When production rates are calculated assuming these alternative 
exhumation models, both models show a negative relationship between production rate and 
apparent Li (Figure 3.4).  This relationship suggests that these non steady-state models result in 
overcorrection for the Li-produced component.  Additionally, when plotted on a diagram of 
10Be/21Ne vs 10Be concentration, both samples fall within error of the steady-state erosion regime 
(Lal, 1991). 
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 3.5.4 Cosmogenic 3He Production Rates 
Subtracting the Li-produced 3He improves agreement in production rate among all 
phases, demonstrating that the calculations are reasonable (Tables 3.3 and 3.4).   Pyroxene, 
olivine and garnet give mean 3Hesp concentrations of ~18.4 and ~35.5 Mat/g for samples co-5/5x 
and co-6/6x respectively (Figure 3.1).  By taking the 3Hesp/10Be ratio and multiplying by an 
average 10Be production rate of 4.87 at g-1 a-1 (Balco et al., 2008), grand mean production rates of 
Figure 3.4 
Spallation 3He production rate 
versus apparent Li for all pyroxene, 
olivine and garnet analyses (panel 
A), and for all zircon analyses 
(panel B).  Open symbols were 
corrected for Li-produced 3He 
components assuming a steady-
state erosional history as described 
in the text, and reported in the data 
tables.  Grey circles are calculated 
assuming an alternative 
exhumational history in which the 
surface was exposed at the 10Be 
exposure age, and remained 
uneroded until today.  Black 
symbols are calculated assuming a 
second alternative scenario in 
which the surface was exposed 
immediately after eruption for the 
duration of the 10Be exposure age, 
then buried for ~560 Ka, and 
abruptly re-exhumed in very recent 
times causing ~25% of the10Be to 
decay.   The negative slopes of the 
two alternative exhumation 
histories show that these 
interpretations would lead to over-
correction for the Li-produced 3He 
component.   Panel C shows that 
our two samples fall within 2 
error of the steady-state erosion 
island defined by Lal et al. (1991), 
using SLHL production rates of 
4.87 and 17.7 at g-1 a-1 for 10Be and 
21Ne respectively, and a scaling 
factor of 2.75.
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145 ± 11, 141 ± 16, and 144 ± 30 at g-1 a-1 (2) are calculated for pyroxene, olivine, and garnet 
respectively.  Zircon gives mean 3Hesp concentrations of 15.4 and 27.7 Mat/g for co-5/5x and co-
6/6x respectively, averaged over equivalent radii from 33-78 m.   Apatite gives 19.5 and 36.6 
Mat/g respectively for equivalent radii of ~100 m (Figure 3.2).    Repeating the above 
calculation, the mean apparent production rates for zircon and apatite are 114 ± 8 and 149 ± 28 at 
g-1 a-1 (2).    
Errors on production rates are derived from the quadratic propagation of errors on 3Hesp , 
the 10Be measurement, and the 10Be production rate.  The standard errors on 3Hesp for pyroxene, 
olivine, garnet and apatite were calculated by taking the standard error on replicate measurements 
of 3Hecc for a given phase and propagating it in quadrature with the constant Monte-Carlo error on 
the Li-3He component for that phase.  The 1 standard error on the 10Be production rate is taken 
from Balco et al. (2008) as 4.87 ± 0.26.   Because estimates of Li-produced 3He are grain size 
dependent for zircon, we calculate errors on 3Hesp for each analysis individually, take the standard 
error of all analyses for a given sample, and then propagate this with the 10Be measurement error 
and the 10Be production rate error.  The weighted mean of all samples for a given mineral phase is 
then computed as well as the weighted mean error, and reported above.  This analysis ignores 
systematic errors associated with instrument calibration, as they are thought to be <1% (Min et 
al., 2003). 
 
 3.5.5 Cosmogenic 21Ne Production Rates 
The amount of cosmogenic 21Ne (21Nec) is calculated by: 
nucairmc NeNeNeNe
21212121         (3.2) 
where 21Nem is the measured 21Ne in the sample, 21Neair is the 21Ne derived from trapped air  
components, and 21Nenuc is the 21Ne produced by nucleogenic sources, primarily the reactions 
18O(,n)21Ne and 24Mg(n,)21Ne. 
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Assuming that all 20Ne is derived from air allows the 21Neair component to be calculated 
by: 
airmair Ne
NeNeNe 


 20
21
2021         (3.3) 
where (21Ne/20Ne)air is the known ratio of 0.002959 in air (Niedermann, 2002).  
 Because quartz has very little U and Th (the primary sources of  particles), 21Nenuc is 
assumed to be zero.  Neon produced by implanted  particles cannot be ruled out although a >300 
m grain diameter and HF leaching should minimize this component (Kohl and Nishiizumi, 
1992). However, because pyroxenes can contain moderate amounts of U and Th (Blard and Pik, 
2008) and because they are retentive to helium, the amount of radiogenic 4He can be used to 
make a rough estimate of 21Nenuc based on the relationship:  
0
8421 102.5/ FHeNenuc          (3.4) 
where Fo is the mass fraction of oxygen in the mineral (Eikenberg et al., 1993).  The mass 
fraction of oxygen in the pyroxenes is ~0.43, and average 4He concentrations are 1.7x1012 and 
3.8x1012 at/g, yielding a 21Nenuc component of 0.038 and 0.085 Mat/g for co-5x and co-6x 
respectively, or ~1.2% in both cases.  We also consider 21Ne production via the reaction 
24Mg(n,)21Ne, which has a cutoff energy of ~3 MeV, and a resonance integral of ~ 0.0054 barns 
(Nakagawa et al., 2002).  An approximate calculation of 21Ne derived from neutron capture by 
24Mg can be made by multiplying the radiogenic and cosmogenically derived neutron fluxes 
(Table 3.8) by the resonance integral and by the atomic density of 24Mg in pyroxene.  This 
calculation yields ~0.006 Mat/g of production from radiogenic neutrons, and ~0.024 and 0.053 
Mat/g of production from cosmogenically derived thermal neutrons in samples co-5 and co-6 
respectively.   
After subtraction of the small nucleogenic component, production rates of 21Ne are 
calculated by multiplying the 21Nec/10Be ratio by the stated 10Be production rate.  Averages of all 
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analyses are 17.7 ± 1.6 and 34.1 ± 3.2 at g-1 a-1 (2) in quartz and pyroxene respectively (Table 
3.5).  The higher value in pyroxene arises from the presence of Mg and Al, which produce more 
21Ne than does Si (Leya et al., 1998b).   Errors for a given sample are calculated by determining 
the standard error on replicate estimates of 21Nec and propagating this in quadrature with errors on 
the measured 10Be and the 10Be production rate.  The weighted mean of all samples for a given 
mineral phase is then computed as well as the weighted mean error. 
 
 
3.6      Discussion 
3.6.1 3He Production Rates  
Our SLHL production rates of 145 ± 11 and 141 ± 16 at g-1 a-1 (2) in pyroxene and 
olivine are higher than the highest value of 122 ± 14 at g-1 a-1 (1) reported by Balco et al. (2008) 
scaled following Lifton et al. (2005).   However, our results are similar to those of Ackert et al. 
(2003), which were attributed to anomalously low air pressure over the study area.   Our values 
are slightly higher than those of Blard et al. (2006), and are somewhat lower than the average of 
159 at g-1 a-1 for olivine and pyroxene calculated from element specific production rates (Kober et 
al., 2005).  Our production rate of 144 ± 30 at g-1 a-1 in garnet is lower than the value of 153 at g-1 
a-1 reported by Amidon et al. (2008a) and 154 at g-1 a-1 which they recalculate from the data of 
Table 3.8: Selected parameters output from neutron flux calculations
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Gayer et al. (2004).  This lower value is consistent (although not perfectly) with the apparent 
overproduction observed at high-elevation in Nepal by both of these studies, and matches the 
production rate calculated from element-specific production rates of 145 at g-1 a-1 (Kober et al., 
2005).   
Our results for pyroxene and olivine thus contribute to the surprisingly wide range of 
estimated 3He production rates in these phases.   One possible explanation for our higher values 
relative to those summarized in Balco et al. (2008) is that we compare 3He directly to 10Be, rather 
than to a surface exposure age inferred from the crystallization age of a lava flow.  We thus avoid 
the assumption that the sampled flow is uneroded and has never experienced burial, both of which 
would lower the apparent 3He production rate in a calibration study.   We also avoid the 
assumption that all 4He released during fusion of a crushed pyroxene or olivine sample is derived 
from a mantle component.   Studies which follow this procedure, without measuring the U and Th 
contents of the pyroxene or olivine, may be subject to overcorrection for mantle 3He (Blard and 
Farley, 2008; Blard and Pik, 2008).  Because these corrections can be as large as 90%, this could 
lead to a significant underestimate of the amount of cosmogenic 3He in a sample.    
For zircon and apatite, we estimate mean apparent production rates of 114 ± 8 and 149 ± 
28 at g-1 a-1, for a grain size range of 40-80 m in zircon, and 100 m in apatite.  Since the first 
estimates of production rates in these minerals were published by Farley et al. (2006), a 10Be 
analysis has been obtained on quartz from their sample C3_C4 (3.1).  Calculating 3He/10Be ratios 
for sample C3_C4, and multiplying by a 10Be production rate of 4.994 at g-1 a-1, gives apparent 
production rates of 114 ± 22, 144 ± 28,  and 126 ± 15  at g-1 a-1 (2) for zircon, apatite, and 
titanite.  A subsequent study by Amidon et al. (2008a) proposes an elevation dependent 
production rate in Nepal, and the lowest elevation sample in their dataset, sample CRN-259 (3215 
m), gives apparent production rates of 137 ± 26 and 170 ± 32 at g-1 a-1 (2) for zircon and apatite 
respectively.   Thus it appears that results from the current study are in good agreement with 
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results from Bolivia, but somewhat lower than results from Nepal (Amidon et al., 2008a; Farley 
et al., 2006). 
We use the term apparent production rates for zircon and apatite because we have not 
accounted for redistribution of spalled 3H and 3He nuclei among adjacent grains.  Because 
adjacent silicate minerals have higher spallation production rates than in zircon and apatite, a 
negative correlation between grain-size and 3Hesp is expected in these phases (Farley et al., 2006).  
Zircons from sample co-5 show a linear correlation (r2=0.98) between mean equivalent radius 
(MER) and apparent production rate (APR) described by the linear fit APR = -0.55*MER + 156.  
The apparent production rate in grains with MER of 78 m is about 20% lower than in grains 
with MER of 33 m.  A grain size experiment on zircons from Himalayan gneisses also resulted 
in ~20% lower production rates between mean widths of 38 and 100 m, whereas results from 
zircons in a Bolivian ignimbrite showed ~10% decrease in production rate between widths of 50 
and 100 m (Amidon et al., 2008a; Farley et al., 2006).  Future datasets may allow calculation of 
the spalled 3He and 3H stopping ranges, and thus of the in-situ 3He production rate in zircon and 
apatite.  However, the present data suggest that 3He dating in apatite and zircon can be undertaken 
using apparent production rates in coarser grain size fractions.   
 
3.6.2  21Ne Production Rates in Quartz and Pyroxene 
The 21Ne production rate of 17.7 ± 1.6 at g-1 a-1 (2) we obtain for quartz is within error of all 
previous calibration studies.  This value is 7% less than the value of 19.0 ± 3.7 (2) reported by 
Niedermann, (2000) and similar to a value of 17.7 ± 2.6 at g-1 a-1 that they rescaled from a study 
of quartz targets exposed for three years at an elevation of 4250 m on Mt. Evans, CO (Graf et al., 
1996).  Likewise, a recent study that exposed quartz targets over a range of elevation in the Alps 
for one year found 21Ne production rates of 16.9 ± 1.9 at g-1 a-1 (2) (Vermeesch et al., 2008).   
Our 3Hepx/21Neqtz ratio (~8.2) and our 3Hepx/21Neqtz  ratio (~8.0) are identical to the values reported 
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from a basaltic andesite in Argentina (Niedermann et al., 2007). The 21Ne production rate of 34.1 
± 3.2 at g-1 a-1 (2) we calculate in  pyroxene gives a  21Nec/3Hesp ratio of ~0.235, which is similar 
to the ratio of 0.236 measured in Antarctic pyroxenes (Bruno et al., 1997a; Schafer et al., 1999).  
This ratio is also similar to ratios of 0.19-0.20 reported from pyroxenes in a Pleistocene lava flow 
in the western United States (Fenton et al., 2007).   
One reason 21Ne production rates may vary between studies is if the neon inventory is not 
a simple mixture of cosmogenic, nucleogenic and air-derived neon.  When our data are plotted on 
a three-isotope diagram (Figure 3.3), most samples plot near the air-cosmogenic mixing line, 
suggesting they contain only these three components.  However, the hand-picked inclusion-
bearing quartz samples, and the two pyroxene samples fused with the laser plot closer to the air-
MORB mixing line suggesting that they may also contain a mantle-derived neon component.   
The fact that pyroxene samples fused with the laser plot near the MORB mixing line, but 
pyroxene samples heated with the furnace plot near the cosmogenic mixing line suggests that the 
pyroxenes contain a mantle component which is only released by complete fusion of the crystal 
(Staudacher and Allegre, 1993).   A similar release pattern for mantle-derived neon has been 
observed in some previous studies (Niedermann, 2002). 
 
3.6.3 An Alternate Method of Calculating Li-Produced 3He 
The labor-intensive approach to calculating the Li-produced 3He components used in this 
study (see online appendix) involves point counting of adjacent minerals, Li measurement in all 
mineral phases, and documentation of average grain size for each sample.  A simpler alternative 
is to measure 3Henuc in a shielded sample.  At face value, this is of limited use because the 
shielded minerals do not contain the potentially larger 3Hecn component produced in the near-
surface.   However, if the petrology and grain size of the shielded and exposed samples are 
identical, we can use the shielded 3He concentration, the (U-Th)/He closure age, the bulk rock 
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composition, and a neutron production-diffusion model to solve for the grain-size specific 
apparent Li.   Significant time and effort are saved because it is not necessary to measure Li in 
any mineral phases or to document the distribution of adjacent minerals.   
For uneroded surfaces or for surfaces experiencing steady-state erosion, the apparent Li 
of a mineral determined from the shielded sample can be used to calculate the 3Hecn component 
acquired in the near-surface.   Assuming the exposure age or erosion rate of a surface is unknown, 
the 3Hecn concentration is given by: 
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where 3Hem is the measured 3He concentration in the surface sample, and 3Hesp is the unknown 
concentration of spallation produced 3He.  For an uneroded surface, the ratio in the second term in 
equation 5 is independent of exposure age and is given by:  
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Where the spallation production rate Psp(0) is assumed to be known, and the CN production rate 
Pcn(0) can be calculated using the apparent Li and a neutron production-diffusion model (see 
online appendix).  In cases of steady erosion over a time-scale sufficient to have exhumed more 
than ~800 g/cm2, the second term in equation 5 is also independent of erosion rate and is given 
by: 
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where the shape of the Pcn(z) profile can also be computed using a neutron-production diffusion 
model and the apparent Li of the mineral. 
 
3.7      Conclusions 
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This study calibrates the production rates of cosmogenic 3He and 21Ne in common minerals 
against 10Be in quartz from a rhyolite dome in the Coso volcanic field.  We show that Li-
produced 3He components can be large, but when subtracted from measured 3He give results 
comparable to previous studies.  Although our approach is vulnerable to systematic errors 
associated with modeling neutron production and diffusion, our results appear robust based on 
comparisons across different samples, mineral phases, and isotope systems.  At face value our 
new production rates of ~143 at g-1 a-1 for olivine and pyroxene lie at the high end of previous 
estimates.  This indicates that the complexities of spallogenic 3He (and 3H) production remain an 
open research question. 
Zircon and apatite show promise as target phases for 3He dating due to their ubiquity, 
relatively low Li contents, and lack of magmatic 3He components.  The Li-produced components 
in zircon and apatite can be minimized by working with lithologies that have large grain sizes, 
young U/Th-He closure ages, and low U, Th and Li contents.  We also estimate production rates 
of 21Ne to be 17.7 ± 1.6 and 34.1 ± 3.2 at g-1 a-1 for quartz and pyroxene respectively.  These 
results agree well with previous production rates, and demonstrate that cosmogenic 21Ne dating 
can be accomplished in rocks high in U and Th, it least if they are relatively young.   
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Table 3.9:  Bulk rock composition and constants used in neutron flux calculations 
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Chapter 4 
COSMOGENIC 3HE PRODUCTION RATES IN APATITE, ZIRCON 
AND PYROXENE INFERRED FROM BONNEVILLE FLOOD 
EROSIONAL SURFACES 
 
4.1     Introduction 
Cosmogenic nuclide dating of terrestrial surfaces provides a powerful tool with which to 
study the timing and rate of landscape change.  This includes applications as varied as the dating 
of glacial moraines, establishing slip-rates on faults, measuring the erosion rates of basins, and 
measuring the rates of soil formation (Bierman and Steig, 1996; Bierman et al., 1995; Brook et 
al., 1993; Heimsath et al., 1997).   Although many important questions have been answered, 
others remain unanswered, in part due to limitations on the number of samples that can typically 
be analyzed in studies using 10Be, 26Al, and 36Cl.  In contrast, rapid preparation and analysis of 
samples for cosmogenic 3He often allows a greater number of samples to be analyzed, but the 
application of cosmogenic 3He dating has so far been limited primarily to olivine and pyroxene.  
Because 3He is produced in all mineral phases, it can potentially be applied in almost any 
lithology.  This study demonstrates the potential of 3He dating in zircon and apatite to constrain 
geomorphic histories in study areas which lack quartz for 10Be, 26Al, or 21Ne dating.  In addition, 
we present a new calibration of 3He production rates, which agree to within 5% with the revised 
results from two previous studies.   
 Part of the reason that cosmogenic 3He has been relatively under-utilized is that 
calibration studies, and thus applications, have usually been limited to pyroxene or olivine in 
young lava flows (Ackert et al., 2003; Blard et al., 2006; Cerling and Craig, 1994; Dunai and 
Wijbrans, 2000; Licciardi et al., 1999; Licciardi et al., 2006).  Because these studies have been 
performed at a range of elevations and latitudes, the best estimate of the production rate is 
dependent upon the scaling scheme that is used to convert local measurements to production rates 
at sea-level high-latitude (SLHL).   A compilation of existing calibration studies performed 
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against 14C or 40Ar/39Ar ages of uneroded surfaces gives SLHL production rates between ~115 
and 133 at g-1 a-1 for olivine and pyroxene, with a ~10% standard deviation when a given scaling 
model is applied (Goehring et al., 2010).  More recent studies have focused on inter-isotope 
calibrations, comparing 3He in pyroxene, olivine, garnet, zircon, apatite, and titanite against  10Be 
in quartz (Amidon et al., 2008a; Amidon et al., 2009; Gayer et al., 2004; Niedermann et al., 
2009).  These studies have yielded 3He production rates that are systematically higher than those 
estimated from calibrations against 14C or 40Ar/39Ar.  One proposed explanation for this 
disagreement is that these inter-isotope calibrations have focused on crustal rocks that are high in 
Li.  In such rocks excess 3He from neutron capture on 6Li could account for the discrepancy 
(Dunai et al., 2007) especially in the absence of shielded samples for establishing baseline 3He 
level.   While this possibility has been refuted, the role of 6Li  is clearly important and is not yet 
fully understood (Amidon et al., 2008a; Amidon et al., 2009). 
 The goals of this study are to calibrate 3He production rates in zircon, apatite and 
pyroxene independently of 10Be, and to use shielded samples to better document Li-produced 3He 
components.  We thus present 3He measurements from zircon, apatite, and pyroxene from 
shielded and surface exposed samples that have been scoured by the Bonneville outburst flood 
near Twin Falls, Idaho.  This is an ideal calibration site because the timing of the flood is known 
from numerous 14C ages and has been used in several previous cosmogenic production rate 
studies (Cerling, 1990; Goehring et al., 2010; Handwerger et al., 1999; Lifton et al., 2009; Lifton 
et al., 2001).  The site also lies within ~700 km of many calibration sites in the western US, 
which reduces scaling-related uncertainties when these studies are compared (Amidon et al., 
2009; Cerling and Craig, 1994; Goethals et al., 2009; Licciardi et al., 1999).  Our results show 
that although Li produced 3He exists in most samples, the use of shielded samples allows 
subtraction of this component with reasonable precision.  This study yields spallation 3He 
production rates of 117-139, 123-146, and 96-113  at g-1 a-1 (1 uncertainties) for pyroxene, 
apatite, and zircon, depending upon what scaling scheme is adopted (Balco et al., 2008).  The 
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pyroxene result is in agreement with previous production rates obtained by direct dating of 
geomorphic surfaces.  Although the zircon and apatite data are lower than previously published 
values, this discrepancy is largely reconciled by adopting a revised 10Be production rate of 4.51 at 
g-1 a-1.  
 
4.2      Geologic Background and Sampling 
 The study area is near Twin Falls, Idaho where the Snake River has carved a canyon 
through which waters of the Bonneville outburst flood passed at ~17.5 ka (Figure 4.1).  Detailed 
mapping of flood deposits suggests that the floodwaters split into two channels, with ~300,000 
m3/sec transported as bank-full flow through the main canyon and ~600,000 m3/sec in the Eden 
overland channel that exited the canyon near Rupert, Idaho and rejoined just below Perrine bridge 
(O'Connor, 1993).   The confluence of these two channels is coincident with an abrupt widening 
of the canyon, as well as the occurrence of a large amphitheatre-headed side canyon (the Blue 
Lakes Alcove) and a massive hydraulically scoured “pot-hole” (Malde, 1968).   Although several 
authors have proposed that these are the result of the Bonneville flood, our results as well as those 
from recent studies suggest that these features, and similar features nearby, may have formed 
during earlier flood events (Cerling et al., 1994; Lamb et al., 2008). 
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The Bonneville flood was released when the alluvium damming the lake at its overflow 
was abruptly stripped at ~17.5 ka, and the lake level dropped ~100 m to the Provo stage.  The 
exact timing is established by comparing the youngest Bonneville stage shoreline ages with the 
oldest Provo-stage shorelines.  Reviews of the Bonneville chronology are given in Godsey et al. 
(2005) and Oviatt et al. (1992).  The two youngest ages from the Bonneville stage are 15.3 and 
15.1 14C ka BP, derived from charcoal and wood respectively (Oviatt et al., 1992; Scott et al., 
1983).  More recently, three identical ages of 15.1 14C  BP were obtained from three separate 
mollusk samples from sites just below the Bonneville shoreline (Godsey et al., 2005).  The oldest 
ages  associated with the Provo shoreline are both 14.3 14C ka BP, and are derived from  
inorganic carbon extracted from tufa and from a mollusk (Light, 1996; Oviatt, 1991).  Conversion 
to calendar years gives 2 age ranges of 17.5-18.5 ka for the oldest Bonneville ages, and 16.5-
Figure 4.1 
Topographic map of the Snake River canyon near Twin Falls, Idaho.  Circular symbols represent 
sampling localities, labeled with sample number and shaded according to their inferred erosional 
history (see text).   
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17.5 ka for the youngest Provo age, from which we adopt an age of 17.5 ± 1 ka for the Bonneville 
flood event (Godsey et al., 2005; Goehring et al., 2010). 
 At Twin Falls, the Snake River incises the ~5.7 Ma Shoshone Falls rhyolite and capping 
Pliocene basalt flows (Armstrong et al., 1975; Bonnichsen et al., 2008).  We divide the Shoshone 
Falls rhyolite into two units, with the lower unit being a green to gray plagioclase-pyroxene 
rhyolite.  This is overlain by a darker colored rhyolite containing plagioclase, two distinct 
pyroxenes, and abundant fine grained magnetite.   Both units contain abundant zircon and apatite, 
with zircons tending to be large (>75 m in cross section) and apatites tending to be very small 
(<75 m).  At Pillar Falls (Figure 4.1) we collected two exposed samples from the upper unit (2 
and 6), as well as two exposed samples and one shielded sample from the lower unit (4, 5, and 8).   
The shielded sample was taken from a deep cave scoured ~5 m laterally into the central pillar, 
and sitting ~ 18 m directly below the surface locations of samples 4 and 5.   The latitude, 
longitude, and elevation of all samples are given in table 4.1. 
 
 
 
Table 4.1: Sample locations 
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Downstream of Perrine Bridge the widened section of canyon is characterized by well-
preserved scour surfaces sitting ~40-60 m above the modern river, and fields of large boulders 
(“melon gravels”) deposited on lower elevation surfaces, typically 5-15 m above the modern river 
(Figure 4.1).    We sampled three scour surfaces in the upper unit (9, 14, and 16), as well as a 
shielded sample (13) and two scour surfaces in the lower unit (9 and 10).   The shielded sample 
was situated beneath ~40 m of overburden and ~1.5 m horizontally from a planar vertical cliff 
face.   Sample 11 was collected from the top of a 4 x 2.5 x 3 m flood-deposited boulder of the 
lower unit lithology, deposited ~2 km downstream from Perrine bridge.  Because the upper 
lithology is composed of a fine grained matrix, all of the samples collected from this lithology (2, 
6, 9, 12, 14, and 16) exhibited patina surfaces preserving scour flutes and/or  5-30 cm wide scour 
pot-holes.  In contrast, surfaces from the lower unit (4, 5, and 11) were partially disaggregated 
with poor preservation of primary scour features.   All of the exposed samples were 4-5 cm thick, 
and were collected from nearly horizontal surfaces with no topographic shielding.  We therefore 
do not apply shielding corrections of any kind. 
 
4.3   Methods 
Rocks were crushed, sieved to <300 m, and rinsed before being separated using 
standard heavy liquid and magnetic techniques.  Resulting apatite and zircon separates were wet-
sieved into increments of 30-50, 50-75, 75-125, and >125 m.  However, apatite separates were 
intact and pure enough only for the 50-75 m size fraction.  Likewise, only pyroxenes from the 
>190 m fraction were analyzed.  Pyroxene separates were leached in an ultrasonic bath in 10% 
HF:HNO3 solution for ~1 hour, whereas zircon was purified in a concentrated HF:HNO3 solution 
for 3-4 hours.   All samples were visually inspected and picked free of contaminant phases prior 
to analysis.  Mean grain size was determined by photographing the sample prior to loading, and 
measuring length and width of >150 representative grains per sample.  Because the mean grain 
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sizes computed for given sieve fractions are consistent to within ~2-3 m between samples, a 
constant value is reported for each size fraction and is used in all calculations.   Typically 20-40 
mg of uncrushed zircon and apatite was loaded into platinum capsules.  In some cases, pyroxene 
was crushed under vaccum in a steel tube following previously published procedures (Patterson et 
al., 1997).    To ensure that all grains were uniformly crushed prior to fusion, all pyroxene 
samples were ground in a mortar and pestle and sieved through a <26 m sieve prior to loading in 
Al-foil.   
 Zircon and apatite crystals were degassed by heating platinum packets to >1100 C for 30 
minutes using a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser similar to previously published procedures (Amidon et 
al., 2008a; House et al., 2000).   Pyroxene powder was degassed for 20 minutes at 1300 C in a 
double-walled resistance furnace.  Re-extracts at the same temperature were performed using 
both techniques and confirmed complete extraction of He from the samples.  He gas was purified 
over an activated charcoal trap at 77 K and over hot and cold Ti SAES getters before being 
cryogenically focused at 14 K.  Helium was released at 32 K into an MAP 215-50 noble gas mass 
spectrometer.   For low 4He analyses (apatite and pyroxene), sensitivity was determined by 
measuring aliquots of both the Caltech “Air” and “MM” standards of similar size to the sample 
being analyzed (Poreda and Farley, 1992).  For high 4He analyses (zircon) sensitivity was 
determined by in-run spiking of samples with the “MM” standard, which causes a significant  
increase in 3He, while only raising the total He pressure by <1 % (Amidon et al., 2008a).  3He is 
collected in pulse mode on an electron multiplier whereas 4He is measured on a Faraday cup.  
Very high 4He concentrations in zircon were determined on an aliquot of the sample gas by peak 
height measurement on a Balzers Prisma quadropole mass spectrometer.  Analytical uncertainty 
for individual 3He analyses is dominated by counting statistics on the 3He signal and is typically ~ 
10% for zircon, ~8% for apatite and ~7% for pyroxene (1).  We improve on these precision 
figures by making replicate analyses.  Uncertainty on 4He analyses is dominated by the 
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standardization of the instrument, and is 1-2%, based on the calibration performed when filling 
the standard tank.   
 Lithium measurements were made on an Agilent 7500 series ICP-MS using isotope 
dilution with a 6Li spike calibrated with a commercial Li normal solution.  Measurements 
were made on ~1 mg of handpicked material, but not the same aliquots used for 3He analysis.  
Most samples were dissolved on a hot plate in a 2:1 HF:HNO3 cocktail except for zircons, 
which were Parr bombed in HF, redissolved in HCl, and finally in HNO3.  Reproducibility of 
Li measurements was established by performing at least two replicate measurements on 
separately picked aliquots of each sample.  Lithium blanks typically total less than 0.1% of 
measured lithium, with a maximum of ~2%.  The sample cleaning procedure, and a 1 
external precision of ~6% are established and discussed by Amidon et al. (2008).  In some 
cases, U and Th concentrations were determined on the same samples as Li by removing an 
aliquot and spiking it for U and Th analyses.  U blanks ranged from 0. 1 to 1%, and Th blanks 
ranged from 1 to 3% of measured concentrations.  All U and Th analyses were replicated to 
better than 5% (1). 
 Bulk rock geochemistry was measured on powdered rock samples ( ~500 g each) that 
were subsampled and flux melted into glass disks.  Major element concentrations were 
determined by XRF whereas trace elements and REE’s were measured by LA-ICPMS 
following standard procedures at the Michigan State University laboratory (Vogel et al., 
2008).  Compositions of individual mineral phases were determined using the JEOL JXA-
8200 electron microprobe at Caltech.   
 
4.4     Results 
Measured helium concentrations for zircon, apatite, and pyroxene are presented in tables 
4.2-4.5.   Six of the nine surface exposure samples yield 3He concentrations in zircon that are 
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within error of each other, suggesting that they share a common exposure history.  The same 
is true for the apatite analyses from these 6 samples.  The remaining surface exposure 
samples yield significantly higher 3He concentrations in all phases suggesting that they have 
retained 3He from exposure prior to the Bonneville flood.   Throughout the remainder of this 
paper, the six samples with similar concentrations will be referred to as “reset surfaces” and, 
the 3 samples with high 3He will be referred to as the “unreset surfaces,” reflecting their 
incomplete erosional resetting during the flood. 
Measured 3He concentrations in zircons from reset surfaces are ~6 Mat/g compared to as 
much as 28 Mat/g in unreset surfaces (Table 4.2).  Concentrations of 3He in the two shielded 
samples agree within error at ~1.5 Mat/g.  Both shielded and exposed zircons show an 
increase in 3He concentration with decreasing grain size.  For reset samples this typically 
amounts to about a 30% increase between the >100 m and <50 m size fractions (Figure 
4.2).  Apatites from the 50-75 m size fraction yielded consistently higher 3He concentrations 
than in zircons of the same size, with ~9 Mat/g for reset surfaces and up to 29 Mat/g for 
unreset surfaces (Table 4.3).   Shielded apatites contain ~3.4 Mat/g of 3He.  Results of two 
apatite crushing experiments yielded 3He/4He ratios of 0.01 Ra, suggesting no detectable 
mantle (~8 Ra) helium (Table 4.5). 
Although both Fe-rich and Fe-Ca pyroxenes were present in most samples (Table 4.7), 
only pyroxenes with the Fe-Ca composition, (Mg0.62Fe0.58Ca0.74)Si2O6, were analyzed for 3He.  
Concentrations of 3He in pyroxene from reset surfaces range from ~7-11 Mat/g and show a 
strong correlation with Li content (Table 4.4).  3He concentrations in unreset samples reach 
38 Mat/g.  The average 4He concentration is 57 ± 14 Tat/g, giving relatively radiogenic 
3He/4He ratios of 0.1-0.5 Ra.  Results from crushing experiments show that the trapped 
helium component is distinctly different between pyroxene from the upper and lower units 
but is less than 4% of matrix-sited 3He concentrations in all cases (Table 4.4).   Results from 
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crushing experiments reproduce well, suggesting that complete extraction of magmatic gasses 
was achieved.     
Major element compositions of the upper and lower rhyolite units are nearly identical 
despite their significant textural variations (Table 4.8).  However, bulk rock Li concentrations 
are significantly different between the two units, with ~15 ppm in the upper unit and ~21 ppm 
in the lower unit (Table 4.6).  The contrast in Li contents between the upper and lower units 
is magnified in the pyroxenes.  Those from the upper unit contain 16-25 ppm of Li, whereas 
those from the lower unit contain 34-90 ppm.  The Li concentrations  vary widely across 
small spatial scales, with three samples collected within ~5 m of each other (4, 5, and 8) 
giving concentrations of 34, 53, and 90 ppm.  Li variations in other mineral phases are less 
significant, ranging from 1-2 ppm in zircon and from 3-8 ppm in apatite.  Bulk rock U and Th 
concentrations are similar in both units at ~6 and 17 ppm respectively, and are ~250 and ~120 
ppm in zircon, and ~0. 1 and 0.3 ppm in pyroxene (Table 4.6).   
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Table 4.2: Zircon 3He data 
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Table 4.3: Apatite 3He data 
Table 4.4: Pyroxene 3He data 
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Table 4.5: 3He crush data 
Table 4.6:   Li, U, and Th data 
Table 4.7:   Mineral compositions determined by electron microprobe analysis 
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Table 4.8:   Bulk rock compositions
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Figure 4.2   
Measured 3He in shielded zircons (black 
squares), reset surfaces (open squares), 
and spallation produced 3He in reset 
surfaces (gray squares).  All are plotted 
against mean equivalent radius.  Solid and 
dashed lines show model calculation of 
the nucleogenic 3He component assuming 
an average Li content of adjacent phases 
of 21 and 29 ppm respectively.  These 
values equal the measured bulk rock 
concentration and the best fit to the data.  
Error bars denote 1 standard errors.
Figure 4.3   
Plot of 3He vs Li content for pyroxene 
grains of > 190 m grain size.  Open 
symbols are measured 3He in the reset 
samples.   Gray symbols denote spallation 
produced 3He in the same samples after 
subtraction of all Li-produced 
components.  Black circles denote 
measured nucleogenic 3He (3Henuc) in the 
two shielded samples.  Solid lines are 
linear regressions through data, dashed 
line shows the calculated 3Hecn 
component as a function of Li 
concentration. 
Figure 4.4   
Plot of spallation produced 3He in 
pyroxene against both apatite (circles) and 
zircon (squares). Regression lines and 
equations are indicated. Note that the 
zircon regression line pass through the 
origin, as expected. In contrast the 
shallow slope and the non-zero intercept 
for the apatites are unexpected and 
suggest anomalously low 3He 
concentrations in the unreset samples. 
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4.5  Analysis 
4.5.1 The Nucleogenic 3He Component in Shielded Samples 
The presence of matrix-sited 3He in our shielded samples is due primarily to production 
via capture of radiogenic neutrons on 6Li in the reaction 6Li(n,)3H 3He.  This is evidenced 
by the correlation between 3He and Li observed for pyroxenes (Figure 4.3).   To understand 
this 3He component in relation to other components we use the following equation:  
mucnnucinspm HeHeHeHeHeHe
333333      (4.1) 
where 3Hem is the total 3He measured in the sample, 3Hesp is spallation-produced 3He, 
3Hein is inherited from inclusions or prior exposure, 3Henuc is the Li-produced nucleogenic 
component produced by capture of radiogenic neutrons, 3Hecn is the Li-produced component 
produced by capture of cosmogenically derived neutrons, and 3Hemu is the Li-produced 
component produced by stopping of muons or by capture of muogenic neutrons. 
 The use of a shielded sample allows the 3Henuc component to be directly removed 
from this equation.  Because the magmatic 3Hein component has been removed by crushing 
and because we neglect the muon produced 3Hemu component in these samples (see below), 
we assume that all of the 3He measured in the shielded samples is Li produced nucleogenic 
3He, and refer to it as “measured 3Henuc”.  For pyroxene, we exploit the linear relationship 
between measured 3Henuc and Li content in shielded samples to directly subtract the 3Henuc 
component from the surface exposure samples, which also span a range of Li contents (Figure 
4.3).  The sizes of the 3Henuc components for pyroxene range between ~1.5 -4.7 Mat/g, or 
~18-45 % of the measured surface concentrations (Table 4.4).  Because the shielded 3He 
components are measured with an equal degree of precision to exposure samples, subtraction 
of the shielded component does not significantly increase the error.  Apparent production 
rates of ~154 at g-1 a-1 are thus obtained for pyroxene, which are higher than previously 
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obtained values (Goehring et al., 2010) due to the presence of the 3Hecn component 
(quantified below). 
Similar corrections for the apatites and zircons must accommodate the fact that their 
average grain size is comparable to the stopping range of 6Li-produced 3H in common silicate 
minerals (~30 μm).  As a result the redistribution of this component among the rock's 
constituent phases must be evaluated. Because their Li contents are lower than in the 
surrounding matrix, the net effect for apatites and zircons is implantation; the smaller the 
grain size, the more significant the effect (Dunai et al., 2007; Farley et al., 2006).   This effect 
explains, for example, the increase of 3Henuc from ~0.8 Mat/g for MER = 105 m to ~1.8 
Mat/g for MER = 27 m in the shielded zircons (Figure 4.2).   For these two phases we thus 
subtract the mean 3Henuc measured on shielded samples of a given grain size from all surface 
samples of that same grain size.  This approach does not account for variations in Li 
concentration between different apatite and zircon samples, or variations in the average Li 
concentrations of their adjacent minerals.  However, it is reasonable to ignore these effects 
because: 1) the mean concentration of Li in zircon is very low and relatively constant at ~1.5 
± 0.3 ppm, 2) the concentration of Li in apatite is higher and more variable (5 ± 2 ppm) but 
small grain sizes make internal Li concentration much less important than matrix Li, and 3) 
we have no independent means with which to evaluate differences in average host Li 
concentrations. The sample-to-sample consistency of our results at a given grain size 
validates this simplification.  The resultant apparent production rates (3Hesp +3Hecn) are ~156 
at g-1 a-1 for apatite, and range from 108-136 at g-1 a-1 for zircon of different grain sizes. Note 
that both 3Hesp and 3Hecn are also dependent on grain size as a consequence of redistribution, 
so this spread in zircon is expected. 
 
4.5.2  Additional 3He Components 
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In previous work (Amidon et al., 2008a; Amidon et al., 2009), we outlined the model 
calculations necessary to predict each Li-produced 3He component.  The present dataset 
allows us to test these calculations by comparison of the 3He concentrations in surface and 
shielded samples with measured Li concentrations. More importantly, the model also allows 
us to compute 3Hecn, so we can isolate the spallation production rate in these phases. The 
calculation procedures are only briefly discussed below, but are included as an appendix to 
this paper.  For comparison with past and future models, the inputs and resultant neutron flux 
parameters are tabulated in table 4.9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.9:   Selected parameters output from neutron flux calculations
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The low energy neutrons that drive 3He production from 6Li are derived from three 
primary sources: 1) radiogenic neutrons produced by decay of U and Th whose alpha 
Table 4.10:   Bulk rock compositions and constants used in neutron flux calculations 
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particles are involved in (,n) reactions on light elements (Andrews and Kay, 1982; Chmiel 
et al., 2003), 2) ‘tertiary’ cosmogenic neutrons produced by excitation of target nuclei in rock 
by high-energy atmospheric neutrons (Dunai et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2001), and 3) 
muogenic neutrons produced by slowing and stopping of muons by target nuclei in rock 
(Heisinger et al., 2002a; Heisinger et al., 2002b).  Before any neutrons have a high 
probability of being captured by 6Li, they need to be slowed down (thermalized) by elastic 
collisions with other nuclei in the rock.  Because smaller nuclei can absorb more kinetic 
energy during a collision, the low-energy neutron flux is very sensitive to hydrogen (i.e. 
water) content in the rock.   The low energy neutron flux is also limited by the total ability of 
nuclei in the rock to absorb (capture) neutrons.  Because some elements have very large 
neutron capture cross sections (Li, B, Gd, etc.), the neutron flux is a sensitive function of the 
bulk rock concentration of these elements.  The compositions and other constants used in our 
calculations are given in online table 4.10. 
For a given low energy neutron flux, 3H production via neutron capture is proportional to 
Li concentration.   Because 3H produced via the 6Li(n,)3H reaction has a stopping range of 
~30 m in common minerals, significant redistribution can occur between adjacent mineral 
phases (Farley et al., 2006; Ziegler, 2003).  This redistribution is quantitatively modeled by 
determining the mean equivalent spherical radius of sample grains, and using the equation for 
implant and export of ions from a sphere (Dunai and Wijbrans, 2000; Farley et al., 2006; 
Farley et al., 1996). 
 
4.5.2.1 Inherited Component (3Hein) 
The inherited component can be derived either from trapped magmatic helium or from 
prior exposure of the sample.  Crushing experiments show that the trapped magmatic 
component amounts to < 2% of the measured 3He in our samples.   This small amount of 
helium should largely be removed from pyroxene by crushing prior to fusion.  Apatite and 
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zircon were not crushed prior to analysis because they are unlikely to have significant trapped 
components in their tiny grains and because any magmatic 3He is included in our corrections 
based on the shielded samples.  Regarding prior exposure, consistent 3He concentrations in 
our reset samples suggests that > 3 m of rock was removed during the Bonneville flood and 
that the samples do not contain a 3Hein component. 
  
4.5.2.2 Nucleogenic Component (3Henuc) 
Our fluence calculations described in the appendix are very close to, but slightly 
overestimate, the measured concentration of 3He in shielded pyroxene (see 3Henuc for samples 
ID8 and ID13 in Table 4.4).   Although the ~6% discrepancy is within error of the calculation 
inputs, it is worth considering possible explanations such as: 1) an erroneously old 
crystallization age, 2) underestimates of neutron absorbers or overestimates of U or Th 
concentrations, or 3) a violation of the assumption that all elements are evenly distributed 
throughout the rock.   The third possibility is likely if the alpha-emitters (U and Th) are 
isolated in different mineral phases than elements with high (,n) cross-sections (Na, Al, and 
Si), thereby preventing (,n) reactions due to the short (~20 m) range of  particles.  The 
last point has been raised by several previous authors, and is worthy of a brief discussion here 
(Ballentine and Burnard, 2002; Hu et al., 2009; Martel et al., 1990). 
Two simple arguments suggest that the homogeneity assumption is valid in the present 
case.  First, the concentration of U and Th in the ground mass is higher than in the bulk rock 
by approximately its fractional abundance estimated from point counting, suggesting that 
virtually all of the U and Th is contained in the groundmass.  Second, mineral compositions 
and point-counting show that almost all of the Na and Al (which account for ~60% of (,n) 
reactions) are contained in the groundmass and that Si and O (which account for the rest) are 
evenly distributed throughout the rock.  Because almost all of the U, Th, Na and Al is 
contained in the groundmass, the homogeneity assumption appears to be valid for these 
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rhyolites. However in general this may not be true; rocks in which a large fraction of U,Th is 
housed in trace phases poor in light elements (zircon, monazite, xenotime, etc) will have less 
nucleogenic 3He than our model would estimate.   Importantly, if U and Th are concentrated 
in accessory phases, the grain sizes need only be larger than ~25 m to create an 
inhomogenous distribution of alpha emitters. 
Shielded zircon and apatite crystals of a range of (small) grain sizes allow us to estimate 
the average Li content of adjacent phases.  This is useful because the Li content of adjacent 
phases is required for the calculation of the 3Hecn component for exposed samples.  The plot 
of 3Henuc vs. grain size shows a strong grain size dependence in shielded zircon, implying that 
the average Li content of adjacent minerals is higher than the internal Li content (Figure 4.2).   
For both mineral phases, we initially assumed that the average host Li content was equal to 
the bulk rock Li concentration (~21 ppm).  As shown by the solid line in figure 4.2, this led to 
significant underestimates for both zircon and apatite (not shown).  This underestimate is 
consistent with previous studies in which the average host Li concentration (computed by 
point counting) was higher than the bulk rock due to the presence of high Li phases such as 
biotite (or groundmass) preferentially in contact with apatite and zircon (Amidon et al., 
2009).  The best fit (least-squares) agreement between observed and modeled data is achieved 
with a host Li concentration of 29 ppm for zircon and 46 ppm for apatite.   
 
4.5.2.3 Cosmogenic Neutron and Muogenic Components (3Hecn and 3Hemu) 
Although muogenic production has been explicitly considered in previous studies, it is 
thought to produce <<1% of the measured 3He in all phases and is thus not considered further 
(Amidon et al., 2009; Lal, 1987).  The cosmogenic neutron (3Hecn) component is produced only 
when the sample is exposed within ~3 meters of the surface.  Because it is convolved with the 
spallogenic component, we have no independent observations (such as shielded samples) with 
which to assess its magnitude and must therefore rely on calculated values (see appendix for 
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details).  For reset surfaces 3Hecn is determined by multiplying the modeled 3Hecn production rate 
(1.57 at g-1 a-1 ppm Li-1) by the known exposure age of 17.5 ka (Table 4.9).  For unreset surfaces 
we capitalize on the fact that following subtraction of the nucleogenic component, all remaining 
3He can be attributed to the 3Hecn and 3Hesp components (i.e. 3Hesp+cn in tables 4.1-4.3).  We then 
use the newly determined local spallogenic production rate in pyroxene (270 at g-1 a-1) to solve for 
the apparent exposure age (time) and the 3Hecn component using the relationship:  time = 
(3Hesp+3Hecn)/(p3Hesp + p3Hecn).  The exposure ages determined using the pyroxene data are then 
used to solve for 3Hecn in zircon and apatite.  Due to the relatively young exposure ages 
considered in this study, the 3Hecn components are small; ~0.3 Mat/g for zircon, ~0.8 Mat/g for 
apatite, and ~1 Mat/g for pyroxene where the variability reflects differences in effective Li 
concentration.  The largest uncertainties in calculating 3Hecn arise from the neutron fluence 
computation and the average Li content of adjacent minerals (see above).   
 
4.5.3  Uncertainty of 3Hesp Estimates 
Several lines of evidence suggest that we have accurately isolated the 3Hesp 
components listed in Tables 4.2-4.4.  First, the slope of the Li vs 3Hesp line for pyroxene is 
within error of zero, implying no under- or overcorrection for Li-produced components 
(Figure 4.3).   Second, when 3Hesp concentrations in pyroxene are plotted against 3Hesp in 
zircon (all >50 m fractions), an excellent linear fit of [3Hesp(zr)]= 0.77*[3Hesp(px)] + 0.02 is 
obtained for units of Mat/g (Figure 4.4).  The intercept of this line is within error of zero 
suggesting that the spallation-induced component has been correctly isolated in both phases.   
In contrast, a plot of 3Hesp concentrations in apatite against pyroxene yields a linear fit that 
does not pass through the origin, and has a shallower slope than the zircon-pyroxene plot 
(Figure 4.4).  Based on previous results, apatite should have a steeper slope (i.e. higher 
production rate) relative to pyroxene than does zircon (Amidon et al., 2008a; Amidon et al., 
2009; Farley et al., 2006).  Because the reset samples give sensible 3He concentrations and 
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production rates in relation to zircon and apatite, it appears that this shallow slope and high 
intercept may be due to leverage on the line exerted by erroneously low 3Hesp concentrations 
in the three unreset samples (12, 14 and 16).  The measured 3He concentrations in apatite 
from these samples are 20-35% lower than expected based on measurements in zircon and 
pyroxene, a larger deficit than the entirety of the 3Hecn correction in these samples.   Because 
the apparent deficit is so large, it is difficult to attribute to the incorrect calculation of any of 
the Li-produced 3He components.   We lack a satisfactory explanation for this observation.   
The uncertainties on our final 3Hesp concentrations combine analytical errors with the 
uncertainty on calculation of the Li-produced components (Tables  4.1-4.3).  The standard 
error for each sample (shielded or exposed) is determined by dividing the combined weighted 
analytical uncertainty by the square root of n replicate analyses.  Uncertainties on the Li-
produced 3Hecn component were calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation in which 8 
variables were allowed to vary over 1000 trials.   These variables include internal Li content 
of the mineral (1 = 8%), average Li content of adjacent minerals (1 = 15%), bulk rock 
concentrations of the trace elements that strongly modulate neutron production or absorption 
(H, Li, B, Gd, and Sm) (1 =  12 %), and grain radius (1 = 5%).  Depending on grain size, 
these input errors result in 13-18 % standard deviation on the total Li-produced 3He.    
To determine the 1 error on the 3Hesp component for a given grain size, we first 
compute the weighted standard error on 3Hesp for all of the reset surface exposure samples of 
that grain size.  This uncertainty is then added in quadrature with the uncertainties on the 
3Henuc and 3Hecn components, which are taken as the standard deviation of 3Hem for the 
shielded sample and the Monte-Carlo standard deviation on the calculated 3Hecn component 
for that grain size.  For zircon, because the production rates for the three largest grain size 
categories are within error of each other, the grand mean 3Hesp is computed as the weighted 
mean of the three.   The standard deviation of the grand mean is then propagated with the 1 
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error on the age of the Bonneville outburst flood ( ± 0.5 ka) to compute a 1 uncertainty on 
the final production rate estimate for each mineral phase. 
 
4.6    Discussion 
4.6.1  Production Rates of Spallogenic 3He 
 This study provides the fourth calibration of production rates in zircon and apatite 
(Amidon et al., 2008a; Amidon et al., 2009; Farley et al., 2006).  Because the three previous 
studies have calibrated against 10Be and/or 21Ne, their published production rates are 
dependent upon the accepted production rates of 10Be and 21Ne in quartz.   As a consequence, 
table 4.11 summarizes published 3He/10Beqtz ratios from previous studies and reports revised 
production rates relative to a SLHL 10Beqtz production rate of 4.51 at g-1 a-1 (including 
muogenic production).  This revised value for the 10Beqtz production rate comes from a 
weighted average of the five production rate scaling schemes presented in Balco et al. (2008), 
adjusted by a factor of 0.904 to reflect the revised 10Be/9Be ratio of the 07KNSTD3110 
standard (Balco et al., 2008; Niishizumi et al., 2007).  Although there is no statistical basis for 
averaging production rates derived from different scaling models it is done here to obtain 
reference production rates that simplify the discussion. 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.11:   Summary of results of four 3He calibration studies for zircon and apatite 
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One of the motivations of this study is to produce a set of production rate estimates 
for zircon and apatite that are independent of the 10Be production rate.  We obtain production 
rates of ~105 ± 9 and ~135 ± 17 at g-1 a-1 for zircon and apatite averaged over the four scaling 
models in table 4.11.   These rates agree well with the revised rates of ~103 and ~132 at g-1 a-1 
obtained by calibrating 3He against 10Be in quartz (p10Beqtz =  4.51 at g-1 a-1) from rhyolite 
surfaces in Bolivia and California (Amidon et al., 2009).  It is important to emphasize that 
zircon production rates reflect mean values for grain sizes of MER >= 38 m, and may not 
apply to smaller grain sizes due to redistribution of spalled 3He and 3H from adjacent mineral 
phases.  In contrast, apatite production rates likely apply to a full range of grain sizes because 
3H and 3He production rates in adjacent silicate minerals should be comparable to those in 
apatite (Farley et al., 2006).   
For pyroxene, we calculate a production rate of 129 ± 10 at g-1 a-1 averaged over the 
four scaling models in table 4.11, which also lists scaling factors and production rates 
calculated using each individual scaling model.   These values are within the range of six 
previous studies, and agree very well with the range of 120-136 at g-1 a-1 recently recalculated 
against 14C for the nearby Tabernacle Hill site (Goehring et al., 2010).  These rates are also in 
agreement with the revised rate of  134 at g-1 a-1 for pyroxene determined against 10Be in 
quartz (p10Beqtz =  4.51 at g-1 a-1) at Coso, California (Amidon et al., 2009).   
Based on several recent studies, it seems likely that the 10Be production rate of 4.51 
at g-1 a-1  may not be a globally applicable value (Balco et al., 2009; Putnam et al., 2010).  We 
therefore express the zircon and apatite production rates as the arithmetic mean of results 
from three existing studies, two of which are dependent on the SLHL 10Be production rate in 
quartz (p10Beqtz).   
݌ሺ ܪ݁ ௭௜௥௖ሻ ଷ ൌ ሺଵ଴ହ ା ଶଷ.ଷכ௉ ஻௘ ೜೟೥ 
భబ  ା ଶଶ.ଵכ௉ ஻௘ ೜೟೥ሻ భబ
ଷ   (4.2) 
݌ሺ ܪ݁ ௔௣ሻ ଷ ൌ ሺଵଷହ ା ଷ଴.଺כ௉ ஻௘ ೜೟೥ 
భబ  ା ଶ଼כ௉ ஻௘ ೜೟೥ሻ భబ
ଷ   (4.3) 
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We have not included estimates from the Nepal study of Amidon et al. (2008) in 
these equations because they are clear outliers from the three other datasets in table 4.11.  
These samples were measured at elevations of 3200-4600 m near the maximum in rigidity 
cutoff.  Further studies at high elevations and high rigidity cutoff are required to determine if 
3He and/or 10Be production rates are sensitive to changes in the energy spectrum of incident 
nucleons at these locations. In any case all recent work confirms the peculiarity of 3He 
production rate studies in the Himalaya (Amidon et al., 2008a; Gayer et al., 2004) and 
justifies their exclusion from this computation.  
When a value of 4.51 at g-1 a-1 is used, the standard deviation of the three zircon 
production rates is reduced from 14 to 3 at g-1 a-1, and for apatite from 18 down to 6 at g-1 a-1.  
The grand mean production rates for spallation produced 3He are 103 ± 3 at g-1 a-1 for zircon 
(MER >= 38 m) and 133 ± 6 at g-1 a-1 for apatite.   
 
4.6.2  Criteria for 3He Dating With Zircon and Apatite 
The new data presented in this study, and their agreement with revised production 
rates from previous studies (Table 4.11) strongly suggest that zircon and apatite can be 
successfully used for cosmogenic 3He dating, at least under certain circumstances.  The most 
fundamental limitation on the technique is the size of the spallation-produced 3He component 
(3Hesp) relative to the Li-produced 3He components (3Henuc, 3Hecn, 3Hemu).   Whereas the size 
of the 3Hesp component is entirely a function of location and exposure age, the Li-produced 
components additionally depend on the Li content, closure age, and to a lesser extent, grain 
size.  Because the Li content of neighboring minerals is typically much higher than in zircon 
or apatite, the size of the Li-produced component can be reduced by working with large 
grains (MER >= 38m), that are less vulnerable to implantation.   A useful metric with 
which to quantify the vulnerability of a given sample to Li-produced 3He is the apparent Li 
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(Lia).  This is calculated using the implant/export equation, which includes the internal Li 
content (Lii), the average Li content of adjacent “host” minerals (Lih), MER (R), and the range 
of Li-produced 3H in common silicate minerals (S):  
])(0625.0)(75.0[])(0625.0)(75.01[ 33
R
S
R
SLi
R
S
R
SLiLi hia 
 
(4.4)  
For example, a zircon with MER = 50 m, internal Li = 2 ppm, and host Li = 20 ppm 
would have an apparent Li of ~10 ppm.   
For a given apparent Li concentration the ratio of 3Hesp/3Hetot is a function of 
exposure age and the He closure age of the specific mineral analyzed.  The He closure age is 
identical to the (U-Th)/He age and varies among mineral phases depending upon He diffusion 
characteristics.  Thus, for rocks that have been exhumed from great depths and high 
temperatures, minerals with higher He diffusivity (e.g., apatite) will have a lower nucleogenic 
3He content than minerals with low diffusivity (e.g., zircon) (Reiners et al., 2002; Wolf et al., 
1996).  Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of the 3Hesp/3Hetot ratio as a function of exposure age, 
closure age and apparent Li content.  As a practical example of how this figure can be used, 
limiting the Li-produced 3He component to ~50% of the total for an apparent Li content of 10 
ppm and a ~10 My closure age would require a ~7 ka exposure at 1000 m  elevation.  This 
limitation is relaxed at higher elevations as the spallation production rate increases. Based on 
our limited survey data (Amidon and Farley, unpublished), zircons and apatites of large grain 
size in continental igneous rocks have apparent Li concentrations ranging from 5-20 ppm.  
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If Li produced components are large compared to spallation 3He, they limit the 
accuracy with which the surface exposure age can be determined.   The three primary sources 
of error are the analytical errors on the exposed and shielded samples, and the error on the 
model calculation of the 3Hecn component.  Because analytical errors are directly related to 
the concentration of 3He in the sample they become relatively smaller for samples with older 
exposure ages (or more nucleogenic 3He in the shielded case).  In contrast, because the error 
on the calculated 3Hecn component is primarily a function of how well the composition of the 
rock and the Li content is known, its contribution to the total error increases with Li content.    
In many cases, even Li-rich samples can provide relatively precise exposure age 
estimates. For example, in this study we measure a concentration ~10.3 ± 0.4 (~4% ) Mat/g of 
3He in an exposed pyroxene sample, and 4.1 ± 0.1 (~3%) in a shielded pyroxene with a 
similar Li concentration (~57 ppm).    Because it is determined with reasonable precision, 
subtracting the 3Henuc component gives ~6.2 ± 0.4, only moderately increasing the error (to 
~7%).  The relative error on the modeled 3Hecn component is large at ~1.5 ± 0.2 (~13%), but 
its small absolute value means that it contributes relatively little to the final error of 4.7 ± 0.4 
Figure 4.5   
Calculations showing the 
fraction of spallation 
produced 3He in apatite as a 
function of the He closure 
age, apparent Li content, 
and exposure age at a 1000 
m elevation, high latitude 
site.   Apparent Li is in 
units of ppm and closure 
age is in units of Ma.  
Calculations assume a 
typical granitic composition 
with 12 ppm of Th and 4 
ppm of U.  Spallation 
produced fractions will 
increase for higher 
elevation samples and 
decrease for lower 
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(~9%) on its 3Hesp.  Figure 4.6 illustrates approximately how these different sources of error 
propagate in samples of different exposure age, closure age, and apparent Li content.   As an 
example of its use, we have plotted a hypothetical sample from a ~18 ka Tioga-aged moraine 
boulder exposed at ~2250 m elevation in the Sierra Nevada mountains of California.  
Assuming an apparent Li of 10 ppm and a (U/Th)-He closure age of 50 Ma, the 3Hesp 
component in apatite could be determined with a precision of ~7% (circle in figure 4.6). This 
assumes a single analysis of a 30 mg aliquot of material, and the use of a shielded sample to 
make the correction for 3Henuc.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6   
Calculations showing the 1 
uncertainties with which the 3Hesp 
component can be determined in 
apatite from a sample collected at 
a 1000 m elevation, high latitude 
site.   Symbols show typical 
samples from this study, and from 
a Tioga-aged moraine composed 
of a typical Sierra Nevada 
granodiorite.  Although the Tioga 
age moraine is ~18 ka, it has been 
plotted at an age of ~50 ka to 
reflect higher production rates 
near the occurrence of these 
moraines at elevations of ~2500 m 
rather than the 1000 m for which 
the lines of constant error are 
plotted.  This calculation assumes 
typical measurement sensitivities 
obtained at Caltech, and a single 
analysis of ~30 mg of apatite from 
the >75 m size fraction.  This 
quantity of apatite can routinely 
be obtained from ~ 1 kg of 
granitoid rock.   
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4.6.3  Geomorphic Implications 
 In addition to providing an opportunity for calibration of 3He production rates, our 
data also provide insight into the incision history of the Snake River canyon.  The most 
fundamental observation is that all samples from the upstream site (Pillar Falls) experienced 
greater than ~3 m of bedrock erosion during the Bonneville flood whereas most samples from 
the wider part of the canyon below Perrine bridge experienced incomplete erosional resetting.  
Notably, two of the unreset samples below Perrine bridge (10 and 12) are closer to the 
modern river level than any of the upstream samples.   The apparent contrast between the 
intensity of erosion at Pillar Falls and further downstream is surprising given that many 
models of fluvial erosion assume that shear stress on the river bed is proportional to water 
depth, and thus predict that the wide and narrow parts of the canyon should experience 
similar erosive forces as long as they are both bank full (Rosgen, 1994).  
 Based on the observations above, it seems that the depth and width of the canyon 
below Perrine bridge were not significantly altered by the Bonneville outburst flood.  
Although our data are insufficient to precisely constrain this earlier history, it seems plausible 
that much of the existing canyon, including the extensive fluted and potholed bedrock 
surfaces below Perrine Bridge (samples 14 and 16), may have formed during previous flood 
events.  Such a flood event would have formed much of the surface as it exists today, 
followed by a minor amount of erosion during the Bonneville flood to create the well-
preserved scour features.  This idea is intriguing because neither the Eden/Rupert overland 
channel nor the scoured alcoves have been directly dated to Bonneville age.  Additionally, 
recent work in the Hagerman area has shown that Box canyon, a similar feature to the Blue 
Lakes alcove, likely formed during pre-Bonneville flood events (Lamb et al., 2008).  Finally, 
the apparent exposure ages of samples 10, 12 and 16 (89, 110, and 89 ka) are similar to the 92 
ka average age of three paleo-flood surfaces documented along the Big Lost River, a tributary 
to the Snake River (Cerling et al., 1994).  Future work should focus on dating erosional 
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features along the Eden overflow channel to directly tie them to the Bonneville flood, or 
alternatively, tie them to possible earlier flood events. 
 
4.7   Conclusions 
 New cosmogenic 3He measurements in zircon, apatite and pyroxene from eight 
scoured rhyolite surfaces thought to be the product of the Bonneville outburst flood fall into 
one of two classes.  The first class of samples yielded 3He concentrations that are within error 
of each other. When corrected for non-spallation 3He using shielded samples and a model for 
3Hecn production,  these samples can be used to calibrate the spallation production rate of  3He 
against the known 14C age of the Bonneville outburst flood.  Synthesizing these new results 
with previous calibration studies performed by reference to 10Be shows that the 3He 
production rates in apatite and zircon agree to within 5% if an averaged 10Be production rate 
of 4.51 at g-1 a-1 is adopted (Balco et al., 2008).  Making this assumption we obtain a best 
estimate for the SLHL production rate of 103 ± 3 at g-1 a-1 for zircon (MER >= 38 m) and 
133 ± 6 at g-1 a-1 for apatite.  The second class of samples contains inherited 3He from prior 
exposure, reflecting the complex incision history of the Snake River canyon and suggesting 
one or more earlier flood events.   
 These data suggest that uncertainties in production rate are no longer the major 
source of uncertainty in using spallation 3He in apatite and zircon for surface exposure dating. 
Instead the biggest consideration is correction for 3He produced from the capture of both 
nucleogenic and cosmogenic neutrons by 6Li. We demonstrate that although Li-produced 
components can become large even in fairly young rocks (>~ 1 My), in many cases they can 
be reliably determined using shielded samples.  Because zircons contain ~ 10 times less Li 
than pyroxene and thus much smaller Li-produced components, they can provide more 
accurate age determinations in some cases.   
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Chapter 5 
 
MASS SPECTROMETRIC 3HE MEASUREMENT IN 4HE-RICH 
PHASES: TECHNIQUES AND LIMITATIONS FOR COSMOGENIC 3HE 
DATING OF ZIRCON, APATITE, AND TITANITE 
 
5.1     Introduction 
Cosmogenic dating is a widely used tool for establishing exposure histories of both 
terrestrial and extra-terrestrial surfaces.  Because of its nuclear stability, high production rate 
from most target elements, and relative ease of measurement, 3He is a particularly attractive 
nuclide for these studies. Efforts have been made to develop a diverse family of minerals 
amenable to cosmogenic 3He dating; for example, cosmogenic 3He production rates in apatite, 
zircon and titanite were recently determined (Amidon et al., 2008a; Amidon et al., 2009; Farley et 
al., 2006).  These particular minerals are ubiquitous on Earth and are therefore appealing dating 
targets, but they present a unique analytical challenge because they often carry extremely high 
4He concentrations from U and Th decay.  For several reasons such high concentrations can 
reduce the accuracy and precision of 3He measurements. In this paper we document how high 4He 
abundances degrade mass spectrometric 3He measurements and present approaches by which to 
minimize these negative consequences. Ultimately the utility of these mineral phases for 
cosmogenic 3He dating will hinge on the long term geological history of the sample.  Most 
notably, samples with old (U/Th)-He ages may not be suitable for cosmogenic 3He dating due to 
excessively high 4He contents.  Based on these considerations we present constraints on the range 
of geological settings in which cosmogenic 3He dating of apatite, zircon and titanite is likely to be 
successful. 
 The presence of spallation produced cosmogenic 3He in terrestrial samples was first 
recognized by researchers who had been focusing on measuring the trapped magmatic He 
component in olivine and pyroxene (Craig and Poreda, 1986; Kurz, 1986a; Lal, 1987).  As a 
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result, early applications of cosmogenic 3He dating focused on olivine and pyroxene, and only 
recently has attention extended to more diverse mineral phases such as zircon, apatite, titanite, 
garnet, and Fe-Ti oxides (Amidon et al., 2008a; Farley et al., 2006; Gayer et al., 2004; Kober et 
al., 2005).  Of these, the production rates in zircon and apatite are the best calibrated (against both 
10Be and 14C), giving production rates of ~ 103 and 133 at g-1 a-1 respectively (Amidon and 
Farley, 2010).  However, most of these calibration studies were performed on samples with 
(U/Th)-He ages of < 6 Ma, which accordingly have relatively low concentrations of radiogenic 
4He.  As the technique is applied more widely, the range of (U/Th)-He ages (a proxy for 
radiogenic 4He), and exposure ages (a proxy for 3He) that combine to give routinely measureable 
3He/4He ratios must be defined. 
 To place constraints on the geologic conditions in which cosmogenic 3He dating in 
zircon, apatite, and titanite is likely to succeed, we must first understand the analytical limitations 
associated with measurement of small amounts of 3He in the presence of large amounts of 4He. 
We thus investigate the performance of the Caltech MAP 215-50 noble gas mass spectrometer 
when operated under high 4He pressures and discuss how these performance characteristics place 
a lower limit on the measurable 3He/4He ratio.  The three analytical issues discussed in this paper 
are: 1) instrument sensitivity at 4He pressures well above, and 3He/4He ratios well below, what 
can be achieved by external standards, 2) the abundance sensitivity of the instrument, i.e., the 
3He/4He ratio at which tailing of 4He onto the 3He beam becomes significant, and 3) the effects of 
large amounts of 4He on the accuracy of the regression used to convert the time evolution of the 
3He beam into a 3He abundance.  We show that 3He sensitivity at high 4He pressures can be 
reliably determined by isotope dilution via the introduction of a spike of high 3He/4He ratio 
standard midway through the analysis. To establish the abundance sensitivity, we use a sample of 
cosmic-ray shielded thorianite (ThO2) to generate large amounts of helium gas with an extremely 
low 3He/4He ratio (~0.54 x 10-10).   We also document a decrease in the 3He precision that can be 
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obtained for very low 3He/4He ratio samples due to an increase in the slope of the 3He vs. time 
evolution with increasing amounts of 4He. 
 
 
5.2      Helium Extraction and Mass Spectrometry  
Helium extraction is performed by thermal degassing in a double-walled resistance 
furnace or by Nd-YAG laser heating of sample loaded in a platinum packet. In the resistance 
furnace, samples are heated to 1500°C for 20 minutes following standard procedures (Patterson 
and Farley, 1998).  However in many cases a variant of the laser method developed for (U/Th)-
He dating is preferred because grains can be recovered after He outgassing for additional analyses 
or to demonstrate sample purity  (House et al., 2000).   For cosmogenic dating, large (6 x 3 mm) 
platinum tubes are used, which can typically accommodate up to 35 mg of zircon or 25 mg of 
apatite.  Previously degassed capsules are loaded with sample and placed into wells in a copper 
planchet. To minimize thermal conduction to the copper, the capsules are placed on top of small 
lengths of tungsten wire.  The capsules are heated to about 1200°C by rastering the laser beam 
across the surface of the capsule. Although the exact temperature achieved by each sample is not 
monitored, complete degassing is verified by re-extraction steps at the same temperature. 
Following extraction, the evolved gas is exposed to a hot SAES getter and expanded into 
a ~1.5 L expansion volume.  A ~1 % aliquot is then analyzed in a Pfeiffer Prisma quadropole 
mass spectrometer to obtain a 4He measurement (Wolf et al., 1996).   The remainder of the He is 
cryogenically focused and released into a MAP 215-50 magnetic sector mass spectrometer.  This 
instrument uses a Nier-type electron impact ion source, and measures the resulting ion signal by 
peak jumping between a Channeltron electron multiplier operated in pulse counting mode for 3He 
and a Faraday cup with 1011  resistor for 4He.   Most of the ~45 minute sample collection time is 
devoted to counting 3He ions using 30 second integrations and 600 second blocks.  Measurements 
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of the 4He peak, as well as off-peak masses 2.7 and 3.2 are made for 30 seconds each between 
3He collection cycles.  
Simultaneous with this analysis, an aliquot of the “Murdering Mudpot” (MM) standard 
(16.45 Ra; ~2.31 pmol of 4He) is prepared in the extraction line for use as an isotope dilution 
spike. After ~45 minutes of data acquisition on the sample this spike is introduced into the mass 
spectrometer.  This results in a large increase in the 3He signal without a significant change in the 
amount of 4He or in sensitivity.  This step allows the in-run 3He sensitivity to be determined by 
fitting one regression line to the pre-spike 3He data, and another to the post-spike data.  The linear 
fit applied to the pre-spike data is used to estimate the 3He signal derived from the sample at time 
zero, and also to make a forward prediction of the signal generated by the sample at the time of 
the spike inlet.  A second line is then fit to the post-spike data, and is used to predict the 
combined signal from the sample and spike immediately after spike introduction.  The difference 
between these two values is the net signal resulting from the 3He in the spike, and is divided by 
the known amount of 3He in the spike to estimate the 3He sensitivity for each individual analysis.    
Upon completion of the measurement, the mass spectrometer inlet valve is opened and 
the helium gas back-pumped to a turbomolecular pump.  This step prevents exposure of the mass 
spectrometer ion pump to large amounts of 4He, which we observed to become a source of 4He 
following repeated exposure. 
 
  
5.3     Determining Instrument Sensitivity 
The accuracy of the spiking technique was demonstrated by analyzing a series of 14 aliquots 
of the Caltech “Air” standard (3He/4He ratio of 2.05 Ra, ~4.4 pmol of 4He) using this method.  As 
shown in figure 5.1, the mean sensitivity calculated directly from the Air standard and from the 
subsequent MM spike agreed within 2%, within error of their known concentrations.  The 
sensitivities calculated from the 14 replicate MM spikes have a standard deviation of 1.3%, lower 
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than the 3.5% for the replicate Air standards because the larger 3He signal derived from the MM 
standard reduces the counting statistics error. 
 
  
 
It is necessary to spike our analyses because large amounts of 4He result in space charge 
effects that lead to decreases in the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer.  Figure 5.2 shows a 
compilation of 3He sensitivities obtained for various amounts of 4He under various tuning 
conditions over a several year period that unambiguously document this effect.  Although 
sensitivities up to ~13.5 kcps/fmol 3He can be obtained by setting the trap current to 500 a, the 
maximum 3He sensitivity decreases rapidly with increasing 4He amount.  In contrast, when 
operated at a trap current of 150 a, the sensitivity decreases much more slowly with increasing 
4He.  It has been shown previously that the highest sensitivity is typically achieved near the 4He 
pressure at which the mass spectrometer is tuned (Burnard and Farley, 2000).  Our data agree 
with this result, and it is thus possible that higher sensitivities can be obtained for high-4He 
analyses at 500 a by tuning the instrument at higher 4He pressures. 
 
Figure 5.1  
Results of 14 replicate standard 
analyses demonstrating that 
instrument sensitivity can be 
reliably determined by an isotope 
dilution approach.  Open symbols 
denote instrument sensitivities 
determined by running the “Air” 
standard (3He/4He ratio of 2.05 Ra; 
~4.4 pmol of 4He) in the normal 
fashion.  Closed symbols denote 
sensitivities determined by spiking 
the same “Air” standard with an 
aliquot of the “MM” standard 
(3He/4He ratio of 16.45 Ra; ~2.31 
pmol of 4He) mid-way through the 
analysis. 
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5.4    Determining Abundance Sensitivity 
The feasibility of accurately measuring cosmogenic 3He in high-4He phases depends on 
the 3He/4He ratio of the mineral.  For minerals with extremely low 3He/4He ratios (<~10-9), 
generating a measurable 3He signal often requires introduction of very large amounts of 4He that 
may cause electrical arcing between the high voltage plates of the ion source or cause measurable 
tailing of the 4He peak (or the HD peak) onto the 3He peak. 
A firm lower limit on the measurable 3He/4He ratio can be obtained by combining 
estimates of the effective detection limit for 3He with the 4He pressure at which arcing is 
expected.  Assuming a plate spacing of about 5 mm and a voltage difference of ~ 4 kv in the ion 
source, the Paschen equation (Hartmann et al., 2000) indicates electrical discharge will occur at 
about 4 mbar He pressure. Given a volume of about 1 liter in the MAP flight tube, this pressure 
corresponds to about ~0.2 mol (~1017 atoms) of 4He. Assuming a detection limit of 1 cps of 3He 
and a sensitivity of 2.3 kcps/fmol 3He (Figure 5.2), the absolute detection limit for 3He at high 
4He pressure is ~3.7 fmol (~1x105 atoms). Combining these two figures gives the lowest 3He/4He 
ratio at which 3He can be accurately detected: about 1x10-12.  Attempts to measure 3He in gas with 
Figure 5.2 
Instrument sensitivities 
determined during actual 
sample analyses at emission 
currents of either 500 a 
(circles) or 150 a (diamonds) 
for a variety of tuning 
conditions.  Different tuning 
conditions are denoted by 
different symbol fill colors.  
Note that the sensitivity 
decreases much more rapidly 
as function of 4He pressure 
when running at 500 a.   
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a lower 3He/4He ratio would either yield a 3He beam too small to accurately quantify, or amounts 
of 4He so large that arcing would occur.  
  Above this hard limit, the lowest measurable 3He/4He ratio is governed by the 
abundance sensitivity of the mass spectrometer as a function of the 4He amount.  To document 
this characteristic for the MAP 215-50, we used a sample of cosmic-ray shielded thorianite 
(ThO2) from the Great Bear Lake mine (NWT, Canada) as a source of nearly pure 4He.  
Thorianite was selected for its high 4He production rate relative to other nuclear reactions (e.g., 
6Li(n,)3H) and because, unlike 238U,  232Th does not produce 3He from fission. We first 
established the 3He/4He ratio of the thorianite by running incrementally larger aliquots of He until 
a measurable 3He signal was obtained.  To insure that no 4He ions or HD ions were tailing onto 
mass 3 during these experiments, the ion count rate at mass 3.2 was monitored during the analysis 
and mass scans were performed immediately following the analysis (Figure 5.3).  Because 3He 
measurements were very close to blank level the measured 3He/4He ratios have large errors.  
Nonetheless, four replicate analyses suggest the thorianite has a 3He/4He ratio of 0.54 x 10-10 ± 
0.17 x10-10 (1).  
 
Figure 5.3 
Mass scans performed 
on helium gas derived 
from shielded thorianite 
samples.  Samples with 
~0.2 nmol of 4He do not 
show tailing of 4He ions 
onto mass 3, whereas 
samples with ~1.7 nmol 
of 4He show significant 
tailing.  The size and 
shape of the HD peak is 
unchanged between the 
two analyses suggesting 
that tailing of HD onto 
3He is not a problem at 
high 4He pressures.  The 
inset panel shows results 
of the same mass scans 
over a larger mass 
range. 
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Next, we determined the abundance sensitivity by analyzing successively larger aliquots 
of the thorianite-derived gas.  The onset of significant tailing was first detected at ~1.16 nmol of 
4He (~7x1014 atoms), as indicated by the presence of ions at mass 3.2.  Mass scans up to 3.6 
AMU demonstrate conclusively that the measured signal at mass 3.2 is due to tailing of the 4He 
peak (Figure 5.3).   Successive analyses at 4He amounts above 1.16 nmol allow calculation of the 
abundance sensitivity (Figure 5.4).  This is done by first multiplying the measured 4He by the 
established 3He/4He ratio of the thorianite gas to determine the number of ions measured at mass 
3 that can be attributed to 3He in the thorianite gas.  This is then subtracted from the measured 
mass 3 signal, with the remainder attributed to tailing of 4He ions onto mass 3, as described by: 
4HeM3= M3meas – (3He/4He)thorianite * 4Hemeas      (5.1) 
where 4HeM3 denotes the number of 4He atoms counted at mass 3, M3meas denotes the 
combined number of 3He and 4He atoms counted at mass 3, (3He/4He)thorianite is the previously 
determined 3He/4He ratio of thorianite, and 4Hemeas denotes the total number of 4He atoms counted 
at mass 4.  The resulting abundance sensitivity is ~3.1 x 10-10 over the 4He range from ~1 to 12 
nmol (Table 5.1).  
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5.5   Precision of 3He Measurements 
A major factor controlling the precision of the 3He concentration is the need to make a series 
of time-resolved 3He measurements that document ion consumption and/or liberation of 3He from 
surfaces within the mass spectrometer. These factors are eliminated by regressing the temporal 
evolution of the 3He peak height to the time of inlet. The 3He count rate typically decreases with 
Figure 5.4 
Results of helium analyses 
on cosmic-ray shielded 
thorianite samples from a 
mine.  The 3He is derived 
primarily from tailing of 
4He ions onto the mass 3 
peak, and the slope of the 
4He vs. 3He relationship 
approximately defines the 
abundance sensitivity (~3.1 
x 10-10) between ~1-12 nmol 
of 4He. 
Table 5.1:  Thorianite measurements
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time at very low 4He amounts due to the consumption of ions.  At high 4He amounts, 3He count 
rates typically increase with time due to scrubbing of 3He atoms from the surfaces of the 
ionization chamber and detector by collisions with 4He atoms. In almost all cases we find that 3He 
count rate is a linear function of time justifying our use of linear regression techniques.  Our 
experimental data show that the rise rate of the 3He signal correlates with the amount of 4He in 
the mass spectrometer (Figure 5.5).      
 
 
The uncertainty on the intercept of the 3He evolution array increases as the slope of the line 
becomes steeper.  Because the amount of 4He exerts the strongest control on the slope of the 
array, the precision with which low 3He signals can be determined depends on the amount of 4He 
present.  However, because the positive slope results from 3He ions from previous samples 
implanted into the mass spectrometer, this effect may be lower in instruments with limited 
exposure to 3He.  In our experiments the major recent source of 3He in the instrument was the 
MM spike introduced to quantify sensitivity. 
Figure 5.5  
Slope of the time vs. 
3He signal (counts per 
second) array for 
analyses run at a variety 
of 4He pressures.  
Symbol fill color 
denotes analyses 
performed at different 
times and under 
different tuning 
conditions.  The line 
reflects a linear fit to all 
of the data points except 
for the group of dark 
grey symbols with the 
highest slopes.   
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To illustrate the approximate tradeoffs between slope and 3He precision, we performed a 
Monte Carlo simulation in which a series of synthetic datasets were produced for a range of 3He 
signals from 0.5 to 3 cps.  The first step was to determine the standard deviation of 18 actual 
datasets with negligible temporal evolution in 3He.  These standard deviations are plotted against 
cps in figure 5.6 and agree well with the standard deviations predicted from counting statistics.   
Synthetic datasets (time vs. 3He cps) with zero slope were then randomly created for 0.5, 1, 2, and 
3 cps, each with a standard deviation predicted by counting statistics.  Slopes of 0.001 to 0.01 
were then applied to each synthetic dataset and the uncertainty of the intercept determined for 
each slope.  This process was repeated 500 times, and the mean uncertainty for each combination 
of signal intensity and slope was computed.  The results (Figure 5.6) show that the error on the 
intercept is most sensitive to slope when the 3He signal is <~1 cps.  
 
 
Figure 5.6 
Top panel shows the 
standard deviation of 18 
analyses which exhibited a 
negligible time vs. 3He 
slope. Calculated standard 
deviations from the data 
(circles) match well with 
the standard deviations 
predicted by counting 
statistics (solid line).  
These errors form the 
basis for the Monte Carlo 
calculations shown in the 
bottom panel and 
described in section 5 of 
the text.   
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5.7   Discussion 
The considerations described above define a minimum 3He/4He ratio above which 3He in a 
sample can be reliably measured.  The onset of severe tailing of the 4He peak onto the 3He peak 
occurs at ~1.16 nmol of 4He (~7x1014 atoms), at which point the highest achievable 3He 
sensitivity is near 2.3 kcps/fmol.  At this sensitivity ~5.02 fmol (~135,000 atoms) of 3He are 
required to generate a measurable signal of 0.5 cps, corresponding to a minimum measurable 
3He/4He ratio of ~2x10-10.  Under typical operating conditions, a single analysis of a sample with 
a 3He/4He ratio of ~2x10-10 would be subject to an uncertainty of about 75%.  However, because 
counting statistics scale as the square root of the counts, this uncertainty decreases rapidly as the 
3He/4He ratio increases.   
The lowest achievable uncertainty for a given 3He/4He ratio is determined by the 3He count 
rate and the slope of the time vs. 3He array.  As described above, these variables are determined 
by the sample size (i.e. the amount of 4He released from the sample) and the instrument 
sensitivity.  An inherent tradeoff exists when considering the sample size (i.e. 4He signal) that 
yields the best precision for a given 3He/4He ratio.  On the one hand, larger samples yield a larger 
3He signal that can be measured more precisely (Figure 5.6 top panel).  However, this improved 
precision is offset by the loss of precision inflicted by the steeper slopes associated with high 4He 
in larger samples (Figure 5.6 bottom panel).  If it is assumed that sensitivity is roughly constant 
between ~0.9 and 1.16 nmol of 4He (a reasonable approximation for the 150 ua conditions in 
figure 5.2), a simple set of calculations can be made to determine the ideal sample size that 
should be run to yield the maximum precision. 
The calculations are performed by assuming a 3He sensitivity of 2.24 kcps/fmol for all 
analyses.  The slope of the 3He vs. time relationship for a given 4He amount is taken from the fit 
to observed data shown by the line in figure 5.5.   The uncertainty as a function of slope and 3He 
signal intensity is taken from the Monte Carlo calculations shown in figure 5.6.  For each 3He/4He 
ratio, an iterative search is then performed for the 4He amount (a proxy for sample mass), that 
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gives the lowest uncertainty for that 3He/4He ratio while also giving at least 0.5 cps of 3He signal 
and less than 1.16 nmol of 4He.  Results in figure 5.7 show that uncertainties of <20% (on a single 
analysis) can be routinely achieved for samples with 3He/4He ratios above ~5x10-10.   For all 
measurable 3He/4He ratios, the lowest error is always achieved by running the largest sample 
possible.  In other words, the reduction in counting statistics error associated with running a 
larger sample always outweighs the added uncertainty introduced by steeper slopes of the 3He vs 
time array.  However, for any sample with a 3He/4He ratio >8x10-9 running the maximum sample 
size (i.e. approaching the threshold for 4He tailing) yields a precision of less than 1%.  Thus, as 
the 3He/4He increases above a value of ~8x10-9, proportionally smaller samples can be analyzed 
while still obtaining a 1% analytical precision.   
The minimum 3He/4He ratio that can be routinely measured (~2x10-10) places fundamental 
limitations on the geological contexts within which cosmogenic 3He dating is possible in apatite, 
titanite and zircon.  Because 4He is produced primarily from radioactive decay of U and Th, the 
4He concentration in a mineral is a function of U and Th concentration and He closure age.  The 
latter depends on both sample cooling history and on the mineral’s He diffusivity. The closure 
temperatures of the accessory phases considered here are ~70°C for apatite and about ~180°C for 
both zircon and titanite. 3He is produced via two distinct pathways: 1) cosmic ray neutron-
induced spallation in the near surface, and 2) low-energy neutron capture on 6Li in both the near 
and deep sub-surface (Amidon et al., 2008a; Farley et al., 2006).  For the purpose of this 
discussion, we will assume that production via Li can be ignored noting that the details of 
production from 6Li have been discussed elsewhere (Amidon et al., 2008a; Dunai et al., 2007; 
Farley et al., 2006).  The amount of 3He present in a sample is then a function of the local 
spallation production rate and the exposure age.  For any given mineral, spallation production 
rates increase exponentially with increasing elevation and can decrease by as much a as 50% 
from the poles to the equator (Lal and Peters, 1967).  As a consequence of these factors, high 
3He/4He ratios are expected in samples with young He closure ages exposed at high elevations 
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(e.g. a 100 ka ignimbrite erupted at 5000 m in Bolivia) for long time periods, whereas low 
3He/4He ratios are expected from samples with old He closure ages exposed at lower elevations 
for shorter periods (e.g. a Holocene landslide deposit in coastal Australia). 
The trade-offs between exposure age and (U-Th)/He closure age on the precision of the 3He 
determination are illustrated in figure 5.7, which shows the expected 3He/4He ratio for apatite as a 
function of its cosmogenic exposure age, closure age and effective U (eU) content (defined as: 
[eU]=[U]+0.235[Th]).  This figure allows the user to make a rough calculation of the expected 
3He/4He ratio in minerals from a variety of geologic contexts.  Each curved line represents the 
evolution of the 3He/4He ratio for a unique multiple of the closure age (Ga) and eU content (ppm).  
Overlain on the lines of constant eU*age are shaded bands that correspond to the approximate 
precision with which a single analysis of the given 3He/4He ratio can be performed.  For 
comparison, we have plotted samples from the following geologic contexts: Tioga-aged (~18 ka) 
moraines from the Sierra Nevada (unpublished), meta-sedimentary rocks from moraines in the 
Nepal Himalaya (Amidon et al., 2008a), rhyolite surfaces from Coso, California (Amidon et al., 
2009) and Twin Falls, Idaho (Amidon and Farley, 2010).  It is important to note that the lines of 
constant eU*age in figure 7 are generated using a sea-level high-latitude production rate of 133 at 
g-1 a-1 and a scaling factor 2.15.  For minerals with different production rates or different scaling 
factors, these lines will scale linearly up or down in 3He/4He space.  Likewise, the analysis of 
multiple aliquots of the same sample can greatly improve the precision of the 3He measurement 
for a given sample. 
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Based on the above considerations, it is useful to consider which mineral phases are best 
suited for cosmogenic 3He dating in different geologic contexts.  For example, because apatite has 
a lower He closure temperature, lower eU content, and higher cosmogenic 3He production rate, it 
often contains 3He/4He ratios that are 5-50 times higher than zircons from the same rock (Amidon 
et al., 2008a; Amidon et al., 2009).  This means that apatite is the preferred mineral to work with 
in geological terranes with (U-Th)/He ages >~50 Ma.   However, purifying large quantities of 
zircon or titanite is typically easier than purifying apatite because of their higher abundance and 
because strong acids can be used during purification.  Large samples are a great benefit because 
more large unbroken grains are available, and because replicate samples can be run to improve 
Figure 5.7   
The top panel shows the 
lowest analytical precision 
that can be achieved for a 
given 3He/4He ratio (black 
line) and the corresponding  
3He signal (grey line).  The 
bottom panel shows the 
evolution of 3He/4He ratios 
as a function of sample 
exposure age for a unique 
combination of (U-Th)/He 
closure age and effective U 
(eU) content.   Shaded 
bands represent the 
approximate uncertainty 
with which 3He can be 
determined on a single 
analysis of a sample with 
the given 3He/4He ratio. 
Samples with 3He/4He ratios 
below ~2x10-10 do not yield 
reliably measurable 
quantities of 3He without 
exceeding the 4He threshold 
(~1 .16 nmol) where tailing 
of the 4He peak onto mass 3 
become severe.   
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the precision.   Additionally, zircon tends to survive much better in fluvial and marine 
environments, making it an obvious choice for detrital studies. 
 
6 Conclusions 
Recent calibration studies have shown that apatite, zircon and titanite are suitable phases for 
cosmogenic 3He dating.  However, the precision and accuracy with which 3He can be measured in 
these phases may be limited by the potentially large amount of 4He from the decay of U and Th 
over geologic time.  Based on the characteristics of a typical MAP 215-50 noble gas mass 
spectrometer, we conclude that the lowest 3He/4He ratio that can be routinely measured is ~2x10-
10.   Ratios higher than ~ 5x10-10 are required to achieve a precision of better than 20% on a single 
analysis.  These constraints arise from the need to generate a 3He signal of >~1 count per second, 
while not exceeding a threshold 4He concentration of ~1.16 nmol of 4He at which point tailing of 
the 4He peak begins to compromise the 3He measurement.  While a broad range of (U-Th)/He 
closure ages and exposure histories will produce mineral phases with 3He/4He ratios >~5x10-10, 
there are limitations to applications of cosmogenic 3He dating in apatite, zircon, or titanite in 
geological terranes with (U-Th)/He closure ages >~50 Ma, exposure ages of <5 ka, or at sites 
very close to sea-level. 
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Chapter 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS 
 
6.1  Summary of Findings 
 The primary goal of this thesis has been to calibrate the production rates of 3He in 
accessory mineral phases.   Although the results from individual calibration studies seemed 
disparate early in this work (i.e. the Himalaya and Coso studies), the revision of the 10Be half life 
(Niishizumi et al., 2007), and the subsequent lowering of the 10Be production rate (Balco et al., 
2008), greatly improved the agreement between the different calibration studies.  Following 
equations 4.2 and 4.3, our best estimates of the production rates are 103 ± 3, 110 ± 11, 133 ± 6, 
and 134 ± 13 for zircon, titanite, apatite and spessartine garnet respectively.  Although the exact 
production rates will undoubtedly change with future refinement of the 10Be production rate, the 
small relative uncertainties on our existing estimates suggests that zircon, apatite, titanite and 
garnet are suitable phases for precise cosmogenic 3He dating. 
 The primary challenge in establishing production rates of spallation produced 3He has 
been quantifying and removing 3He produced by capture of both low energy radiogenic and 
cosmogenic neutrons on 6Li.  Although the fundamental approach to calculating various Li-
produced components was introduced in our first calibration study (Nepal; chapter 2), the young 
exposure ages and (U/Th)-He closure ages of the rocks made the Li produced components quite 
small in samples from that study.  Subsequently, the Coso study (chapter 3) showed that in young 
rocks (0.6 Ma) with old exposure ages (~60-100 ka), Li-produced 3He from cosmogenically 
derived neutrons dominates the Li-produced 3He budget.  In contrast, the geologically old (~5.7 
Ma), but recently exposed (~18 ka) samples from the Idaho study showed that Li-produced 3He 
from capture of radiogenic neutrons can also dominate the Li-produced 3He budget.   Although 
the uncertainty associated with Li-produced 3He will always be a challenge for cosmogenic 3He 
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dating, this uncertainty can be greatly reduced by making corrections based on samples that have 
been shielded from cosmic rays.  As shown in chapter 4, the use of a shielded sample allows 
direct measurement of the nucleogenic 3He component and subtraction from exposed samples.  
Furthermore, shielded samples provide a means to directly compute the “apparent Li” content of 
a sample, which improves the accuracy with which the cosmogenic Li-produced component can 
be calculated. 
 Another unique aspect of cosmogenic 3He dating in zircon and apatite is their small grain 
size makes them vulnerable to redistribution of both spallation and Li-produced 3He and 3H.  This 
issue was explored through experiments in which zircons were carefully sieved into grain size 
fractions that were analyzed separately.  Because zircon tends to have lower Li-capture and 
spallation 3He production rates then its neighboring minerals, redistribution of 3He is always 
expected to result in a negative relationship between grain size and 3He concentration.  Strong 
negative relationships are observed in both the Coso and Idaho studies, which are largely 
eliminated after subtraction of the Li-produced 3He components, demonstrating that redistribution 
of Li-produced 3H is significant.  The redistribution of spallation produced 3He has been more 
difficult to quantify.  For example, in the Coso and Nepal studies, the concentration of spallation 
produced 3He (after subtraction of Li-produced components) are within error for all zircon grain 
size fractions.  In contrast, the smallest zircons from the Idaho study (<50 m) do show a 
substantially higher 3He concentration than all larger grain sizes, suggesting implantation of 
spallation produced 3He could be significant for <50 m grains (figure 4.2).  While the details of 
grain-size dependent production rates remain an open question (see below), it appears that this is 
not a significant issue for zircons larger than 50 m, or for mineral phases with spallation 
production rates similar to that of the average rock.  
 Another challenge of cosmogenic 3He dating in zircon and apatite, is the analytical 
problems associated with measuring small amounts of cosmogenic 3He in the presence of large 
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amounts of radiogenic 4He, often with limited sample material.  As described in chapter 5, some 
of these challenges were addressed by developing an isotope dilution methodology relying on the 
3He rich “Murdering Mudpot” spike to determine the instrument sensitivity.  Chapter 5 shows 
that this approach allows measurement of samples with 3He/4He ratios as low as 2x10-10, although 
often with less than desirable precision.  The practical implications of the low precision for low 
3He/4He samples is that cosmogenic dating with apatite and zircon becomes challenging in 
geological contexts that have some combination of young exposure ages (<10 ka), low elevation 
(<500 m), or old (U/Th)-He closure ages (>50 Ma).  Although none of our calibration studies 
approached the region of very low precision, future applications will undoubtedly push these 
limitations.  Another unique challenge is obtaining large enough quantities of zircon and apatite 
to make reliable measurements.  Although this is not discussed in the thesis chapters, it is a very 
practical limitation of the technique.  For example, the purification of 25-50 mg of large apatite or 
zircon crystals can be a challenge in many rock types.  For this reason, cosmogenic 3He dating in 
zircon or apatite will be most successfully applied to felsic igneous rocks and some high grade 
meta-sedimentary rocks.  
 
 
6.2  Open Questions and Potential Applications  
The calibration studies presented in this thesis present several questions for further 
research, some of which may lead to new applications for cosmogenic 3He dating.  One of the 
most interesting questions is whether the production rate of 3He has a different energy 
dependence than other cosmogenic isotopes such as 21Ne or 10Be.  If such differences exist, it 
would imply that the production rates of 3He and 21Ne respond differently to changes in the 
nucleon energy spectrum as a function of elevation and latitude on Earth (Gayer et al., 2004; Lei 
et al., 2004; Sato and Niita, 2006).   As proposed in chapter 2, if changes in the energy spectrum 
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with elevation lead to a change in the 3He/21Ne ratio, this could provide the basis for a new form 
of paleo-altimetry.  The most obvious way to test this hypothesis is to analyze 3He/21Ne ratios in a 
single mineral phase from a single lithology over a vertical profile spanning 3-4 km of elevation.  
Alternatively, arrays of target mineral phases can be deployed at a range of elevations for 5-10 
years, and subsequently recovered for analysis (Vermeesch et al., 2009).  Such experiments are 
ideally performed at high rigidity cutoffs, where altitude dependent changes in the energy 
spectrum are most pronounced.  For example, at equatorial latitudes (90E, 0N) the median 
nucleon energy changes from ~90 to 126 MeV over an altitudinal range 0-5000 m, whereas it 
only changes from ~88 to 100 MeV over the same altitudinal range at high latitude sites.  As 
more complete neutron cross sections become available, it should also be possible to make 
quantitative predictions of these effects. 
 A difference in the energy dependence of 3He production relative to other isotopes could 
also lead to changes in the 3He/21Ne production ratio with depth in rock.  It is widely thought that 
the energy spectrum of the nuclear cascade changes abruptly near the air-rock interface, where 
the cascade goes from being sustained by the secondary nucleons produced from nitrogen, to 
nucleons produced primarily from O, Si, and Al (Masarik et al., 2007).  In addition, the neutron 
moderating properties of rock are quite different than those of air, immediately changing the 
energy spectrum of the existing cascade.  For example, theoretical calculations show that at the 
air-aluminum interface the flux of 14 MeV neutrons deviates from that predicted from the 
exponential developed deeper in the solid by ~40% (Masarik et al., 2007).  Based on the 
excitation functions presented in chapter 2, such medium energy neutrons may be able to drive 
significant 3He production without inducing production of  heavier isotopes, leading to different 
depth-dependent production rates.  Such effects have been well documented in studies simulating 
the irradiation of meteorites with high energy galactic protons.  The transition from a nuclear 
cascade dominated by high energy protons to a neutron-dominated cascade within rock leads to 
deviations from an exponential production profile for 21Ne and other isotopes (Leya et al., 2004). 
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On Earth, changes in production rate with depth in rock can be studied by measuring multiple 
nuclides from minerals in the same depth profile, or by embedding synthetic minerals into rock at 
high elevation and measuring the in-grown isotopes after an appropriate amount of time.  As 
described below, energy-dependent production rate profiles could ultimately be used to extract 
detailed information about the history of erosion or burial of surfaces in the landscape.   
 Unlike high energy neutrons, the flux of cosmogenically derived slow neutrons (<1 kev) 
does not decay exponentially with depth below the air-rock interface.  Because rocks tend to 
moderate neutrons more effectively than air, the low energy flux shows a peak near 20 g/cm2, 
decreasing upwards due to diffusion of low energy neutrons from the air-rock interface (Figure 
6.1).  Thus, for minerals in which 3He production by neutron capture on 6Li is significant (e.g. 
100 ppm Li hornblende), the combined production rate of spallation and Li produced 3He will 
deviate from a simple exponential profile (Figure 6.2).     Assuming that 21Ne in quartz retains a 
nearly exponential spallation-production profile, then the 3Hehbl/21Neqtz ratio would be extremely 
sensitive to small amounts of erosion or burial.   Figure 6.3 shows how the 3Hehbl/21Neqtz ratio 
evolves with time for an initially uneroded surface in a granite with 1200 ppm of H. The initial 
3Hehbl/21Neqtz ratio in the uneroded surface is uniquely low in the sample's history due to the 
reduced low-energy neutron flux in the near surface.  Once erosion commences, the ratio at the 
surface begins to rise as material is brought to the surface from a deeper part of the profile where 
3He and 21Ne have accumulated at a higher ratio.  If steady erosion continues, the 3Hehbl/21Neqtz 
ratio rises monotonically until it achieves a steady-state value. Thus information about the erosion 
history is contained in not only the cosmogenic concentration, but in the ratio of the two nuclides.  
This plot suggests that the 3He/21Ne ratio in a surface sample can be used to detect very small 
amounts of erosion or burial of nominally uneroded surfaces. 
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Figure 6.1 
Modeled stopping rates of 
cosmogenic thermal (and 
epithermal) neutrons as a function 
of depth in a granite for various H 
contents. Computed after Phillips 
et al., (2001). 
Figure 6.2 
Cosmogenic 3He production rate 
(including spallation and Li-produced 
3He) profiles at SLHL in minerals of 
varying Li content residing in a granite 
with 1200 ppm H. This was modeled 
as described by Amidon et al. (2008, 
2009). 
Figure 6.3 
Cosmogenic 3He/21Ne evolution for a 
surface experiencing continuous 
erosion, computed for the 300 ppm Li 
case in Figure 6.2. Note how sensitive 
the 3He/21Ne ratio is to total erosion, 
reflecting the different depth profiles 
of cosmogenic production for 3HeLi 
and 21Ne. Calculated as in Figure 6, 
and assuming a spallation production 
ratio of 6 for 3He/21Ne. 
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As described above, results from grain size analyses in the Idaho calibration study 
suggest that some redistribution of spallation produced 3He and/or 3H takes place between fine 
grained mineral phases.   Efforts to calculate the magnitude of such effects are hampered by 
limited data on the energy distribution of 3He and 3H produced by direct neutron reactions.  Some 
observational datasets are available for the energy spectrum of spalled 3H and 3He in air, but are 
restricted to very high elevations where the nucleon energy spectrum is  skewed towards higher 
energies (Powell et al., 1959).  The available laboratory data for 3H and 3He is limited to high 
energy proton reactions on 12C, 26Al, 40Ca, and 56Fe (http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/exfor/endf00.jsp).   
Recognizing the severely limited data availability, figure 6.4 presents likely energy distributions 
for 3He and 3H produced from common rock forming elements by 100 MeV incident neutrons.  
These energy distributions are derived from a weighted average of the 12C and 56Fe spectra for a 
granitic rock with a mean atomic mass of 22 AMU.  Figure 6.4 shows that the energy distribution 
of 3H and 3He produced from light elements (16-28 AMU), is probably peaked in the energy 
range 20-50 MeV.  Converting these energies into ranges in common silicate minerals, figure 6.5 
shows that virtually all of the spallation produced 3H is redistributed between grains of <300 m 
in cross section, whereas the redistribution of 3He only becomes significant below ~50 m.  The 
implication of this figure is that for most accessory mineral phases virtually all 3H produced 
inside of the crystal is expelled, whereas most of the 3He is retained.  The loss of 3H and 3He by 
ejection from the crystal is balanced by implantataion from neighboring minerals, with the exact 
balance governed by the grain size and relative production rates between adjacent phases. The 
most fundamental implication of the near-complete redistribution of spallation produced 3H is 
that the production rate in any mineral phase will be a function of bulk rock composition as well 
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as mineral composition.  Additional research will be required to document the exact production 
ratio of 3He/3H, as well as their energy distributions for major elements.   
 
 
 
 Cosmogenic 3He dating in zircon and apatite has several potentially interesting 
applications.  One promising application is the analysis of paleo-cosmogenic 3He in detrital 
sediments.  Geologists often study the erosion of mountain belts over time by comparing modern 
erosion rates (10-104  years) with thermochronologic “cooling ages” (105-107 year timescales)  
[Burbank et al., 2003; Willett et al., 2003].  One limitation of this approach is that rates are often 
extrapolated linearly through time, without any information about how changes in climate driven 
erosion on 104 year timescales affect long term rates of exhumation (Zhang et al., 2001).  Such 
Figure 6.4 
Mean energy distribution of 
3H and 3He produced by a 100 
MeV neutron in a rock whose 
composition is approximated 
by a mean atomic mass of 22 
AMU.   
Figure 6.5 
Plot of spherical grain radius 
against the fraction of 3H and 
3He produced inside of the 
mineral that is retained and 
deposited inside of the 
mineral.  Depending upon the 
production rate in adjacent 
rock and air, the fraction that 
is implanted from the crystal 
can be either larger or smaller 
than what is lost by ejection. 
The 3H/3He production rate is 
assumed to be 1. 
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information can be obtained by measuring cosmogenic isotope concentrations in foreland 
sediments that record the integrated erosion rate throughout the sediment source area and 
comparing them with (U/Th)-He cooling ages from detrital apatites in the same sediment.   
Cosmogenic 3He in zircon and apatite is an ideal isotope system for such an application because it 
is a stable isotope that can be measured in the same samples used for cooling ages.  Several first 
order questions can be addressed by developing a paired stratigraphy of cosmogenic 3He and 
apatite (U/Th)-He cooling ages.  For example, do erosion rates actually correspond to climatic 
forcing inferred from the marine isotope record?  Do rapid glacial-interglacial transitions enhance 
or limit long term erosion and exhumation rates?    
 Despite their obvious relevance, the application of cosmogenic isotopes to understanding 
rates of soil formation and chemical weathering has lagged behind other applications.  In addition 
to providing a low cost alternative for all types of soil studies, 3He in zircon may play a unique 
role in soil studies that use Zr enrichment as a proxy for chemical weathering.  The basic 
approach is to measure Zr in deeply weathered soil profiles (including the sapprolite and 
bedrock), assume Zr is completely immobile, and use the ratio of [Zr]soil/[Zr]bedrock as a proxy for 
the total amount of mass that has been removed by chemical weathering (Riebe et al., 2003).  
Several authors have noted that in granitic rocks almost all of the Zr is likely contained in zircon 
(Nesbitt et al., 1996; Riebe et al., 2001a).  If the amount of cosmogenic 3He in zircon is used to 
solve directly for the total residence time of zircon in the upper 3-5 meters of soil and sapprolite, 
the rate of chemical weathering can also be obtained.  This approach was first introduced by 
Riebe et al., (2003) using 10Be in quartz to determine the steady-state denudation rate of soils.  
Because quartz is extremely stable, its residence time in physically eroding soils should be nearly 
the same as zircon, implying that measurements of cosmogenic 3He and 10Be (or 21Ne) in quartz 
should yield the same denudation rate and subsequent chemical weathering rates.   However, in 
soils that experience only chemical weathering, the difference between the cosmogenic 
inventories in zircon (no dissolution) and quartz (some dissolution) can be used to solve for the 
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rate of quartz dissolution, a parameter that has been difficult to study due to its very slow rate 
(Brady and Walther, 1990; Schulz and White, 1999).  Similar studies could be made of deeply 
weathered paleo-soils from Paleocene-Eocene thermal maximum, perhaps placing constraints on 
the degree of elevated soil acidity, and chemical weathering rates during those times.   Zircon 
may also play a unique role in understanding processes in soils that are experiencing some degree 
of physical erosion.  For example, because zircon grains are often considerably smaller than 
quartz grains, they are likely to be selectively removed by physical process at a higher rate than 
larger quartz grains.  In this case, the difference in exposure duration between zircon and quartz, 
or of different zircon grain sizes, could be used to study the grain size dependence of physical 
weathering processes in soils.   
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Appendix A 
Matlab scripts for computation of 3He production 
 
Introduction: 
This is a series of matlab scripts that are designed to calculate the amount of Li-produced 
3He in a given mineral sample(s).  This is done by first entering in relevant information about the 
sample(s), such as the equivalent grain radius, helium closure age (U-Th/He age), exposure age 
(or erosion rate), elevation, bulk rock composition, and Li-content of the mineral and its host.   
The code begins with the "master" script called "li_3he.m" which allows you to specify 
a lot of information at the top of the code, and then calls five lower-level scripts to make the 
relevant calculations.  It is IMPORTANT to note that each of the underlying scripts can be used 
as stand-alones, which users may find useful for a variety of cosmogenic problems, that are not 
related to Li and 3He.  For example, the scripts allow you to calculate elevation scaling, and 
neutron fluxes produced by radiogenic, cosmogenic, and muogenic sources.   
 
Getting Started: 
Place the .zip file in a new folder, named whatever you prefer.  Unzip the file, so that all 
the sub files ARE IN THE SAME FOLDER.  Open the matlab program, and set your working 
directory to the same folder where you just put all of the files. This can be done using the "current 
directory" toolbar window at the top of the screen, or the file folder menu on the left hand side of 
the screen.  Next, select file--> open-->li_3he.m.  This will open the main "li_3he.m" script in 
the editor screen.  Check to make sure you are happy with all of the user inputs before starting.  
Once you are ready to run, go to the main matlab window, and at the prompt ">>" type 
"li_3he.m" (no quotes). 
 
The "li_3he" script 
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The code begins by opening and loading several data files.  One of these files is called 
"granite_data.txt." this is text file which contains the concentration of each element in the bulk 
rock, as well as some basic nuclear properties of each element, such as its absorption cross-
section, scattering cross-section, resonance integral, and alpha stopping power.  To see the full 
dataset, you should open "granite data.xls" which has headers for each row and column, the .txt 
version only has the values, and is intended only for reading by matlab.  Note that if you make 
changes to the .xls file, you must manually copy them over to the .txt file before they can be read 
by matlab.  Always save the text file as tab delimited.  To make changes to the bulk 
concentration, update the "ppm" column, but then make sure to cut and paste the recalculated 
"at/g" column into the text file, because that is what matlab uses in the calculation. 
Another data file is called "min_data_example.txt", this is the file which contains 
relevant information about all of the samples you would like to make calculations for.  
IMPORTANTLY, the number of rows in this file will determine how many samples the code 
processes.  Having only a single row will mean the "li_3he.m" script only loops once, and only 
makes one set of calculations.   Again, you can see the column headers by opening 
"min_data_example.xls", but must cut and paste into the text file when changes are made.  
Always save the text file as tab delimited.  The categories are self-explanatory, and NOT ALL OF 
THEM ARE USED in the calculation, some are just for reference.  So, don't worry if you don't 
know the 10Be concentration, for example. 
Details of the script are very well annotated (view in matlab editor).  However, at the 
beginning, you are asked to choose whether you want to simulate erosion.  Choosing yes, will 
activate a section of the script (near the bottom), that simulates erosion by calculating the 
production rate at each depth increment, and then simulating a parcel of rock being exhumed 
through this profile at the specified erosion rate.  If you choose no, then the code assumes a 
simple exposure history, and averages the nuclide content in the upper 4 cm of rock. 
There is also a section at the bottom that generates an output text file.  This can be 
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opened in excel or any word processing program to view the results of the calculation for each 
mineral.  In the output file, each row corresponds to a different sample, and each column 
corresponds to a different variable.  Additional output variables can be added, or existing output 
variables changed by modifying the code. 
 
The "conv_elev" script 
This script converts elevation (in meters) to atmospheric depth in (g/cm2).  It follows 
Stone et al., (2000), and assumes a standard atmosphere.  It does not make location-specific 
calculations considering local air pressure, as described in Stone et al. (2000).  
 
The "lifton_scaling" script 
This script calculates elevation and latitude scaling factors following Lifton et al. (2005) 
exactly.  Right now it is set up so that it only returns scaling factors for spallation, fast muons, 
and slow muons, and rigidity cutoff.  However, all of the relevant variables can be found in the 
script, and can be accessed by running the script as a stand-alone.  Note that this script calls the 
"lifton_err_calc.m" script which must be in the same folder for this to run properly.  It also calls 
three text files "lifton_ages.txt", "polar_wander.txt", "moment.txt", and "solar_scaling.txt" 
which all must be present for the script to run properly.  These files are the exact same data that 
can be found in the lifton spreadsheet.  I have included the spreadsheet in the .zip file for 
comparison with the results of the matlab script. 
 
The "phillips_th_neut_flux" script 
This script calculates the flux and stopping rate of cosmogenically derived thermal 
neutrons in a depth-profile of rock following Phillips et al., (2001).  This does not include 
radiogenic or muon produced neutrons, it only includes 1) evaporation neutrons and 2) 
thermalized atmospheric "secondary" neutrons.  This is a similar calculation to what is done by 
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CHLOE, but is based verbatim on Phillips' 2001 paper.  These calculations are most heavily 
dependent on three things; 1) bulk rock composition, 2) elevation, and 3) the value chosen for 
SLHL neutron flux a the rock-air interface.  Phillips et al. (2001) use a value of ~626 n/g*yr, 
however, higher values have been reported in Bierman et al, (1995) and elsewhere.  This value 
scales with the fast neutron flux, (i.e. the Ssp variable produced in the scaling script).   
Note also that two mistakes were found in the Phillips et al. (2001) equations, which have 
been verified with Fred Phillips.  In particular, the denominator of eq. 13 should be a "+" instead 
of a "-", and the first subscript in equation 24 should be an "i" instead of a "j".   
I have included an optional dataset "Phillips_data.txt" (and the .xls version), which 
contains data from the Liu et al, (1994) concrete block experiment, an can be used to reproduce 
the results in that paper, as well as the Phillips et al. (2001) paper. 
 
The "heis_muon" script 
This script calculates a profile of neutron stopping rate produced by stopping of fast and 
slow muons.  It also calculates direct production of 3He by fast muon stopping. The muon 
stopping profiles are calculated following Heisinger et al. (2001), and the neutron and 3He 
production is calculated following Lal, (1987).  Note that the muon calculations are fairly well 
established, but the resultant neutron/3He production are basically rough estimates given by Lal, 
(1987).  More accurate values may or may not exist in more recent literature (I looked, and didn't 
find them).  This script has been verified against the plots in the Heisinger et al. (2001) papers. 
 
The "rad_neut_flux" script 
This script calculates the neutron flux generated by radiogenic processes following 
Chmiel et al. (2003).  These come from two sources 1) (n,) reactions on light elements, and 2) 
fission of U and Th.  This script calculates a number of useful parameters, including the 
resonance escape probability, macroscopic absorption cross section, the thermal and epithermal 
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neutron fluxes, which are both passed back to the main script.  These calculations have been 
checked against Andrews (1987), and Andrews (2001), and give comparable results. 
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“Li_3He.m” 
 
%This script is specifically designed to take information about a suite 
of samples 
%and calculate the amount of 3He produced via 6Li.  Calculations of Li 
%produced 3He follow Farley et al. 2006 and Amidon et al. 2008 
  
%External Files: 
%contained in "cosmo_scripts_v1.0.zip" 
  
%External Scripts: 
%"conv_elev.m" (after Stone, 2000) 
%"lifton_scaling.m" (Lifton et al., 2005) 
%"phillips_th_neut_flux.m"  (Phillips et al., 2001) 
%"heis_muon.m"  (Heisinger et al., 2000) 
%"rad_neut_flux.m" (Chmiel et al., 2003) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% 
clf 
clear all 
  
rawdata=dlmread('granite_data.txt','\t'); 
data=rawdata; 
mindata=dlmread('min_data_example.txt','\t'); 
  
style=input('Do you want to simulate erosion case? (yes=1,no=0)') 
isotope=input('which isotope? (14C=0; 10Be=1; 26Al=2; stable=3)') 
%isotope=3; 
  
for p=1:size(mindata,1)   %Loop over all samples in the input file 
     
%%%%%%%%%You need to manually enter values for these 
variables%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ts=288.15;                  %Mean temperature at sea level (K) 
Ps=1013.25;                 %Mean pressure at sea level (hPa) 
range3He=30;                %Stopping range of li produced 3He nuclei 
(microns)  (!! This changes !!) 
watper=0;                   % Weight percent of water in air (leave as 
zero to replicate Phillips, 2001 calculations) 
Pf_0_slhl=626;              % SLHL Neutron flux (all energies) at the 
rock-air interface.  Scales with fast neutrons. (key parameter for 
Phillips, 2001 calculation) 
Afn=160;                    % Atmospheric attenuation length for fast 
neutrons (g/cm^2) 
depth_inc=420;             %Number of increments that depth profiles 
should be broken into (i.e. size of output vectors) 
depth=4200;                 %depth of the profile below rock surface 
(cm) 
hedepth=300000;             % He closure depth (cm) 
erate=mindata(p,14);        %erosion rate (cm/yr) 
time=mindata(p,2)*10^6;     %Elapsed amount of time for erosion 
simulation (years) 
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%%This section extracts some key values from the input tables%%% 
%data=rawdata; 
ppm_li_min=mindata(p,3);    %ppm of li in the mineral of interest 
ppm_li_rock=data(2,8);      %ppm of li in the bulk rock 
ppm_li_host=mindata(p,9);   %ppm of li in the host mineral 
gr=mindata(p,4);            %equivalent spherical radius of grains (in 
microns) 
cl_age=mindata(p,2);        %He closure age of mineral (my) 
elev=mindata(p,6);          %Sample elevation (m) 
exp_age=mindata(p,5);       %exposure age of the sample (years) 
meas3he=mindata(p,8);       %measured "cosmogenic" 3he in the sample 
(Mat/g) 
lon=mindata(p,11);          %longitude (decimal degrees, negative 
values for western and southern hemispheres) 
lat=mindata(p,10);          %latitude (decimal degrees, negative values 
for western and southern hemispheres) 
density=mindata(p,12);      % Density of rock  (g/cm^3) 
  
ppm_u_rock=30;              %Only if you are interested in xenon 
calculation 
ppm_u_min=1000; 
  
  
  
%%%These variables get calculated from the above inputs%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
timesteps=time*erate;                   %Number of time steps the 
erosion model will iterate through 
time_inc=(1/erate)*(depth/depth_inc); %years per model time step 
depthstep=(depth/depth_inc)*density;  %The thickness of each model 
depth increment (g/cm^2) 
StoR=range3He/gr;         %ratio of stopping range to grain radius 
li_fract=data(2,4).*data(2,6)/sum(data(:,4).*data(:,6));   %fraction of 
neutrons stopped on Li (unitless) 
u_fract=data(49,4).*data(49,6)/sum(data(:,4).*data(:,6)); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%call on external 
scripts%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%convert elevation in m to atmospheric depth in g/cm^2 (after Stone, 
2000) 
[att_depth,ad_err]=conv_elev(elev,Ts,Ps);  
  
%calculates scaling following Lifton et al., 2005 
[SP_scale,FM_scale,SM_scale,RC_loc]=lifton_scaling(lat,lon,att_depth,ad
_err,exp_age,isotope); 
  
% Calculates thermal neutrons from fast neutrons (Phillips, 2001) 
[ethsr_c,thsr_c,thflux,ethflux,p_ss]=phillips_th_neut_flux(depthstep,de
pth_inc,density,att_depth,Pf_0_slhl,SP_scale,Afn,watper,p);     
  
%Calculates Muon-produced neutrons following Heisinger (2002) 
[thsr_sm,thsr_fm,fastmuon_3he,depths]=heis_muon(depthstep,depth_inc,den
sity,att_depth,SP_scale,SM_scale,Pf_0_slhl,Afn,p_ss);  
  
%calculates radiogenic neutron flux following (Chmiel et al., 2003) 
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[rad_n_flux,rad_n_prod,p_e,rad_n_sr,Ieff_pr,scat,therm]=rad_neut_flux(d
epth_inc,time_inc,depthstep,density,p);   
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% 
  
%%%%Combine the thermal and epithermal CTN stopping rates from Phillips 
et al. (2001) 
th_sr_c=thsr_c+ethsr_c; 
  
%Now sum all of the neutron stopping rate profiles, for total stopping 
rate 
tot_n_sr=rad_n_sr+th_sr_c+thsr_sm+thsr_fm;  %(n/g*yr) 
  
%%%%Now calculate the fraction of lithium that is in the mineral of 
%%%%interest, and in the host mineral 
fr_li_min=(ppm_li_min/ppm_li_rock); % (unitless) 
fr_li_host=(ppm_li_host/ppm_li_rock);%  (unitless) 
fr_u_min=(ppm_u_min/ppm_u_rock); 
  
%%%%The actual effective mass of each mineral for stopping, multiplied 
by the neutron flux with depth: 
  
min_sr_c=((li_fract*fr_li_min)*th_sr_c);      % Stopping rate of CTN's 
on Li in mineral (n/yr*g)   
host_sr_c=((li_fract*fr_li_host)*th_sr_c);  % Stopping rate of CTN's on 
Li in host (n/yr*g)   
  
min_sr_r=((li_fract*fr_li_min)*rad_n_sr);      % Stopping rate of RN's 
on Li in mineral (n/yr*g)  
host_sr_r=((li_fract*fr_li_host)*rad_n_sr);    % Stopping rate of RN's 
on Li in host (n/yr*g) 
  
min_sr_sm=((li_fract*fr_li_min)*thsr_sm);      % Stopping rate of slow 
muon produced neutrons (SMN) on Li in mineral (n/yr*g)   
host_sr_sm=((li_fract*fr_li_host)*thsr_sm);  % Stopping rate of slow 
muon produced neutrons on Li in host (n/yr*g)  
  
min_sr_fm=((li_fract*fr_li_min)*thsr_fm);      % Stopping rate of fast 
muon produced neutrons (FMN) on Li in mineral (n/yr*g)   
host_sr_fm=((li_fract*fr_li_host)*thsr_fm);  % Stopping rate of fast 
muon produced neutrons on Li in host(n/yr*g)   
  
%%Here we calculate the apparent 3He production rate for the mineral of 
%%interest separately for thermal neutrons produced by radiogenic (r), 
cosmogenic (c), slow muon (sm) and fast muon 
%%reactions (fm).  Implant/eject calculations follow Farley, 2006. 
pr_min_c=min_sr_c.*(1-
.75*(StoR)+.0625*((StoR)^3))+host_sr_c.*(.75*(StoR)-.0625*((StoR)^3));   
%Apparent 3He production rate in mineral from CTN's on Li (at/g*yr)  
pr_min_r=min_sr_r*(1-
.75*(StoR)+.0625*((StoR)^3))+host_sr_r*(.75*(StoR)-.0625*((StoR)^3));   
%Apparent 3He production rate in mineral from RN's on Li (at/g*yr)  
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pr_min_sm=min_sr_sm*(1-
.75*(StoR)+.0625*((StoR)^3))+host_sr_sm*(.75*(StoR)-.0625*((StoR)^3));   
%Apparent 3He production rate in mineral from SMN's on Li (at/g*yr)  
pr_min_fm=min_sr_fm*(1-
.75*(StoR)+.0625*((StoR)^3))+host_sr_fm*(.75*(StoR)-.0625*((StoR)^3));   
%Apparent 3He production rate in mineral from FMN's on Li (at/g*yr) 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%This section calculates some basic output 
values%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
top=ceil(4/(depth/depth_inc));  %This calculates the number of vector 
entries 
rad3he=pr_min_r*cl_age*10^6;  %total 3He produced from radiogenic 
neutrons on Li (at/g) 
ctn3he=exp_age*mean(pr_min_c(1:top)); %total 3He produced from 
cosmogenic thermal neutrons in upper 4 cm (at/g)(not including sm and 
fm component)  
fm3he=mean(pr_min_fm(1:top))*exp_age;  %total 3He produced from fm 
derived thermal neutrons (at/g) 
sm3he=mean(pr_min_sm(1:top))*exp_age;       %total 3He produced from sm 
derived thermal neutrons (at/g) 
  
%%%% A xenon section%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
min_usr_r=((u_fract*fr_u_min)*rad_n_sr);            %%Extra xenon 
feature... ignore this! 
min_usr_c=((u_fract*fr_u_min)*tot_n_sr); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
  
%%%%This section simulates erosion by creating a depth column below 
thesurface, calculating the produced 3He in each time step, and adding 
it 
%%%%to the cell above.  Depending on rate and duration of the simulate 
erosion, the profile may or may not reach steady state. 
if style==1 
fm_3he=zeros(1,length(tot_n_sr));sm_3he=zeros(1,length(tot_n_sr));ctn_3
he=zeros(1,length(tot_n_sr));xenon=zeros(1,length(tot_n_sr)); 
  
for i=1:timesteps%this is the number of incremental time steps 
    for j=1:length(ctn_3he)  %this is the whole vertical profile 
        if j==length(ctn_3he)  %sets the base conc equal to zero with 
each step 
            %fm_3he(j)=0; 
            %sm_3he(j)=0; 
            ctn_3he(j)=0; 
            xenon(j)=0; 
        else 
        ctn_3he(j)=ctn_3he(j+1)+(pr_min_c(j)*time_inc); 
        %fm_3he(j)=fm_3he(j+1)+(pr_min_fm(j)*time_inc);   %Adds the 3He 
in the increment below, to the next increment above, simulating erosion 
        sm_3he(j)=sm_3he(j+1)+(pr_min_sm(j)*time_inc);   %Adds the 3He 
in the increment below, to the next increment above, simulating erosion 
        xenon(j)=xenon(j+1)+(min_usr_c(j)*time_inc); 
        end 
    end 
end 
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ctn3he=mean(ctn_3he(1:top));   %Total CTN/Li produced 3He in the upper 
4 cm of rock after erosion is finished (at/g)(does not include 
radiogenic) 
fm3he=mean(fm_3he(1:top));  %Total FMN/Li produced 3He in the upper 4 
cm of rock after erosion is finished (at/g)(does not include 
radiogenic) 
sm3he=mean(sm_3he(1:top));  %Total SMN/Li produced 3He in the upper 4 
cm of rock after erosion is finished (at/g)(does not include 
radiogenic) 
surf_xenon=mean(xenon(1:top)); 
end 
  
%total 3He produced from Li assuming given closure age and specified 
erosional history  
tot3he=rad3he+ctn3he+fm3he+sm3he; %(at/g) 
rad_xenon=min_usr_r*cl_age*10^6; 
  
%%This section saves some variables into a tab delimited text file 
titled "output"%%%%% 
%%%Each row will correspond to a specific sample, each column to a 
different calculated output for that sample%%% 
output(p,1)=mindata(p,1);   %col 1:  Sample ID numbers 
output(p,2)=meas3he;        %col 2: Measured 3He in sample 
output(p,3)=exp_age;        %col 3:  Apparent exposure age of surface 
in Ky, known a priori (i.e. an input) 
output(p,4)=cl_age;         %col 4:  Closure age of mineral in sample 
in My (known a priori)         
output(p,5)=ppm_li_min;     %col 5:  Li concentration in mineral 
output(p,6)=ppm_li_host;    %col 6:  Li concentration in host mineral 
output(p,7)=tot3he/10^6;            %col 7:  Total 3He produced from 
6Li (Radiogenic and Cosmogenic thermal neutrons) 
output(p,8)=rad3he/10^6;            %col 8:  3He produced from 6Li via 
radiogenic thermal neutrons 
output(p,9)=ctn3he/10^6;            %col 9:  3He produced from 6Li via 
cosmogenic thermal neutrons 
output(p,10)=fm3he/10^6;            %col 10:  3He produced from 6Li via 
fast muon produced neutrons  
output(p,11)=sm3he/10^6;            %col 11:  3He produced from 6Li via 
slow muon produced neutro 
end 
save output output -ascii -tabs 
  
%%%%Optional plotting script%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5 
  
plot((depths/density)/100,thsr_c) 
hold on 
plot((depths/density)/100,ethsr_c) 
plot((depths/density)/100,thsr_sm) 
plot((depths/density)/100,rad_n_sr) 
xlim([0 3]) 
xlabel('Depth (m)') 
ylabel('stopping rate (n/g*yr)') 
title('stopping rate profiles') 
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“conv_elev.m” 
 
Function [att_depth,ad_err]=conv_elev(elev,Ts,Ps); 
  
%%%%%This converts elevation in m to an atmospheric height in g/cm^2. 
%NOTE:  This assume the standard atmospheric pressure at sea level. 
%According to Stone, 2000 this varies by as much as +/- 4.4 hPa, 
although 
%the difference is not large for most moderate latitude continental 
sites. 
%A higher precision value could be abtained by getting the sea level 
%pressure data as a function of lat/long and incorporating that into 
this 
%model...  presumably a big data matrix, which could be called on.   
  
%start with the eq 1 for standard atmospheric pressure given by Stone, 
2000 
  
%%%%%%Inputs for use as a stand alone 
script%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%elev=0 
%Ps=1013.25;    % sea level pressure in hPa  (1hPa=1 millibar=.01456 
lb/in^2) 
%Ts=288.15;       %sea level temp  in K 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% 
mmw=28.9644353;% Mean molecular weight of atmosphere (g/mol) 
g=9.80665;     % Gravitational constant (m/s^2) 
R=8.31451;     %Gas constant [(N m)/(mol K)] 
alr=.0065;    %adiabatic lapse rate in K/m 
gmr=.03417;   %constant equal to gM/R; g=grav constant, M=molar weight 
of air, R=gas constant 
  
pres=Ps*exp((-gmr/alr)*(log(Ts)-log(Ts-alr*elev)));  %air pressure in 
hPa 
  
att_depth=pres*.01456/6.4516*453.59237; %This is just a units 
conversion from, hPa to g/cm^2 
ad_err=(Ts*alr/(Ts+alr*elev)^2)*(10*Ps/g)*(g*mmw/(1000*R*alr))*(Ts/(Ts+
alr*elev))^((g*mmw/(1000*R*alr))-1)*elev; 
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“rad_neut_flux.m” 
 
Function 
[rad_n_flux,rad_n_prod,p_e,rad_n_sr,Ieff_pr,scat,therm]=rad_neut_flux(d
epth_inc,time_inc,depthstep,density,p); 
  
%%This script calculate the flux of neutrons from radiogenic sources, 
%%following Chmiel, 2003.  Assuming homogenous distribution of all 
elements 
%%in rock.  Note that this script exports the TOTAL radiogenic neutron 
flux 
%%(not just thermal neutron flux)for use in calculations in li_3he.m 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Inputs Section 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
rawdata=dlmread('granite_data.txt'); 
data=rawdata; 
mindata=dlmread('min_data_example.txt','\t'); 
  
  
%%%%Variables for use of script as stand alone%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%clear all 
%clf 
%ppm_li_g=0; 
%ppm_li_ss=0; 
%data(2,8)=ppm_li_g; 
%data(2,6)=ppm_li_g*(10^-6)*(1/6.94)*6.02e23 
%data1(2,8)=ppm_li_ss; 
%data1(2,6)=ppm_li_ss*(10^-6)*(1/6.94)*6.02e23 
%depth=10000;                %Depth in rock in cm 
%depth_inc=250;              %Number of increments in depth profile (in 
rock) 
%density=2.7;                %Density of rock 
%depthstep=(depth/depth_inc)*density;      %actual value of each depth 
increment (g/cm^2) 
%time_inc=(1/erate)*(depth/depth_inc); %this is in units of yrs per 
increment 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%The average mass stopping power is assumed to be 6 MeV 
  
f_ab=data(:,8)./1000000;   %convert ppm element into ug in a gram of 
rock 
  
% Calculate the production rate in n/g*yr 
a=sum(f_ab.*data(:,12).*data(:,10))/sum(f_ab.*data(:,12)); %Eq. A3  
b=sum(f_ab.*data(:,12).*data(:,11))/sum(f_ab.*data(:,12));  %Eq. A4  
rad_n_prod=.470*data(49,8)+a*data(49,8)+b*data(48,8);            %Total 
yield of radiogenic neutrons (n/g/yr) Eq. A2  
  
%Calculate the effective resonance integral, the macro scattering x-s, 
the 
%macro thermala x-s, and the average energy loss per collision 
Ieff=0;Ieff_pr=0; scat=0;therm=0;sigp=0; 
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for i=1:length(data) 
    if data(i,8)>0 
        Ieff=Ieff+data(i,5);    %effective resonance integral  Eq. A7  
        Ieff_pr=Ieff_pr+data(i,5)*data(i,6);    %Eq. A8  
        scat=scat+data(i,6)*data(i,3);          %Macro. scattering XS, 
Eq. A11 
        therm=therm+data(i,6)*data(i,4);        %Macro. absorbtion XS, 
Eq. A12 
        sigp=sigp+data(i,6)*data(i,3)*data(i,2); 
    end 
end 
p_e=exp(-(Ieff_pr/sigp));   %%resonance escape probability (unitless) 
Eq. A13 
  
phi_n_g=p_e*(rad_n_prod/therm)+(1-p_e)*(rad_n_prod/Ieff_pr);  %Eq. A6  
Total neutron flux in n/cm^2*yr, including thermal and epi components 
rad_n_flux=phi_n_g; 
rad_n_sr=(phi_n_g*therm);   %Divide flux by macro. absorb. XS to get 
stopping rate in n/g/yr  
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“heis_muon.m” 
 
function 
[thsr_sm,thsr_fm,fastmuon_3he,depths]=heis_muon(depthstep,depth_inc,den
sity,att_depth,SP_scale,SM_scale,Pf_0_slhl,Afn,p_ss); 
  
%This calculates neutron production via slow and fast muons from 
%The heisenberg, 2000 papers.  NOTE:  It calulates total neutrons 
produced, and does not scale them down 
%for the resonance escape probability!!!  Not clear what the energy 
%distribution of muon produced neutrons is. 
  
%%%%Inputs fo use as a stand alone script%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%clear all 
%clf 
%depth=42000;                  %Depth of rock profile in cm 
%depth_inc=10000;              %Number of increments in depth profile 
(in rock) 
%density=2.7;                %Density of rock 
%depthstep=(depth/depth_inc)*density;      %actual value of each depth 
increment (g/cm^2) 
%att_depth=1033.2;           %Atmospheric depth (g/cm^2) 
%Ssp=1;                      %Spallation scaling factor for elevation 
and latitude combined 
%Ssm=1;                      %Slow muon scaling factor for elevation 
and latitude combined 
%I_ss=.75;                  % resonance escape probability (unitless) 
%Pf_0_slhl=950;              %Rate of epithermal neutron production 
from fast neutrons, SLHL  
%Afn=160;           %Fast neutron attenuation in rock 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%%%%%%%Some variables relative to muon production%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
L_sm_at=13.50;  %Slow muon attenuation length in the atmosphere 
(g/cm^2) 
L_sm_rock=15.10;  %Fast muon attenuation length in the atmosphere 
(g/cm^2) 
L_fm=43.20;  %Fast muon attenuation length (g/cm^2) (Heisinger, p. 352) 
(Braucher, 2003 suggests 5300) 
alpha=.75;  % Constant from p. 351 of Heisinger (2002) 
pos_att_dep=1033.2-att_depth; 
  
%%This loop generates a vector with depths below rock surface in 
hg/cm^2 
count=0; 
for i=1:depth_inc 
count=count+1; 
depths(i)=(depthstep*count)/100;  %units of g/cm^2 
end 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SLOW MUONS (Heisinger, part 2)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%2) now calculate the muogenic stopping rate versus depth by following 
Hesinger, 2002 (part 2: slow muons), and using an 
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%average value of 1.24 neutrons per stopped muon (fast and slow 
averaged?) (from Charlambus, 
%1971),(lal predicts 0.8 neutrons per slow muon capture, and 2 muons 
per 
%stopped fast muon) 
%and a ratio of positive to negative muons (Ku=1.25) (from heisinger, 
2002 
  
f_neg=1/(1+1.268);       %fraction of negative muons (heisinger, Eq. 4) 
for i=1:depth_inc 
n_of_h(i)=3.21-.297*log(depths(i)+42)+(1.21*10^-3)*(depths(i));    
%(Eq. 5) 
if (depths(i))<2000 
    
phi_v(i)=(258.5/(((depths(i))+210)*(((abs(depths(i))+10)^1.66)+75)))*ex
p(-(5.5*10^-4)*(depths(i)));   % (Eq. 3) Vertical muon flux in rock < 
2000 hg/cm^2,  at SLHL 
else 
phi_v(i)=((1.82*10^-6)*((1211/(depths(i)))^2)*exp(-
(depths(i))/1211)+2.84*10^-13);        %(Eq. 2) vertical muon flux in 
rock > 2000 hg/cm^2, at SLHL, FROM PART 1 fast muon paper 
end 
R(i)=((2*pi)/(n_of_h(i)+1))*phi_v(i)*exp((pos_att_dep/100)/L_sm_at);  
%(scaled Eq. 6) (mu/g*s) heisinger, 2002, adjusts vertical flux for 
full sky angle, and scales for lat/elev.   
end 
  
for i=1:depth_inc-1 
    deriv(i)=-(R(i+1)-R(i))/(depths(i+1)-depths(i));    %Takes 
derivative of the flux with depth, as part of eq 13 
end 
  
phi_heis=f_neg.*deriv.*.01.*60.*60.*24.*365;    % (Eq. 13) this is the 
actual depth profile at the specified elevation, high latitude, 
assuming a rock L of 15.1 at/g  
phi_heis(depth_inc)=phi_heis(depth_inc-1); 
  
%NOTE: This is a calc of negative muon stopping vs. depth, accoording 
to eq 
%10, and allows explicit inclusion of an attenuation length in rock, 
results 
%diverge at depth. 
phi_heis_eq10=phi_heis(1).*exp(-(depths./L_sm_rock)); 
  
%%%%%%FAST MUONS (heisinger PART 
1)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%%IMPORTANTLY:  This calculation may only be valid at sea level, 
because 
%%the average energy spectrum (E) and the beta term (beta) are written 
in 
%%simplified forms that are not neccessarily applicable across a range 
of 
%%elevations. 
phiH=(2*pi./(n_of_h+1)).*phi_v*exp((pos_att_dep/100)/L_fm);  %%This is 
Eq. 5, from pt. 1, with the vertical muon flux scaled for elevation 
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for i=1:depth_inc 
    E(i)=7.6+321.78*(1-exp((-8.059*10^-4)*depths(i)))+50.7*(1-exp((-
5.05*10^-5)*depths(i)));   %%Eq. 11,from pt. 1, depth dependence of 
mean energy 
beta(i)=.846-.015*log(depths(i)+1)+.003139*(log(depths(i)+1)^2);   %Eq. 
16 from pt. 1, this is the beta term as a function of depth 
end 
phi_fm=beta.*phiH.*(E.^alpha)*60.*60.*24.*365;   %Eq 17.5, the 
coefficient to calc either neutron, or nuclide production  
p_fm=(phi_fm*4.8*10^-6);    %Eq. 21 This is the neutron production from 
fast muons. 
phi_heis_fm=(1-f_neg).*deriv.*.01.*60.*60.*24.*365; 
phi_heis_fm(depth_inc)=phi_heis_fm(depth_inc-1); 
for i=1:depth_inc 
    phi_heis_fmeq10(i)=phi_heis_fm(1)*exp(-depths(i)/L_fm); 
end 
fastmuon_3he=phi_heis_fmeq10*.16; %  This is the 3he and 3H production 
rate from stopped fast muons using 16% from lal, 1987 
  
%%%%This takes the slow muon stopping rate profile calculated by 
Heisinger, and multiplies by 
%%%%0.8 neutrons per stop (lal, 1987).  Neutron production from fast 
muons 
%%%%is calculated directly from eq. 21 of Heisinger (part 1). 
  
thsr_sm=phi_heis_eq10*.8;   % neutrons produced from slow muon capture 
(n/g/yr) 
thsr_fm=p_fm;   % neutrons produced from fast muon capture (n/g/yr) 
  
%loglog(depths,phi_heis_eq10) 
%axis([1 10^3 10^-3 10^3]) 
  
depths=depths*100; 
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“Lifton_scaling.m” 
 
function 
[SP_scale,FM_scale,SM_scale,RC_loc]=scaling(lat,lon,att_depth,ad_err,ex
p_age,isotope); 
  
%%this script follows Lifton et al. (2005) spreadsheet exactly. 
%%Relevant data tables from the original appendix have been copied 
directly from their spreadsheet and 
%%are used in exactly the same way. 
  
%This script can be called by Li_3He.m, or act as a stand alone if you 
use the dat values below 
  
  
%%%%Specify these inputs if operating this script as stand-
alone%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%clear all 
%isotope=input('which isotope? (14C=0; 10Be=1; 26Al=2; stable=3)') 
%lat=37;              %Latitude in decimal degrees (negative for S. 
Hem.) 
%lon=-117;            %Longitude in decimal degrees (negative for W. 
Hem.) 
%att_depth=881.1089;   %Atmospheric depth (g/cm^2) 
%ad_err=0.5344;        %Error on atmospheric depth   
%exp_age=92500;         %exposure age (years) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
  
%%%%%%%Fixed Inputs (don't change 
these)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
ages=dlmread('lifton_ages.txt','\t'); 
pw=dlmread('polar_wander.txt','\t'); 
moment=dlmread('moment.txt','\t'); 
solardata=dlmread('solar_scaling.txt','\t'); 
deg2rad=0.0174532925199433;rad2deg=57.2957795130823; 
  
%%%%Change these if you want, but don't comment them out%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
pr_slhl(1)=1;      %SLHL production rate for mineral (at/g/yr) 
pr_slhl(2)=pr_slhl(1)*.054;      %Absolute 1s error on SLHL production 
rate (at/g/yr) 
latrad=lat*deg2rad;lonrad=lon*deg2rad;  % **don't change** radians 
conversion 
  
  
%%%%This parts sets the parameters differently depending upon 
isotope%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if isotope==1 %10Be 
decay_const=4.59037867920494e-7; 
fspall(1)=0.963877;           %Fraction of production from spallation 
(following Lifton, 2005) 
fspall(2)=0.003630;           %1s Percent Error on Fraction of 
production from spallation (following Lifton, 2005) 
ffmuon(1)=.016881;         %Fraction of production from fast muons 
(following Lifton, 2005) 
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ffmuon(2)=.002360;         %1s Percent Error on Fraction of production 
from fast muons (following Lifton, 2005) 
fsmuon(1)=.019241;         %Fraction of production from slow muons 
(following Lifton, 2005) 
fsmuon(2)=.001271;         %1s Percent Error on Fraction of production 
from slow muons (following Lifton, 2005) 
elseif isotope==3  %stable 
   decay_const=6.93147180560e-
17;fspall(1)=1;fspall(2)=0;ffmuon(1)=0;ffmuon(2)=0;fsmuon(1)=0;fsmuon(2
)=0;  
elseif isotope==2  %26Al 
   decay_const==9.68082654413331e-
7;fspall(1)=.954382;fspall(2)=.004772;ffmuon(1)=.0214;ffmuon(2)=.002581
;fsmuon(1)=.02416;fsmuon(2)=.002191;  
else  %14C         
      
decay_const==0.000120968094338559;fspall(1)=.829576;fspall(2)=.023445;f
fmuon(1)=.019838;ffmuon(2)=.011271;fsmuon(1)=.150586;fsmuon(2)=.012173;  
end 
  
%%%%%%%%Define a whole bunch of constants for later 
on%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
c1=1.8399;c2=-1.1854e2;c3=-4.942e-2;c4=8.0139e-1;c5=1.2708e-
4;c6=9.4647e-1; 
c7=-3.2208e-2;c8=1.2688;SDres=.046254;c1se=1.0353E-
02;c2se=2.6567E+00;c3se=1.7512E-03; 
c4se=4.2170E-03;c5se=4.3896E-05;c6se=3.1630E-02;c7se=4.6392E-
03;c8se=4.0327E-02; 
a1=2.4424E+00;a2=-2.8717E-03;a3=4.7441E-07;a4=4.3045E-05;a5=-3.7891E-
02;a6=-7.6795E-04; 
b1=5.1132E+00;b2=-8.8225E-03;b3=3.7346E-06;b4=7.9712E-05;b5=-7.5605E-
02;b6=-1.3203E-03; 
psperr=sqrt((fspall(1)*pr_slhl(2))^2+(pr_slhl(1)*fspall(2))^2); 
pfmerr=sqrt((ffmuon(1)*pr_slhl(2))^2+(pr_slhl(1)*ffmuon(2))^2); 
psmerr=sqrt((fsmuon(1)*pr_slhl(2))^2+(pr_slhl(1)*fsmuon(2))^2); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% 
  
%%%%%Determine the number of age steps (z) will need to be 
calculated%%%%% 
if exp_age < 50000 
    zmax=(exp_age/100)+1; 
else 
    zmax=ceil(501+((exp_age-50000)/1000)); 
end 
M_Mo=[0,0];ITpr=[0,0];   %Initialize some variables 
  
%%%%%%Start looping over the age steps, calculating 
params%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for z=1:zmax  
  
%%%%calculate magnetic latitude (columns D and E)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
age=1+(ages(z)/100); 
if age<102 
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mag_lat(z,1)=90-
rad2deg*(acos(sin(latrad)*sin(pw(age,3))+cos(pw(age,3))*cos(latrad)*cos
(pw(age,7)-lonrad))); 
dplat(z)=rad2deg*((acos(cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*cos(lonrad)*cos(pw(a
ge,7))+cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*sin(lonrad)*sin(pw(age,7))+sin(latrad
)*sin(pw(age,3)))*tan(cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*cos(lonrad)*cos(pw(age
,7))+cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*sin(lonrad)*sin(pw(age,7))+sin(latrad)*
sin(pw(age,3))))*(cos(latrad)*-
sin(pw(age,3))*cos(lonrad)*cos(pw(age,7))+cos(latrad)*-
sin(pw(age,3))*sin(lonrad)*sin(pw(age,7))+sin(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3)))*p
w(age,5)); 
dplon(z)=rad2deg*(((acos(cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*cos(lonrad)*cos(pw(
age,7))+cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*sin(lonrad)*sin(pw(age,7))+sin(latra
d)*sin(pw(age,3)))*tan(cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*cos(lonrad)*cos(pw(ag
e,7))+cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*sin(lonrad)*sin(pw(age,7))+sin(latrad)
*sin(pw(age,3))))*(cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*cos(lonrad)*-
sin(pw(age,7))+cos(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))*sin(lonrad)*cos(pw(age,7))+si
n(latrad)*cos(pw(age,3))))*pw(age,9)); 
mag_lat(z,2)=sqrt((dplat(z)^2)+(dplon(z)^2));    %The error 
else 
mag_lat(z,1)=lat; 
mag_lat(z,2)=0; 
end 
  
%%%%%calculate the magnetic intensity scaling (column B and 
C)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:(length(moment)-1) 
    if moment(i,1)==ages(z) 
        M_Mo(z,1)=moment(i,2);    %The value 
        M_Mo(z,2)=moment(i,3);    %the 1s error 
    elseif moment(i,1)< ages(z) && ages(z) < moment(i+1,1) 
        M_Mo(z,1)=moment(i,2)+(((moment(i+1,2)-
moment(i,2))/(moment(i+1,1)-moment(i,1)))*(ages(z)-moment(i,1))); 
        M_Mo(z,2)=sqrt(((1-((ages(z)-moment(i,1))/(moment(i+1,1)-
moment(i,1))))*moment(i,3))^2+(((ages(z)-moment(i,1))/(moment(i+1,1)-
moment(i,1)))*moment(i+1,3))^2); 
    end   
 end 
  
%%%%%%%Calculate the solar intensity scaling (columns H and 
I)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if ages(z)>=11300 
        s(z,1)=.9497;   %The value 
        s(z,2)=.0003;   %The 1s error 
else 
for i=1:(length(solardata)-1) 
   if (solardata(i,1)-60)<ages(z) && ages(z)<(solardata(i+1,1)-60) 
%subtract 70 from age for years before 1950 
       s(z,1)=solardata(i,2); 
       s(z,2)=solardata(i,3); 
   end 
end 
end 
  
%%%%%%%%%%This section calculates the rigidity cutoffs%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
d1=1.5765e1;d2=3.7995;d1se=9.3293E-02;d2se=5.5357E-02; 
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if 
(M_Mo(z,1)*d1*(cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1))))^d2)<(d1*(cos(deg2rad*(55)))
^d2); 
   RC(z,1)=d1*(cos(deg2rad*(55)))^d2; 
   
RC(z,2)=sqrt((RC(z,1)*.075520694)^2+(RC(z,1)*M_Mo(z,2))^2+(M_Mo(z,1)*sq
rt(((cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1)))^d2)*d1se)^2+((d1*cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(
z,1)))^d2)... 
   *log(cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1))))*d2se)^2+((-
d1*d2*cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1)))^(d2-
1))*sin(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1)))*deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,2)))^2))^2); 
else 
    RC(z,1)=M_Mo(z,1)*d1*(cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1))))^d2; 
    
RC(z,2)=sqrt((RC(z,1)*.075520694)^2+(RC(z,1)*M_Mo(z,2))^2+(M_Mo(z,1)*sq
rt(((cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1)))^d2)*d1se)^2+((d1*cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(
z,1)))^d2)... 
    *log(cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1))))*d2se)^2+((-
d1*d2*cos(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1)))^(d2-
1))*sin(deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,1)))*deg2rad*(mag_lat(z,2)))^2))^2); 
end 
  
%%%calculate scaling factors for spallation (Ssp), fast muons (Sfm) and 
slow muons (Ssm)%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ssp(z)=exp(c1*log(att_depth*s(z,1))-
s(z,1)*exp(c2*s(z,1)/((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(2*s(z,1))))+c3*att_depth^c4+c
5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6+c7*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8); 
if RC(z,1)<4 
Sfm(z,1)=exp(a1+a2*att_depth+a3*att_depth^2+(a4*att_depth*4)+(a5*4)+(a6
*4^2)); 
Ssm(z,1)=exp(b1+b2*att_depth+b3*att_depth^2+(b4*att_depth*4)+(b5*4)+(b6
*4^2)); 
else 
Sfm(z,1)=exp(a1+a2*att_depth+a3*att_depth^2+(a4*att_depth*RC(z,1))+(a5*
RC(z,1))+(a6*RC(z,1)^2)); 
Ssm(z,1)=exp(b1+b2*att_depth+b3*att_depth^2+(b4*att_depth*RC(z,1))+(b5*
RC(z,1))+(b6*RC(z,1)^2)); 
end 
  
%%%%%call the external script "lifton_err_calc.m" to calculate 
errors%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[spcov(z),Ssp_err(z),fmcov(z),Sfm_err(z),smcov(z),Ssm_err(z),log_sp_err
(z)]=lifton_err_calc(att_depth,ad_err,RC,z,s,Ssp,Sfm,Ssm); 
  
  
%%%Calculates the modern "instantaneous" production rates and 
errors%%%%% 
Spr(z,1)=pr_slhl(1)*Ssp(z)*fspall(1);        %Modern spallation PR 
(at/g/yr)  Column AB 
Spr(z,2)=sqrt((pr_slhl(1)*fspall(1)*Ssp_err(z))^2+(Ssp(z)*psperr)^2);  
%Column AC 
FMpr(z,1)=(pr_slhl(1)*Sfm(z)*ffmuon(1));     %Modern fast muon 
production rate (at/g/yr)  Column AD 
FMpr(z,2)=sqrt((pr_slhl(1)*ffmuon(1)*Sfm_err(z))^2+(Sfm(z)*pfmerr)^2);  
%Column AE 
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SMpr(z,1)=(pr_slhl(1)*Ssm(z)*fsmuon(1));     %%Modern slow muon 
production rate (at/g/yr)  Column AF 
SMpr(z,2)=sqrt((pr_slhl(1)*fsmuon(1)*Ssm_err(z))^2+(Ssm(z)*psmerr)^2);  
%Column AG 
Tpr(z,1)=Spr(z,1)+FMpr(z,1)+SMpr(z,1);  %total modern production rate 
(at/g/yr)   Column AH 
Tpr(z,2)=sqrt(Spr(z,2)^2+FMpr(z,2)^2+SMpr(z,2)^2);  %Error on total 
modern production rate (at/g/yr)   Column AI 
  
%Calculate weighting vectors and time integrated prod. rate%%%%%%%%%%%% 
weighting(z,1)=(exp(-decay_const*ages(z)))/((Tpr(z,2)/Tpr(z,1))^2);   
%Column AT  
Pxwt(z,1)=(Tpr(z,1)*weighting(z));        %Column AU  
P2xwt(z,1)=((Tpr(z,1)^2)*weighting(z));   %Column AV  
  
end %This finishes looping over all the age values 
  
%%%%%%new loop to calculate integrated production rates (column 
AL)%%%%%%%%%%% 
for z=1:zmax 
ITpr(z,1)=sum(Pxwt(z:zmax))/sum(weighting(z:zmax)); %Total time 
integrated production rate for Spall, FM and SM (at/g/yr) 
end 
  
%%%%%Final loop to calculate errors on integrated PR (Columns AW and 
AX)%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for z=1:zmax 
inv_s_sq(z,1)=ITpr(z)*sqrt(1/sum(weighting(z:zmax)));  %Column AW  
if (((sum(P2xwt(z:zmax))/sum(weighting(z:zmax)))-(ITpr(z,1)^2))/(zmax-
z))>0 
   scatter(z,1)=sqrt(((sum(P2xwt(z:zmax))/sum(weighting(z:zmax)))-
(ITpr(z,1)^2))/(zmax-z));  %column AX 
else 
     scatter(z,1)=0; 
end 
  
ITpr(z,2)=max(scatter(z),inv_s_sq(z));  % Column AM 1s % error on 
integrated PR for Spall, FM, and SM  
end 
  
TPr=ITpr(1); 
SP_scale=Ssp(zmax); 
FM_scale=Sfm(zmax); 
SM_scale=Ssm(zmax); 
RC_loc=RC(zmax,1); 
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“Lifton_err_calc.m” 
 
function 
[spcov,Ssp_err,fmcov,Sfm_err,smcov,Ssm_err,log_sp_err]=lifton_err_calc(
att_depth,ad_err,RC,z,s,Ssp,Sfm,Ssm); 
  
  
%%%%%%%Calculate errors for spallation 
scaling%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
a1=2.4424E+00;a2=-2.8717E-03;a3=4.7441E-07;a4=4.3045E-05;a5=-3.7891E-
02;a6=-7.6795E-04; 
a1se=1.1848E-01;a2se=2.7678E-04;a3se=1.5923E-07;a4se=3.2362E-
06;a5se=3.9933E-03;a6se=1.4728E-04;SDresFM=.0175;smod_err=.05; 
  
c1=1.8399;c2=-1.1854e2;c3=-4.942e-2;c4=8.0139e-1;c5=1.2708e-
4;c6=9.4647e-1; 
c7=-3.2208e-2;c8=1.2688;SDres=.046254;c1se=1.0353E-
02;c2se=2.6567;c3se=1.7512E-03; 
c4se=4.2170E-03;c5se=4.3896E-05;c6se=3.1630E-02;c7se=4.6392E-
03;c8se=4.0327E-02; 
  
  
spcov=2*((log(s(z,1)*att_depth))*(-exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-2*s(z,1)))*0.0040593 
+(log(s(z,1)*att_depth))*(att_depth^c4)... 
    *-
0.000017527+(log(s(z,1)*att_depth))*(c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth))*-
0.000041586 
+(log(s(z,1)*att_depth))*((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*3.6466E-07 
+(log(s(z,1)*att_depth))... 
    
*((c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*log(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1
))))*-0.00026256 +(log(s(z,1)*att_depth))*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*-
0.00003218 +(log(s(z,1)*att_depth))*(log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))... 
    *c7*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*-0.00026678 +(-
exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*(att_depth^c4)*-0.0013492 +(-exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)... 
    *(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-2*s(z,1)))*(c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth))*-
0.0032908 +(-exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)... 
    *0.000022665 +(-exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*((c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*log(att_depth*(RC(z,
1)+4*s(z,1))))*-0.01604 +... 
    (-exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*0.0049605 +(-
exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))... 
    *(log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*c7*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*0.048868 
+(att_depth^c4)*(c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth))*7.3717E-06 
+(att_depth^c4)*((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*-5.4318E-08 
+(att_depth^c4)... 
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*((c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*log(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1
))))*3.9184E-05 +(att_depth^c4)*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*3.8385E-06 
+(att_depth^c4)*(log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*c7*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)... 
    *3.0982E-05 
+(c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth))*((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*-
1.2320E-07 
+(c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth))*((c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c
6)... 
    *log(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))))*8.8938E-05 
+(c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth))*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*8.4228E-06 
+(c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth))*(log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*c7*(RC(z,1)+4*
s(z,1))^c8)... 
    *6.7768E-05 
+((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*((c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))
)^c6)*log(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))))*-1.3881E-06 
+((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*-1.6036E-
07 ... 
    
+((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*(log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*c7*(RC(z,1)
+4*s(z,1))^c8)*-1.3199E-06 
+((c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*log(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1
))))*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*1.1559E-04 ... 
    
+((c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*log(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1
))))*(log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*c7*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*9.5263E-04 
+((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*(log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*c7*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c
8)*1.8651E-04 ); 
  
%Ssp_err=sqrt((Ssp(z)*(sqrt(abs((sqrt((log(s(z,1)*att_depth)*c1se)^2+((
exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*c2se)^2+((att_depth^c4)*c3se)^2... 
%    
+((c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth))*c4se)^2+(((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,
1)))^c6)*c5se)^2+(((c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*log(att_depth
*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))))*c6se)^2+(((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)... 
%    
*c7se)^2+((log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*c7*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8)*c8se)^2+((-
exp(c2*s(z,1)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1))))+c1/s(z,1)+4*c7*c8*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^(c8-
1))+4*c5*c6*att_depth.... 
%    *((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^(c6-1))-
exp(c2*s(z,1)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1))))*s(z,1)*(c2*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))+c2*s(z,1)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*((10*s(z,1)/(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1)))... 
%    -
2*log(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1)))))*s(z,2))^2+((c7*c8*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^(c8-
1))+2*c2*exp(c2*s(z,1)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1))))*(s(z,1)^3)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-2*s(z,1)-
1))+c5*c6*att_depth... 
%    *((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^(c6-
1)))*RC(z,2))^2+((c1/att_depth+c3*c4*(att_depth^(c4-
1))+c5*c6*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^(c6-
1)))*ad_err)^2))^2+(spcov)))))^2+(Ssp(z)*SDres)^2); 
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dc1=log(att_depth*s(z,1)); 
dc2=-exp(c2*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*(s(z,1)^2)*(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-2*s(z,1)); 
dc3=att_depth^c4; 
dc4=c3*att_depth^c4*log(att_depth); 
dc5=(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6; 
dc6=(c5*(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^c6)*log(att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z
,1))); 
dc7=(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8; 
dc8=log(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*c7*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^c8; 
dS=-exp(c2*s(z,1)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1))))+c1/s(z,1)+4*c7*c8*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^(c8-
1))+4*c5*c6*att_depth*((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^(c6-1))-
exp(c2*s(z,1)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1))))*s(z,1)*(c2*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))+c2*s(z,1)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1)))*((10*s(z,1)/(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1)))-2*log(RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1)))); 
drc=c7*c8*((RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))^(c8-
1))+2*c2*exp(c2*s(z,1)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-
2*s(z,1))))*(s(z,1)^3)*((RC(z,1)+5*s(z,1))^(-2*s(z,1)-
1))+c5*c6*att_depth*((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^(c6-1)); 
dx=c1/att_depth+c3*c4*(att_depth^(c4-
1))+c5*c6*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1))*((att_depth*(RC(z,1)+4*s(z,1)))^(c6-1)); 
  
log_sp_err=(((dc1*c1se)^2)+((dc2*c2se)^2)+((dc3*c3se)^2)+((dc4*c4se)^2)
+((dc5*c5se)^2)+((dc6*c6se)^2)+((dc7*c7se)^2)+((dc8*c8se)^2)+((dS*s(z,2
))^2)+((drc*RC(z,2))^2)+((dx*ad_err)^2))^(1/2); 
  
Ssp_err=sqrt((Ssp(z)*(sqrt(abs(log_sp_err^2+spcov))))^2+(Ssp(z)*SDres)^
2);% 
%%%%%%%%Calculate errors for fast and slow muon 
%%%%%%%%scaling%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%%%%%%These are just constants  
abFast=-3.25396E-05;acFast=1.84549E-08;adFast=9.83221E-08;aeFast=-
0.000108343;afFast=1.59601E-06;bcFast=-4.3898E-11;bdFast=-1.51103E-10; 
beFast=1.33561E-07;bfFast=-6.59584E-10;cdFast=4.99682E-14;ceFast=-
3.31486E-11;cfFast=-3.10052E-13;deFast=-1.07713E-08;dfFast=1.04729E-
10;efFast=-4.1842E-07; 
  
b1=5.1132E+00;b2=-8.8225E-03;b3=3.7346E-06;b4=7.9712E-05;b5=-7.5605E-
02;b6=-1.3203E-03; 
b1se=1.1694E-01;b2se=3.8936E-04;b3se=2.8414E-07;b4se=8.5686E-
06;b5se=1.0862E-02;b6se=3.8470E-04;smod_err_sm=.06;SDresSM=.0628; 
abslow=-4.1658E-05;acSlow=2.8138E-08;adSlow=4.3200E-07;aeSlow=-7.1754E-
04;afSlow=1.8451E-05; 
bcSlow=-1.0935E-10;bdSlow=-3.9882E-10;beSlow=1.0478E-06;bfSlow=-
4.3257E-08;cdSlow=-2.8143E-14;ceSlow=-4.1970E-10; 
cfSlow=2.9585E-11;deSlow=-7.7146E-08;dfSlow=3.1508E-10;efSlow=-2.6040E-
06; 
  
if RC(z,1)< 4 
%%%%log_fm_err is column Q from Lifton, 2005%%%%%%%%%%% 
log_fm_err=sqrt(abs(a1se^2+((att_depth)*a2se)^2+((att_depth^2)*a3se)^2+
(att_depth*4*a4se)^2+(4*a5se)^2+(a6se*4^2)^2+((a2+a4*4+2*a3*att_depth)*
ad_err)^2+((a5+a4*att_depth+2*a6*4)*RC(z,2))^2)); 
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fmcov=2*(abFast*att_depth+acFast*att_depth^2+adFast*att_depth*4+aeFast*
4+afFast*(4^2)+bcFast*(att_depth^3)+bdFast*(att_depth^2)*4+beFast*att_d
epth*4+bfFast*att_depth*(4^2)+cdFast*(att_depth^3)*(4)+ceFast*(att_dept
h^2)*(4)+cfFast*(4^2)*(att_depth^2)+deFast*(4^2)*att_depth+dfFast*(4^3)
*att_depth+efFast*4^3); 
%%%%log_sm_err is column W from Lifton, 2005%%%%%%%%%%% 
log_sm_err=sqrt(abs(b1se^2+((att_depth)*b2se)^2+((att_depth^2)*b3se)^2+
(att_depth*4*b4se)^2+(4*b5se)^2+(b6se*4^2)^2+((b2+b4*4+2*b3*att_depth)*
ad_err)^2+((b5+b4*att_depth+2*b6*4)*RC(z,2))^2)); 
smcov=2*(abslow*att_depth+acSlow*att_depth^2+adSlow*att_depth*4+aeSlow*
4+afSlow*(4^2)+bcSlow*(att_depth^3)+bdSlow*(att_depth^2)*4+beSlow*att_d
epth*4+bfSlow*att_depth*(4^2)+cdSlow*(att_depth^3)*(4)+ceSlow*(att_dept
h^2)*(4)+cfSlow*(4^2)*(att_depth^2)+deSlow*(4^2)*att_depth+dfSlow*(4^3)
*att_depth+efSlow*4^3); 
else 
log_fm_err=sqrt(abs(a1se^2+((att_depth)*a2se)^2+((att_depth^2)*a3se)^2+
(att_depth*RC(z,1)*a4se)^2+(RC(z,1)*a5se)^2+(a6se*RC(z,1)^2)^2+((a2+a4*
RC(z,1)+2*a3*att_depth)*ad_err)^2+((a5+a4*att_depth+2*a6*RC(z,1))*RC(z,
2))^2)); 
fmcov=2*(abFast*att_depth+acFast*att_depth^2+adFast*att_depth*RC(z,1)+a
eFast*RC(z,1)+afFast*(RC(z,1)^2)+bcFast*(att_depth^3)+bdFast*(att_depth
^2)*RC(z,1)+beFast*att_depth*RC(z,1)... 
      
+bfFast*att_depth*(RC(z,1)^2)+cdFast*(att_depth^3)*(RC(z,1))+ceFast*(at
t_depth^2)*(RC(z,1))+cfFast*(RC(z,1)^2)*(att_depth^2)+deFast*(RC(z,1)^2
)*att_depth+dfFast*(RC(z,1)^3)*att_depth+efFast*RC(z,1)^3); 
log_sm_err=sqrt(abs(b1se^2+((att_depth)*b2se)^2+((att_depth^2)*b3se)^2+
(att_depth*RC(z,1)*b4se)^2+(RC(z,1)*b5se)^2+(b6se*RC(z,1)^2)^2+((b2+b4*
RC(z,1)+2*b3*att_depth)*ad_err)^2+((b5+b4*att_depth+2*b6*RC(z,1))*RC(z,
2))^2)); 
smcov=2*(abslow*att_depth+acSlow*att_depth^2+adSlow*att_depth*RC(z,1)+a
eSlow*RC(z,1)+afSlow*(RC(z,1)^2)+bcSlow*(att_depth^3)+bdSlow*(att_depth
^2)*RC(z,1)+beSlow*att_depth*RC(z,1)... 
      
+bfSlow*att_depth*(RC(z,1)^2)+cdSlow*(att_depth^3)*(RC(z,1))+ceSlow*(at
t_depth^2)*(RC(z,1))+cfSlow*(RC(z,1)^2)*(att_depth^2)+deSlow*(RC(z,1)^2
)*att_depth+dfSlow*(RC(z,1)^3)*att_depth+efSlow*RC(z,1)^3); 
  
end 
  
Sfm_err=sqrt((Sfm(z)*(sqrt(abs(log_fm_err^2+fmcov))))^2+(Sfm(z)*smod_er
r)^2+(Sfm(z)*SDresFM)^2); 
Ssm_err=sqrt((Ssm(z)*(sqrt(abs(log_sm_err^2+smcov))))^2+(Ssm(z)*smod_er
r_sm)^2+(Ssm(z)*SDresSM)^2); 
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“phillips_th_neut_flux.m” 
 
function 
[ethsr_c,thsr_c,thflux,ethflux,p_ss]=phillips_th_neut_flux(depthstep,de
pth_inc,density,att_depth,Pf_0_slhl,Ssp,Afn,watper,p); 
%This function descirbes the flux of thermal neutrons with depth 
%as solved for in Phillips et. al., 2001 (chemical geology) 
  
Pf_0=Pf_0_slhl*Ssp; 
rawdata=dlmread('granite_data.txt'); 
data=rawdata; 
mindata=dlmread('min_data_example.txt','\t'); 
  
%%%%%%%input parameters for use as standalone script%%%%%%%%% 
%clear all 
%clf 
%data=dlmread('coso_composition.txt'); 
%Afn=160;      %fast neutron attenuation length (g/cm^2) 
%Ssp=5;     %spallation scaling factor 
%watper=0;  %water in air 
%get scaling from P+L, otherwise enter these manually. 
%depthstep=.1; 
%density=2.7; 
%depth_inc=4000; % number of depth increments (size of vector) 
%depth=1000;        %depth in cm 
%depthstep=(depth/depth_inc)*density%   % Depth step in g/cm^2 
%Pf_0=626*Ssp  % SLHL production rate of epithermal neutrons from fast 
neutrons at the land/atmosphere interface (n/g/yr).   
%Taken from Bierman, 1995, who took it from Lal, 1991??  Ssp is lat+alt 
%apallation scaling factor. THIS CAN VARY BETWEEN 600 AND 950 CHECK 
%LITTERATURE 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%This section Calculates water in the air 
data(1,9)=data(1,9)*watper;data(51,9)=data(51,9)*watper;data(5:7,9)=dat
a(5:7,9).*(1-watper);data(50,9)=data(50,9)*(1-watper); %adjust for h20 
content 
data(:,7)=data(:,9).*(1./data(:,1)).*(6.02*10^23); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%CALCULATED PARAMETERS for Epithermal flux (SEC. 
3)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Abar_a=(sum(data(:,1).*data(:,7)))/sum(data(:,7));              
%Average atomic weight of air 
%Abar_a=14.5                                                     
%average atomic wiehgt of air used by Phillips   g/mol 
Abar_ss=sum((data(:,8)/1000000).*data(:,1));  %Average atomic weight of 
rock    g/mol 
sum_a=sum(data(:,3).*data(:,7));                %Macroscopic neutron 
sctatering x-section for air (cm^2/g) 
sum_ss=sum(data(:,3).*data(:,6));               %Macroscopic neutron 
sctatering x-section for rock (cm^2/g) 
Deth_a=1/(3*sum_a*(1-2*(1/(3*Abar_a))));        %epithermal neutron 
diffusion coefficient for air  (g/cm^2)--the term "2" has units of 
g/mol 
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Deth_ss=1/(3*sum_ss*(1-2*(1/(3*Abar_ss))));        %epithermal neutron 
diffusion coefficient for rock   (g/cm^2)--the term "2" has units of 
g/mol 
eps_a=sum(data(:,2).*data(:,3).*data(:,7))/sum(data(:,3).*data(:,7));    
%air- macroscopic log decrement energy loss per neutron collision 
(unitless) 
eps_ss=sum(data(:,2).*data(:,3).*data(:,6))/sum(data(:,3).*data(:,6));    
%rock- macroscopic log decrement energy loss per neutron collision 
(unitless) 
I_a=sum(data(:,5).*data(:,7));                       %effective 
resonance integral for absorption of epithermal neutrons by air  
(cm^2/g) 
I_ss=sum(data(:,5).*data(:,6));                       %effective 
resonance integral for absorption of epithermal neutrons by air 
(cm^2/g)  
Aeth_a=1/(eps_a*I_a+eps_a*sum_a);                     %effective 
epithermal neutron attenuation length for air  (g/cm^2) 
Aeth_ss=1/(eps_ss*I_ss+eps_ss*sum_ss);                 %effective 
epithermal neutron attenuation length for rock  (g/cm^2) 
Reth_a=1;                                           %normalization 
factor for neutron production rate in air (unitless) NOTE:  diff than 
defined in Liu et al. 1994 
Reth_ss=sqrt((Abar_ss/Abar_a));                  %normalization factor 
for neutron production rate in rock   (unitless) NOTE:  diff than 
defined in Liu et al. 1994 
Leth_a=sqrt(Deth_a/(1/Aeth_a));                          %epithermal 
neutron diffusion length in air   (g/cm^2)???? 
Leth_ss=sqrt(Deth_ss/(1/Aeth_ss));                          %epithermal 
neutron diffusion length in rock  (g/cm^2)???? 
  
  
phi_star_a=Pf_0*(Reth_a/((1/Aeth_a)-Deth_a/(Afn^2)));  % Eq. 12 
(n/cm^2*yr)  theoretical epithermal neuatron flux in air 
phi_star_ss=Pf_0*(Reth_ss/((1/Aeth_ss)-Deth_ss/(Afn^2)));  %Eq. 12 
(n/cm^2*yr)  theoretical epithermal neuatron flux in rock at surface, 
if air had the same properties 
Dphi_star_ss=phi_star_a-phi_star_ss;                      %Eq. 14a 
(n/cm^2*yr)   difference between flux in rock and air 
Dphi_star_a=phi_star_ss-phi_star_a;                       %%Eq. 14a 
(n/cm^2*yr)   difference between flux in air and rock 
Dphi_2star=Dphi_star_ss-((Deth_a/Deth_ss)*Dphi_star_a);    %Eq. 14b  
(n/cm^2*yr)   difference, with the flux in air adjusted for ratio of 
diff. coefficients 
  
FDphi_eth_a=(((Deth_ss/Leth_ss)*Dphi_star_a)-
((Deth_ss/Afn)*Dphi_2star))/((Deth_a/Leth_a)+(Deth_ss/Leth_ss));  %Eq. 
13  (n/cm^2*yr)  
FDphi_eth_ss=(((Deth_a/Leth_a)*Dphi_star_ss)-
((Deth_ss/Afn)*Dphi_2star))/((Deth_a/Leth_a)+(Deth_ss/Leth_ss));   %Eq. 
13  (n/cm^2*yr)  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%CALCULATED PARAMETERS FOR THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX 
(SEC.4)%%%%% 
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p_a=exp(-I_a/sum(data(:,3).*data(:,7).*data(:,2)));      %Eq. 16 
(unitless) resonance escape probability of air, following Chimel and 
Liu,   
p_ss=exp(-I_ss/sum(data(:,3).*data(:,6).*data(:,2)));    %Eq. 16 
(unitless) resonance escape probability of air, following Chimel and 
Liu, 
Rth_a=1;                                         %Eq. 17  (unitless)  
ratio of thermalized epithermal neutrons in air to itself 
Rth_ss=p_ss/p_a;                                 %Eq. 17   (unitles)  
same in rock  NOTE:  Disagrees with Liu 1994, they use a "total" R 
which multiplies Rth and Reth 
%Rth_ss=(p_ss/p_a)*sqrt(Abar_ss/Abar_a) 
Ath_a=1/sum(data(:,4).*data(:,7));              %Eq. 18  (g/cm^2)  mean 
free path for thermal neutrons in air     
Ath_ss=1/sum(data(:,4).*data(:,6));             %%Eq 18   (g/cm^2)  
mean free path for thermal neutrons in rock   
Dth_a=Deth_a;                                   %Eq. 19   Diffuion 
coefficient for thermal neuatrons in air 
Dth_ss=Deth_ss;                                 %Eq. 19   Diffuion 
coefficient for thermal neuatrons in air 
Lth_a=sqrt(Dth_a/(1/Ath_a));                    %thermal neutron 
diffusion length in air (g/cm^2) 
Lth_ss=sqrt(Dth_ss/(1/Ath_ss));                 %thermal neutron 
diffusion length in rock (g/cm^2) 
  
  
  
phi_star_th_a=(p_a*Rth_a*phi_star_a)/(Aeth_a*((1/Ath_a)-
(Dth_a/(Afn^2))));               %Eq. 21 (n/cm^2*yr)  thermal neuatron 
flux in air 
phi_star_th_ss=(p_a*Rth_ss*phi_star_ss)/(Aeth_ss*((1/Ath_ss)-
(Dth_ss/(Afn^2))));         %Eq. 21 (n/cm^2*yr)  thermal neuatron flux 
in rock at surface, theoretical 
squiq_eth_a=(p_a*Rth_a*FDphi_eth_a)/(Aeth_a*((1/Ath_a)-
(Dth_a/(Leth_a^2))));             %Eq. 22 (n/cm^2*yr) 
squiq_eth_ss=(p_a*Rth_ss*FDphi_eth_ss)/(Aeth_ss*((1/Ath_ss)-
(Dth_ss/(Leth_ss^2))));      %Eq. 22 (n/cm^2*yr) 
Dsquiq_eth_a=squiq_eth_ss-squiq_eth_a;                                              
%Eq. 25 (n/cm^2*yr) 
Dsquiq_eth_ss=squiq_eth_a-squiq_eth_ss;                                             
%Eq. 25 (n/cm^2*yr) 
Dphistar_th_a=phi_star_th_ss-phi_star_th_a;                                         
%Eq. 24 (n/cm^2*yr)  (modified to follow Gosse +Phillips; i.e. 
subscript on left term is i not j) 
Dphistar_th_ss=phi_star_th_a-phi_star_th_ss;                                        
%Eq. 24 (n/cm^2*yr)  (modified to follow Gosse +Phillips; i.e. 
subscript on left term is i not j) 
  
squiq_th_a=(Dth_a*(phi_star_th_a*(1/Afn)-squiq_eth_a*(1/Leth_a))... 
-Dth_ss*(phi_star_th_ss*(1/Ath_ss)+squiq_eth_ss*(1/Leth_ss))... 
+(Dth_ss/Lth_ss)*(Dphistar_th_a+Dsquiq_eth_a))*(1/((Dth_ss/Lth_ss)+(Dth
_a/Lth_a)));     %Eq. 23 (n/cm^2*yr) 
  
squiq_th_ss=(Dth_a*(phi_star_th_a*(1/Afn)-squiq_eth_a*(1/Leth_a))... 
-Dth_ss*(phi_star_th_ss*(1/Ath_ss)+squiq_eth_ss*(1/Leth_ss))... 
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+(Dth_a/Lth_a)*(Dphistar_th_ss+Dsquiq_eth_ss))*(1/((Dth_ss/Lth_ss)+(Dth
_a/Lth_a)));     %Eq. 23 (n/cm^2*yr) 
  
%This section calculates the thermal and epithermal neutron fluxes 
(Eqs. 11 and 20) at each depth increment. 
count=0 
for i=1:depth_inc 
thflux(i)=phi_star_th_ss*exp((-depthstep*count)/Afn)+squiq_eth_ss*exp(-
abs(depthstep*count)/Leth_ss)+squiq_th_ss*exp(-
abs(depthstep*count)/Lth_ss); 
ethflux(i)=phi_star_ss*exp((-depthstep*count)/Afn)-FDphi_eth_ss*exp(-
abs(depthstep*count)/Leth_ss); 
count=count+1; 
depths(i)=(depthstep*count); 
end 
thsr_c=thflux/Ath_ss;   %This goes from flux in n/cm^2*yr to stopping 
rate in n/g*yr 
ethsr_c=ethflux/Ath_ss;   %NOTE:  This should really be divided by 
Aeth_ss, but that gives unreasonable results.... 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Plotting section%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%figure(1) 
%clf 
%plot(depths,thflux) 
%hold on 
%plot(depths,ethflux,'b:') 
%xlabel('Depth (g/cm^2)') 
%ylabel('n/cm^2/yr') 
%title('Neutron Fluxes Following Phillips et al., 2001') 
%legend('thermal neutrons','epithermal neutrons') 
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Appendix B 
Matlab scripts for computation of analytical uncertainties 
 
“ID_plot_errors.m” 
 
%%Script used to generate figure 4.6, which shows error contours for 
%%specific combinations of Exposure age and U/Th-He closure age. 
  
%External files called:  None 
  
%External scripts called: None 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% 
clear all  
clf 
  
%Define the range of exposure ages and U/Th-He ages  
expages=[0.0001:0.0001:0.1];  nucages=[0.1:0.1:150]; 
  
%Assume a nucleogenic production rate of 0.012 at.g.yr.ppmLi 
nucconc_1=nucages*0.012;  nucconc_10=nucages*0.12;  
nucconc_30=nucages*0.36; 
  
%%assume 15% error on 3hectn calculation 
moderr=0.15;  PR=115; SF=2.275;  he_sp=expages.*PR*SF;  
  
%%Assume a 3hesp/3hectn ratio and compute 3Hectn for each Li case 
he_ctn_1=he_sp.*0.005;  he_ctn_10=he_sp.*0.05; he_ctn_30=he_sp.*0.15; 
  
%%%Loop through and compute total 3He, then compute errors based on the 
%%fitted error function from excel spreadsheet for the 10 ppm case 
for i=1:length(expages) 
    for j=1:length(nucconc_1) 
        he_m_10(i,j)=he_sp(i)+he_ctn_10(i)+nucconc_10(j); 
        he_m_1(i,j)=he_sp(i)+he_ctn_1(i)+nucconc_1(j); 
        he_m_30(i,j)=he_sp(i)+he_ctn_30(i)+nucconc_30(j); 
         
        if (8.485*he_m_10(i,j)^-0.26)>2 
        m_err_10(i,j)=((8.485*he_m_10(i,j)^-0.26)./100).*he_m_10(i,j); 
        else 
        m_err_10(i,j)=0.02.*he_m_10(i,j); 
        end 
         
        if (8.485*he_m_1(i,j)^-0.26)>2 
        m_err_1(i,j)=((8.485*he_m_1(i,j)^-0.26)./100).*he_m_1(i,j); 
        else 
        m_err_1(i,j)=0.02.*he_m_1(i,j); 
        end 
         
        if (8.485*he_m_30(i,j)^-0.26)>2 
        m_err_30(i,j)=((8.485*he_m_30(i,j)^-0.26)./100).*he_m_30(i,j); 
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        else 
        m_err_30(i,j)=0.02.*he_m_30(i,j); 
        end 
         
    end 
end 
  
%%repeat the loop for the 30 ppm case 
for i=1:length(nucconc_10) 
        if (8.485*nucconc_10(i)^-0.26)>2 
        nuc_err_10(i)=((8.485*nucconc_10(i)^-
0.26)./100).*nucconc_10(i); 
        else 
        nuc_err_10(i)=0.02.*nucconc_10(i); 
        end    
         
        if (8.485*nucconc_1(i)^-0.26)>2 
        nuc_err_1(i)=((8.485*nucconc_1(i)^-0.26)./100).*nucconc_1(i); 
        else 
        nuc_err_1(i)=0.02.*nucconc_1(i); 
        end 
         
         if (8.485*nucconc_30(i)^-0.26)>2 
        nuc_err_30(i)=((8.485*nucconc_30(i)^-
0.26)./100).*nucconc_30(i); 
        else 
        nuc_err_30(i)=0.02.*nucconc_30(i); 
         end        
end 
  
%%Compute the absolute errors on the CTN components by multiplying the 
%%fractional model error by the magnitude of the CTN component for the 
1, 10, 
%% and 30 ppm cases. 
ctn_err_30=he_ctn_30.*moderr;  ctn_err_10=he_ctn_10.*moderr;  
ctn_err_1=he_ctn_1.*moderr; 
  
%Loop through and calculate the total error on the 3Hesp component 
(quadratic) 
for i=1:length(expages) 
    for j=1:length(nucconc_10) 
       spall_matrix(i,j)=he_sp(i); 
        errone(i,j)=sqrt(m_err_1(i)^2+ctn_err_1(i)^2+nuc_err_1(j)^2); 
        
errten(i,j)=sqrt(m_err_10(i)^2+ctn_err_10(i)^2+nuc_err_10(j)^2); 
        err30(i,j)=sqrt(m_err_30(i)^2+ctn_err_30(i)^2+nuc_err_30(j)^2); 
    end 
end 
  
%Compute the fractional error on the 3Hesp component 
fracterr_1=errone./spall_matrix;   fracterr_10=errten./spall_matrix;  
fracterr_30=err30./spall_matrix; 
  
% Clean up our of range entries in the fractional error 
for i=1:size(fracterr_1,1) 
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    for j=1:size(fracterr_1,2) 
        if fracterr_1(i,j)<0 
            fracterr_1(i,j)=1000; 
        elseif fracterr_1(i,j)>1 
            fracterr_1(i,j)=1; 
        end 
          if fracterr_10(i,j)<0 
          fracterr_10(i,j)=1000; 
        elseif fracterr_10(i,j)>1 
            fracterr_10(i,j)=1; 
          end 
            if fracterr_30(i,j)<0 
          fracterr_30(i,j)=1000; 
        elseif fracterr_30(i,j)>1 
            fracterr_30(i,j)=1; 
            end 
    end 
end 
             
%%Plot option 1:  Make contour plots of the fractional errors 
clf 
figure(1) 
v2=[0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5] 
subplot(2,1,1) 
[C2,h2]=contour(nucages,expages,fracterr_10,v2) 
xlabel('U/Th-He Closure Age (my)');ylabel('Exposure Age 
(ky)');view([0,0,1]); 
xlim([0 100]);ylim([0 0.05]) 
  
v3=[0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5] 
subplot(2,1,2) 
[C3,h3]=contour(nucages,expages,fracterr_30,v3) 
xlabel('U/Th-He Closure Age (my)');ylabel('Exposure Age 
(ky)');view([0,0,1]); 
xlim([0 100]);ylim([0 0.1]) 
  
break 
  
%%Plot option 2: extract the fractional error contours 
%%as vector arrays, and then plots them as indivudal lines.  This is 
the 
%%section used to make the figure. 
  
clear coord5  coord7 coord10 coord15 coord20 coord30 
count=0;count1=0;count2=0;count3=0;count4=0;count5=0; 
for i=1:1000%size(fracterr_30,1) 
    for j=1:1000%size(fracterr_30,2) 
        if ((fracterr_30(i,j) < 0.05001) & (fracterr_30(i,j) > 
0.04999)) 
            count=count+1; 
            coord5(1,count)=i/10;coord5(2,count)=j/10; 
        end 
         if ((fracterr_30(i,j) < 0.07001) & (fracterr_30(i,j) > 
0.06999)) 
            count5=count5+1; 
            coord7(1,count5)=i/10;coord7(2,count5)=j/10; 
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        end 
         if ((fracterr_30(i,j) < 0.10001) & (fracterr_30(i,j) > 
0.09999)) 
            count1=count1+1; 
            coord10(1,count1)=i/10;coord10(2,count1)=j/10; 
         end 
        if ((fracterr_30(i,j) < 0.1501) & (fracterr_30(i,j) > 0.1499)) 
            count2=count2+1; 
            coord15(1,count2)=i/10;coord15(2,count2)=j/10; 
        end 
         if ((fracterr_30(i,j) < 0.201) & (fracterr_30(i,j) > 0.199)) 
            count3=count3+1; 
            coord20(1,count3)=i/10;coord20(2,count3)=j/10; 
         end 
           if ((fracterr_30(i,j) < 0.31) & (fracterr_30(i,j) > 0.29)) 
            count4=count4+1; 
            coord30(1,count4)=i/10;coord30(2,count4)=j/10; 
        end 
         
    end 
end 
  
clf 
loglog(coord5(2,:),coord5(1,:)); 
hold on 
loglog(coord10(2,:),coord10(1,:));hold 
on;loglog(coord15(2,:),coord15(1,:)); 
loglog(coord20(2,:),coord20(1,:));loglog(coord30(2,:),coord30(1,:));log
log(coord7(2,:),coord7(1,:)); 
xlim([1 100]); ylim([1 100]) 
  
%%Save the extracted contour lines for optional plotting in excel 
output=[nucages'; expages'] 
save D:\Willy\Idaho\Paper\Figures\contourfig\agelists output -ascii -
tabs 
save D:\Willy\Idaho\Paper\Figures\contourfig\fracterr_10 fracterr_10 -
ascii -tabs 
save D:\Willy\Idaho\Paper\Figures\contourfig\fracterr_30 fracterr_30 -
ascii –tabs 
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 “Slope_errors.m” 
 
%%%%This script is used to generate the lower panel in figure 5.6, 
%%%it creates synthetic datasets, imposes a slope and determines what 
%%%the error on the linear fit is. 
  
%External files: none 
  
%Exteral scripts: none 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% 
clear all 
clf 
  
%%%%%inputs%%%%%%%%% 
mu=[0.5 1 2 3];   % mean 3He signal intensities (cps) 
sigma=[0.18 0.13 0.09 0.075];  %Umcertainties associated with each 3He 
value, 
%%taken from observed data in top panel of figure 5.6 
t=[170:60:3890];        %Time steps in each synthetic data array 
slopes=[0.0001 0.0002 0.003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.001 0.002 0.003 
0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for e=1:length(sigma)   %Loop over the specified errors 
    
for k=1:300     %Loop over the number of synthetic datasets 
cps=mu(e)+sigma(e)*randn(1,187);    %generate the kth data array 
  
for i=1:length(slopes) 
    clear cps_s 
    for j=1:length(t) 
        cps_s(j)=cps(j)*((slopes(i)*t(j)+mu(e))/mu(e)); %Apply slope to 
data 
    end 
    [B dev stats]=glmfit(t,cps_s);      %record intercept and error 
    ints(k,1,i)=B(1);ints(k,2,i)=stats.se(1); 
    end 
end 
  
mean_ints(:,(2*e-1):2*e)=squeeze(mean(ints,1))' 
%clear ints 
end 
%%Loop through results matrix and and compute fractional errors 
cnt=0; 
for i=2:2:size(mean_ints,2) 
    cnt=cnt+1; 
    fracterr(:,cnt)=mean_ints(:,i)./mean_ints(:,i-1); 
end 
  
%%%Plot up fractional errors versus slope for each 3He cps value 
clf 
plot(slopes,fracterr(:,1:4),'linewidth',2) 
ylim([0 0.5]) 
xlabel('Slope of time (sec) vs 3He (cps)')  
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ylabel('% Standard Error on intercept') 
legend('0.5 cps','1 cps','2 cps','3 cps') 
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 “Ratio_Plotter.m” 
%%%%This script is used to generate the lower panel in figure 5.7, 
%%%it calculates 3He from exposure age and 4He from closure age 
  
%External files: none 
  
%External scripts: none 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% 
clear all  
clf 
  
%Specify scaling factor and production rate 
SF=2.15;  PR=133; 
  
%%Specify devcay constants 
dc238=log(2)/4.47e9; dc235=log(2)/7.04e8; dc232=log(2)/1.4e10; 
  
%Compute 3Hesp for an array of exposure ages 
for i=1:100 
    expages(i)=i*1000; 
    he3(i)=i*1000*SF*PR; 
end 
  
%Compute U and Th concentrations 
uvals=[50 100 200 400] 
for j=1:4 
       th(j)=uvals(j)/3; 
       u235(j)=(((uvals(j)*(1/137.88))*(10^-6))/235)*6.022e23; 
       u238(j)=((uvals(j)*(10^-6))/238)*6.022e23; 
       th232(j)=((th(j)*(10^-6))/232)*6.022e23; 
end 
  
%Compute 4He concentrations 
ages=[10^7 10^8] 
cnt=0; 
for j=1:4 
    for a=1:2 
        cnt=cnt+1; 
    he(cnt)=8*u238(j)*(exp(dc238*ages(a))-
1)+7*u235(j)*(exp(dc235*ages(a))-1)+6*th232(j)*(exp(dc232*ages(a))-1); 
    end 
end 
  
%%Compute 3He/4He ratios 
for i=1:100 
    for j=1:8 
   ratio(i,j)=he3(i)/he(j); 
    end 
end 
%%Plot the exposure ages vs the 3He/4He ratios 
semilogy(expages,ratio) 
ylim([10^-12 10^-8]) 
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“Compute_errors2.m” 
%%%%This script is used to generate the top panel in figure 4.7 
%%%It determines the lowest achievable error for a 3He analysis at a 
given  
%%%3He/4He ratio 
  
%External files: None 
  
%External Scripts:  "slope_errors_auto.m" 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear all 
  
sens=100;  %hold sensitivity fixed in this case. 
max4=(7*10^14)*(10^-12);    %4He threshold at which tailing is observed 
to begin 
mincps=0.5;                   % Minimum 3He signal (in cps) required 
for analysis 
min3=(((mincps/sens)*(10^-12))/22400)*6.022e23;     %Number of atoms 
required to give minimum cps 
  
cnt=0; 
values=[2*10^-9:2*10^-9:10^-8]%    8*10^-10 10^-9 4*10^-9 8*10^-9 10^-
8] 
for k=1:length(values)       %iterate through the 3He/4He ratios 
    i=values(k); 
    cnt=cnt+1 
    ratio34(cnt)=i;                     %record 3He/4He ratios 
    min4(cnt)=(min3/i)*(10^-12);        %define minimum 4He to get 
target cps (Tatoms) 
    cnt2=0; 
    lowesterr(cnt)=1;bestmu(cnt)=0;     %Initialize variables 
    clear slope mu fracterr at3 
    for j=round(min4(cnt)):1:round(max4)     %iterate from the minimum 
4He to the maximum where scattering occurs 
        cnt2=cnt2+1; 
        at3(cnt2)=(j*i)*10^12;             %atoms of 3He for the given 
4He 
        mu(cnt2)=(((at3(cnt2)*sens)*(10^12))*22400)/6.022e23;   %cps of 
3He for the given 4He 
        slopes(cnt2)=0.00007807*j^0.60711864;               %Slope for 
the given 4He     
        
[fracterr(cnt2),mean_int(cnt2,:)]=slope_errors_auto(mu(cnt2),slopes(cnt
2));  %Run the montecarlo script to get the  error. 
         
        if fracterr(cnt2)<lowesterr(cnt) 
            lowesterr(cnt)=fracterr(cnt2);  % record the lowest error 
            best4(cnt)=j;                     %record the 4He value 
that gave the lowest error 
            bestmu(cnt)=mu(cnt2);           %record the mean cps value 
that gave the lowest error 
            bestslope(cnt)=slopes(cnt2);    %record the slopethat gave 
the lowest error 
        end 
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    end 
end 
  
%%%Output results for plotting in Excel 
output=[ratio34' bestmu' lowesterr' bestslope' best4'] 
save errorcalc_cps1_sens100_max4_7 output -ascii -tabs 
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“Slope_errors_auto.m” 
 
%%%%  This script is called by "compute_errors2.m" and does a monte 
carlo 
%%%%  calculation to determine the average uncertainty on the intercept 
for 
%%%%  a data array of given 3He cps (mu) and slope (slopes) 
  
%external files: none 
  
%external scripts: none 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
function [fracterr,mean_int]=slope_errors_auto(mu,slopes) 
  
sigma=0.116*(mu^-0.43);   %extract the % S.D. from fit to observed 
errrors 
sigma2=sigma*mu;    % Compute the absolute standard deviation 
t=[170:60:3890];   %set time range 
  
for k=1:70                         %loop over a bunch of monte carlo 
iterations 
cps=mu+sigma2*randn(1,187);      %Generate an array of random numbers 
around the mean CPS 
%%with the specified standard deviation 
    clear cps_s 
    for j=1:length(t) 
        cps_s(j)=cps(j)*((slopes*t(j)+mu)/mu);  %  Add the slope to a 
given dataset 
    end 
    [B dev stats]=glmfit(t,cps_s);  %Output the intercept and standard 
error 
    ints(k,1)=B(1);ints(k,2)=stats.se(1);   
  
end % Record intercept and error 
    mean_int=mean(ints,1)'; 
fracterr=mean_int(2)/mean_int(1);   %Compute fractional error. 
 
 
